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Barney Miller's the one.
The number one Thursday night show on any network.
The one who attracts more women 18-49 than his competition: 15% more than NBC, 113% more than CBS.
The one more men 18-49 prefer: 28% more than NBC, 146% more than CBS.
The one teens turn to: 77% more than NBC, 247% more than CBS.

Barney Miller. The one show that really is tough competition in any line-up.

Barney Miller. A Four D Production distributed by Columbia Pictures Television
WBBM-TV wins National Emmy for Community Service.

Bill Kurtis' "Agent Orange: The Human Harvest." Television reporting at its best... helping thousands of people, moving a government to action.

This eye-opening special report has earned the National Emmy from the National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences, described by the Academy as its "most prestigious and meaningful award." This National Emmy is awarded to only one television station in the country for coverage of "matters of significance to the community."

Bill Kurtis was the first television journalist to investigate, write, then break this story revealing a possible link between the herbicide used to defoliate Vietnam forests, and illnesses, deaths and birth defects among people exposed to it. The program led to nationwide efforts to help these veterans, and an EPA ban on use of the dioxin in Agent Orange—only the second such ban in history.

Just as the National Emmy recognizes outstanding television journalism, "Agent Orange" reflects WBBM-TV's ongoing commitment to programming excellence. A commitment that's earned 55 awards during the past year alone, and helped make WBBM-TV Chicago's Most Watched News!

WHEREVER THE NEWS BREAKS. WHATEVER IT TAKES.

WBBM-TV CHICAGO \( \text{\textcircled{C}2} \)
Nobody does it better.
The Week in Brief

THE LATEST PIECE IN THE AM STEREO PUZZLE □ The FCC is preparing a notice of further rulemaking to reappraise its earlier choice of Magnavox. PAGE 19.

HOLLINGS BILL ON HOLD □ AT&T issues in the proposed legislation cause disagreement, and the mark-up is postponed indefinitely. PAGE 20.

UPSET □ Various plans to increase the number of radio stations to encourage minority ownership are not viewed favorably by some incumbent minority broadcasters who fear economic ruin from the increased competition. PAGE 22.

SPOTLIGHT ON CHILDREN'S TV □ At a NAB conference in Washington, programers, station managers, syndicators and members of citizen groups hear FCC Chairman Ferris call the commission's children's task force proposal to require mandatory programing requirements “not too modest a proposal!” The three-day gathering features screenings of various programs and discussions of production techniques. PAGE 23.

THE PROGRAMING EXPLOSION □ The opportunity and demand occasioned by the new technology plus spiralling production costs have written a new scenario for television. The first part of this report deals with its effects on network TV. PAGE 28. The second part traces the do-it-yourself movement of stations into syndication. PAGE 36.

THE NEW FACE OF OUTLET CO. □ The 86-year-old company, has transformed itself in the past five years from a retailing business with broadcast interests into a major station owner. It stems from an aggressive acquisition policy under Bruce Sundlin. PAGE 53.

SPOTLIGHT ON CHILDREN'S TV □ An ANA-RAB workshop points up the aural medium's effectiveness, particularly in inflationary times. PAGE 56.

A CURVE FROM JUSTICE □ The government department objects to House version of Stanford Daily bill and causes friction with Senate. PAGE 58.

NAB CONVENTION STUDY □ RCA survey finds most people were satisfied with the Las Vegas meeting. There is a split vote on separate radio and TV gatherings, but a consensus that there should be more time to view exhibits. PAGE 60.

STRICHER RULES □ The FCC proposes to revert to a grade B criterion for cable-TV crosstownships. It puts 25 such holdings under the gun. But there are indications that the commission will grant waivers. PAGE 63.

EEO DUST-UP □ In the wake of the Jones-Brown exchange, the FCC will consider an NAB petition that the commission review its over-all policies. PAGE 64.

WINNER: PAY-TV □ Viewers in Los Angeles and Columbus; Ohio, ante up nearly $2 million to watch the Leonard-Duran title fight. Between 35% and 45% of that will be profit for ON-TV and Qube. PAGE 68.

JACOBS'S CRYSTAL BALL □ The program consultant's annual predictions are out, and the nod for prime-time in the fall goes to CBS-TV. PAGE 69.

RELIEF FOR RCA □ The FCC steers clear of the transponder allocation business as it votes against action on complaints against the system of assigning places on Satcom. PAGE 70.

CAPITAL TRANSLATOR □ Spanish International Network puts a low-powered TV installation on the air to serve Washington's Spanish-speaking population. It's part of a continuing study of such facilities. PAGE 71.

ALL IN THE COMPANY □ Cable is one of the bonds of marriage for Bill and Kay Koplovitz. She is president of UA-Columbia's USA Network; he is vice president of corporate development, UA-Columbia Cablevision. PAGE 97.
Baretta's got the same winning ingredients that are making The Rockford Files a syndication smash among young women 18-49:

An attractive male star  
Touched of humor  
Solid action!

During 3½ seasons on ABC-TV Baretta averaged a first place 20.5 rating and 32% share while delivering 56% more young women than its NBC competition and 22% more than its CBS competition!

In fact, Baretta was the sixth highest rated series among women 18-49 in all of TV during the 1976-1977 season, beating such shows as All In The Family, Barney Miller, Mary Tyler Moore, The Jeffersoons, Starsky & Hutch and Welcome Back, Kotter!

And during two seasons in which it played at 9 pm, Baretta reached 22% more teens and kids than CBS and NBC—combined!

Baretta
STARRING
ROBERT BLAKE

He's got what Rockford's got. For early news lead-in, prime time or late night.

82 ACTION HOURS STARTING THIS FALL.
Closed Circuit
Insider report: behind the scene, before the fact

Swift action
With mark-up scheduled by House Communications Subcommittee tomorrow (July 1), Representative Allan Swift (D-Wash.) apparently has votes in line for approval of his bill that would turn FCC crossownership regulations into law but at same time eliminate legal crossownership as issue in license renewal challenges. Swift added Representative Albert Gore (D-Tenn.) to list of co-sponsors, who now add up to majority of subcommittee.

Although no decision had been made late last week, Representative Ronald Mott (D-Ohio) was thinking of submitting his bill to require public disclosure by FCC of station financial statements as amendment to Swift bill.

Ferris's future
Would Charles D. Ferris be content to stay on FCC if Ronald Reagan became President and named new FCC chairman? Report in high Democratic echelon in House, which he frequents, is that he'd resign without completing his term, which runs to 1984. One of Reagan's first acts as President would be to name Republican to head FCC, Reagan friends say. If Ferris quit, Reagan would be given immediate opportunity to shift balance to four Republicans and three Democrats, with naming of new GOP member.

Whether Ferris would enter private law practice for first time or return to familiar haunts on Capitol Hill isn't known, but in certain Hill precincts it's speculated he would wind up on staff of one of policy committees, particularly if Democrats continue to control House.

Waiting
Word from White House last Friday was that staff that has been screening candidates for FCC seat now held by James H. Quello had yet to send recommendation to President. Maybe this week. Quello's term ends today (June 30), but he may continue to serve until successor is confirmed.

Reagan and radio
Ronald Reagan, due to be crowned with Republican presidential nomination at party's convention beginning July 14, is expected to get off to early start in his campaign against his Democratic opponent—presumably Jimmy Carter—and on radio. Harry O'Connor, Los Angeles program distributor who syndicated Reagan's discontinued radio commentaries, has talked to CBS Radio network executives about purchasing 10 minutes of drive time (7:45 a.m. on Wednesday July 21) for Reagan, with program to be repeated on Sunday. Other Reagan aides say radio will play important role throughout campaign.

Former California governor is comfortable with that medium—and not only because of his years as syndicated commentator following end of his second term as California governor, in 1974. He made his living as sports announcer at WHO(AM) Des Moines from 1932 to 1937.

Counteragitation
Two resolutions, both obliquely critical of regulatory activism of United Church of Christ's Office of Communication, have been passed by church's South Central Conference for submission to General Synod when it meets next year. Both call upon Office to re-examine its policies and provide "a more positive and helpful direction." One also expresses belief Office on occasion has taken "advocacy positions that have often proved to be counterproductive." Resolution stemmed from work, through their local churches, of Charles, Wright of WAYX-AM-FM Canton, Ill., in one case, and C. Herb Skoog of KGB(AM)-KBBT(FM) New Braunfels, Tex., in other.

Rev. Dr. Everett C. Parker, director, and associates at Office of Communication seem unperturbed by resolutions. Parker in fact obtained copies for Broadcasting.

Growth accounts
Fastest growing advertiser categories in national spot and network TV in decade 1970-79, as just compiled by Television Bureau of Advertising: equipment, fixtures and systems (air-conditioning, plumbing, power tools, etc.), with annual compound gain of 27%; feminine hygiene products, up 23%; ready-to-wear clothing, up 23%, and communications and public utilities, up 22%.

In local TV, biggest gainers were hardware stores, up 30%; shoe stores, up 33%; restaurants and drive-ins, up 30%, and toy, hobby and sporting goods stores, up 29%.

First shot
Buoyed by success of pay-per-view presentation of Roberto Duran-Sugar Ray Leonard boxing match (see page 68), ON-TV President Jerry Perenchio is looking for more opportunities in field. First project may be deal with 20th Century-Fox Film Corp. to premiere feature film on subscription television—before movie opens in theaters. Perenchio is also talking to MCA Inc. about same arrangement.

Perenchio envisions premiere origination, complete with searchlights and stars, at home of one selected viewer. Film would be offered to all of service's subscribers at something around $10. ON, which now claims over 275,000 subscribers, bets that its largely nonmovie-going audience would be attractive promotion for studios.

Faster, faster
FCC's Broadcast Facilities Division, once site of major bickering, is in process of wiping them out, to discomfiture of others in commission as well as (ironically) outside attorneys. Division, with staff increased by 15%, has been processing applications and designating mutually exclusive ones for hearing and record-breaking pace. In April-June, division designated more cases for hearing—53—than in all of previous year. In June alone, 29 cases involving 77 applications were designated, statistic sure to cause dismay among hearing division and commission's administrative law judges, to whom workload now shifts.

Outside attorneys, who are more accustomed to complain about slow pace of commission's processes, are not likely to be pleased, either. Although lawyers are seldom too busy to take on another case, some small firms are groaning under enlarged workload.

So far so good
Financial officers of leading stations and station groups report with some relief that economy's downturn has not compounded slow-pay problems with clients, at least not yet. "What we feared hasn't happened," in words of one executive, speaking specifically of national spot accounts. They say recent fall in interest rates hasn't hurt, reducing advertiser or agency temptation to give bills extra float.

Housing problem
In quest to consolidate Washington staff under one roof, FCC may have to move across Potomac river to Virginia. Commission now is spread among four locations in downtown Washington. Main building housing commissioners—at 191 M Street, N.W.—has been occupied since 1967, when area was not considered prime real estate it is now. Increasing rental, expanding personnel and budgetary pinch are forcing FCC to seek alternative housing. Source at commission says move "would not be before the summer of 1981."


Procter & Gamble □ Mr. Clean detergent. Begins this week for 52 weeks in more than 30 markets. Fringe times. Agency: Tatham, Laird & Kudner, Chicago. Target: women, 25-54; adults, 18-34.


**ARE SMALL CARS as SAFE as BIG CARS?**

Tough question? Sure it is.

But it's just one of hundreds of tough questions fielded each year by the Communications staff of the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association.

As the national trade association for U.S. car, truck and bus makers, we have the resources to provide answers and information—quickly and reliably.

If you're looking for industry views on some of the tough transportation issues of the day—or statistical data on just about any aspect of motor vehicles—we can help.

**Toyota** □ Automobiles. Begins this week for 12 weeks in more than 80 markets. Fringe and prime access times. Agency: Dancer Fitzgerald Sample, New York. Target: adults, 18-34.


**Piper Jaffray & Hopwood** □ Investment services. Begins this week for eight weeks in 17 markets. Late news, sports and early news times. Agency: BBDO, Minneapolis. Target: men, 35 and over.


KOCO-TV, OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE

THE APPOINTMENT OF

KATZ AMERICAN TELEVISION

AS OUR SALES AND MARKETING

REPRESENTATIVES.

KOCO-TV, KATZ, THE BEST.
Since Gaylord Broadcasting acquired KSTW-TV in 1974, the station has done something quite remarkable: it's doubled its average sign-on to sign-off audience.

And the story is likely to become even more remarkable, because of a new self-supporting tower that is the tallest structure in the Seattle-Tacoma area.

At Kline Iron & Steel, we're honored to have been chosen to design and build the tower, and we're justifiably proud of the friendships we've made at Channel 11.

Since 1950, we've made a lot of friends in broadcasting. And, in the process, Kline Iron & Steel has become the number one company in the world in the design, fabrication and erection of tall towers.

So, if there's a new tower in your plans, give us a call. Because no matter how high you're going, you'll find that a Kline tower stands head and shoulders above the rest.

KLINE IRON & STEEL


No judge would decide a case without hearing both sides. But a lot of people have done just that on the subject of smoking.

I'm Walker Merriman, Assistant to the President of The Tobacco Institute. And I happen to believe that a little knowledge can indeed be a dangerous thing.

So if you've got an audience who'd be interested in some of the facts the government ignored when it embarked on its current anti-smoking campaign, I'd like to set the record straight and answer their questions.

Not because I want to make new converts or keep anybody from quitting, I don't. But because I think the American public has the right to the whole truth.

Walker Merriman has an extensive background in broadcast journalism. He has served as news director, documentary film producer, and writer for several radio and television stations and is a member of a number of prestigious professional societies. To arrange for a free guest appearance, write The Tobacco Institute, 1875 I St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006, or call (800) 424-9876.

The Tobacco Institute
July 8 - National Association of Broadcasters EEO compliance workshop. KMGH-TV, 123 Speer Boulevard, Denver.

July 8-11 - Arbitron Television Advisory Council meeting. Castle Harbour hotel, Bermuda.

July 10 - National Association of Broadcasters EEO compliance workshop. NBC, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, Room 1533, New York.


July 13-16 - New England Cable Television Association annual convention. Wentworth by the Sea, Portsmouth, N.H. Information: NECTA, 84 North State Street, Concord, N.H. 03301; (603) 224-3373.

July 14 - Beginning of Republican national convention. Cobo Hall, Detroit.

July 14-15 - Society of Cable Television Engineers technical meeting and workshop on "Coaxial Cable or Fiber Optics." Whicta Hilton, Wichita, Kan.

July 15 - National Association of Broadcasters EEO compliance workshop. Chamber of Commerce Building, 301 Camp Street, New Orleans.

July 15 - Radio Advertising Bureau ideas for radio salespeople. Sheraton Airport Inn, Minneapolis.


July 17 - Radio Advertising Bureau ideas for radio salespeople. Sheraton Inn and Conference Center Madison, Wis.

July 18-20 - Eighth annual National Gospel Radio Seminar Dunty Dallas hotel, Dallas.

July 22 - Radio Advertising Bureau ideas for radio salespeople. Galleria Plaza hotel, Houston.

July 22 - Radio Advertising Bureau ideas for radio salespeople. Sheraton Old Town, Albuquerque, N.M.

July 22 - Radio Advertising Bureau ideas for radio salespeople. Ramada Inn, Evansville, Ind.

July 24 - Radio Advertising Bureau ideas for radio salespeople. Holiday Inn, Muscatine, Iowa.


July 24 - Radio Advertising Bureau ideas for radio salespeople. Holiday Inn Northwest, Oklahoma City.

July 24 - Radio Advertising Bureau ideas for radio salespeople. Red Lion Motor Inn, Spokane, Wash.


July 24-25 - Louisiana Association of Broadcasters summer convention. Regency hotel, Shreveport.


July 27-29 - California Association of Broadcasters meeting. Del Monte Hyatt House, Monterey.

July 27-31 - Community Antenna Television Association CCOS-BO, Snowmass, Colo.


July 30-31 - Wisconsin Broadcasters Association annual summer meeting, Pioneer Inn, Oshkosh.


September


Sept. 5-7 - New Hampshire Association of Broadcasters annual convention. Waterville Valley Resort, Waterville Valley.


Sept. 8-9 - Society of Cable Television Engineers technical seminar on testing and test equipment, microwave, preventive maintenance and construction techniques. Registration due Aug. 1. Princess Kualau hotel, Honolulu.


Sept. 21-23 - Nebraska Broadcasters Association annual convention. Midtown Holiday Inn, Grand Island.

Sept. 21-24 - Texas Association of Broadcasters annual meeting. San Antonio Marriott hotel.


Sept. 24 - Cable Television Administration and Marketing Society Southeast regional marketing seminar. Atlanta Hilton.

Sept. 24-25 - Tennessee Association of Broadcasters annual meeting, Hyatt Regency, Knoxville.

Sept. 24-25 - Indiana Broadcasters Association fall conference. Executive Inn, Vincennes.
WE RE-INVENTED THE BROADCAST WIRE.

In 1979, we literally re-invented the broadcast wire. We examined your needs and started from scratch to create the most comprehensive package of broadcast services in the industry.

The AP Radio Wire is like a programming machine.

The AP Radio Wire works harder for you, because it's 100% ready to air—the latest news, information, and bulletins; everything as it happens.

Our hourly news summaries provide three minutes of fully scripted news programming, not just separate stories. Plus, we've developed a strong package of regular features that will fit any format. And, they're programmed on a regular schedule, giving you the added opportunity of strip programming with sponsorship potential.

The AP Radio Wire delivers ready-to-air, ready-to-sell news and programming that gives you a competitive edge in attracting listeners and advertisers.

The only wire service designed exclusively for TV.

The AP TV Wire is a high-speed (1200wpm) source wire specially designed to fit television's need for in-depth background on today's news—the vital data critical to the development of high-rated newscasts.

But, AP TV Wire is more than just a news source. Fully one-third of it is designed for story and feature programming—ready to strip into your noon shows, AM shows, or other local programming. And, adding AP PhotoColor and AP Laser-Photo can make AP TV Wire even more useful and effective.

The flexibility to meet your needs.
Whichever AP service is best for you, you'll get the most flexible, useable news and programming available. 24-hours-a-day, every day, the AP provides fast, accurate, objective news from around the nation and the world, plus more depth of coverage by region and state than is available anywhere else.

We've re-invented the broadcast wire to help you strengthen your product, build ratings, and be more saleable.

Associated Press Broadcast Services, 50 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10020 (212) 262-4011

AP Broadcast Services

INNOVATION for better news programming


October

Oct. 1 — New deadline for comments in FCC rulemaking proposal on modem rules to increase availability of commercial FM assignments (Docket 80-80) and inquiry to streamline FM rules to expedite processing (Docket 80-130) Reply are due Dec. 1. FCC. Washington.

Oct. 1-2 — National Association of Broadcasters directional antenna seminars Cleveland Marriott Airport hotel, Cleveland.

Oct. 2-5 — Women in Communications Inc. 48th annual meeting. Des Moines, Iowa. Information: Jay Hickerson, Radio City Center, Suite 1500, New York 10003.


Oct. 10-11 — National symposium on video disk programing sponsored by Nebraska ETV Network, KUON-TV Lincoln, Neb., University of Nebraska-Lincoln and Office of Engineering Research, Corporation for Public Broadcasting, University of Nebraska-Lincoln. Information: Chuck Havelock, 205 Nebraska Center, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln 68583; (402) 472-2844.


Oct. 11 — Florida Association of Broadcasters meeting. South Seas Plantation, Captiva Island, Fort Myers.


Oct. 14-15 — Advertising Research Foundation's second conference on business advertising research and research fair Stouffer's Inn on the Square, Cleveland.

Oct. 15-16 — Society of Cable Television Engineers annual fall meeting on "Emerging Technologies." Playboy Club Resort and Conference Center, Great Gorge, N.J.


Oct. 27-29 — Mid-America CATV Association 23rd annual meeting and show. Williams Plaza hotel, Tulsa, Okla.

Oct. 28-29 — Ohio Association of Broadcasters fall convention. Carrousel Inn, Columbus.


November

Nov. 3-4 — Cable Television Administration and Marketing Society direct sales seminar. Hotel Colon- nade, Boston.

Nov. 9-14 — Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers, 122d technical conference and equipment exhibit. Hilton hotel, New York.

Nov. 10-12 — Television Bureau of Advertising's annual meeting. Hilton hotel, Las Vegas.

Nov. 12-14 — American Association of Advertising Agencies central regional annual meeting. Ritz-Carlton, Chicago.


Nov. 16-17 — Tennessee Cable Television Association annual fall convention. The Maxwell House, Nashville.

Nov. 17-18 — Society of Cable Television Engineers technical meeting and workshop. Hyatt hotel, Phoenix.

Pouring oil on the fire

EDITOR: Phillips Petroleum Public Relations Director William C. Adams's description of TV newsmen as "untalented, myopic and prejudiced wimps" in his letter to the editor June 16, not to mention his statement about punching Mike Wallace in the mouth, reveals a great deal.

With such an enlightened attitude about television news, it's little wonder Phillips Petroleum is having trouble getting its message across to the public.

As NBC News bureau chief in Houston for six years, I enjoyed a good working relationship with oil industry executives and public relations representatives from such companies as Conoco, Gulf and Shell. These people worked hard to provide us with information and company spokesmen whenever there was a controversy. This assistance allowed us to balance our stories, especially when some government agency would accuse the industry or individual companies of some alleged offense. It was a good arrangement. We were able to tell both sides of a story, and the oil companies got a fair shake on the air.

Maybe Phillips Petroleum would do better to establish some rapport with the media instead of publicly expressing Neanderthal opinions about it.—Arthur A. Lord, director, network news, West Coast, NBC News.

EDITOR: I have just read the rather vicious attack on television reporting in the letter from William Adams, the public relations director of Phillips Petroleum. With that kind of PR director, it's no wonder Phillips and other oil firms have public relations problems. I always thought the purpose of one in Adams's position was to facilitate communication, not to engender ill feelings. In berating broadcast journalists, he does a disservice, both to those he attacks and the company for which he works. —Bill Bugler, Tulsa.

EDITOR: Adams makes a blanket statement, referring to television reporters as "butchering, slandering, untalented, myopic and prejudiced wimps who couldn't hold a daily-grind job if their family's lives depended on it."

This statement strikes me as pure nonsense. In my judgment, most television news people are dedicated, hard-working individuals . . . many of whom risk their own personal safety while carrying out their assignments. On the local TV news level, my colleagues and I frequently face challenging and potentially dangerous assignments.

I don't want this to sound like a self-serving boastful reply on behalf of television news people. But I feel compelled to defend a profession that is basically a good and honorable one.

Adams's statements are inaccurate and uncalled for; I don't know of any public-relations people who face the daily rigors that many television reporters do. —Jeffrey R. Usner, reporter/anchor, WWAY-TV Wilmington, N.C.

Nonexclusive club

EDITOR: Your special report, "The Washington Lawyer: Power Behind the Powers That Be" (Broadcasting, June 16), contains an excellent description of the intricate and dynamic relationship between the Washington communications lawyers, their clients and the government. It is by far the most comprehensive and perceptive treatment ever of that intriguing subject.

It may be worthwhile to note a distinction between a Washington lawyer (someone who practices law in the District of Columbia) and the Washington lawyer (lawyers who deal with the federal government). And not all Washington lawyers are based in Washington, D.C. For example, former FCC Chairman Newton Minow has a robust communications practice in Chicago, and Ashton Hardy, previously an FCC general counsel, practices communications law in New Orleans. A look at the Supreme Court's current docket reveals the names of several non-D.C. lawyers who are prominent in communications law, including Floyd Abrams, a premier New York City First Amendment lawyer, and Talbot (Sandy) D'Alemberte, a Miami lawyer who played a leading role in the decision of the Florida courts to allow broadcast coverage of courtroom proceedings.

The Washington lawyer has been called by Joseph Goulden (in "The Super Lawyers: The Small and Powerful Role of the Great Washington Law Firms") "the interface that holds together the economic partnership of business and government." The same might be said of the role your magazine plays as the journalistic interface of electronic communications.—Erwin G. Krasnow, senior vice president and general counsel, National Association of Broadcasters, Washington.

Out of the picture
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The perfect 10: nowhere to go on national TV

It began when the Monarch Import Co. approached our agency. Monarch had just completed negotiations with the People's Republic of China for the exclusive rights to import Tsingtao beer (pronounced Ching-dow).

Monarch's marketing director, Marshall Goldberg, asked us to pick a market to test the product, marketing approach and advertising for this new beer from China. He wondered how beer with a strange name from China with a limited budget could compete effectively with the big boys.

Before we looked at creative, we had to examine media, the different time units that are offered, their cost efficiency and most importantly, their effectiveness.

After watching Lord knows how many 10-second television spots, we came to the conclusion that most 10's are really reminders of 30-second or 60-second commercials, or commercials that merely place the client's name in the consumer's mind without associating it with the product or even the product category.

After viewing 10-second spots in all product categories, we decided to screen commercials of all lengths that dealt only with beer—10's, 30's, 60's. It was important that we get to the very essence, the heart of beer commercials, if we were to create the perfect 10.

We noticed that most beer commercials really don't sell the beer as such. They tell the consumer very little about the quality of the beer, how it is brewed or what the taste expectations should be. Instead, most beer commercials use famous athletes (who must have cost an arm and a leg), and hardly any of the commercials really communicated the unique aspect of their product. They all seem to center on the same theme of satisfying the "he-man" thirst rather than his thirst for beer.

If only one beer advertiser did it, it would be fine, but for most of them to do it seems irresponsible and a waste of the client's money. In further analyzing the beer market, we concluded that in the imported beer category, two selling messages are of the utmost importance: Where does the beer come from, and how does it taste?

Once we settled on those two selling propositions we had to find a dramatic way to visualize them on television. To communicate that our beer is imported from China and tastes great too, we executed this commercial: We opened on a shot of a glass, upside down, and a bottle of beer being poured into it against gravity. Announcer: "Tsingtao, the beer from the other side of the world... once you taste it...

"... at this point the entire picture flips right-side up. Announcer: "...you'll flip." Now we cut to the label identification and again the announcer speaks: "Tsingtao, imported from China." What we did is create a 10-second commercial that does not suffer from lack of time.

It communicated everything we would have wanted to say in a 30, except we found a way to do it in a 10. It forced us to compress a concept into a visual metaphor, to use ideas where other advertisers would have used the more time-consuming approach of location and mood to make the same point—and not get the same impact. Brevity, we discovered, added strength.

Had we asked the client for 30 seconds worth of time, or worse yet, 60 seconds, he would have been justified in accusing us of being greedy for wanting more time. By creating a commercial that delivers the full selling message in a 10-second unit, we were able to increase our client's buying power on television by as much as 100%.

For every 30-second spot we would have been able to buy, we could now buy two 10-second spots. We had, in effect, doubled the client's budget. With the frequency and efficiency that our commercial offered, we were able to reach 91% of our prospects 10 times. With a 30-second national TV commercial costing as much as $145,000 on 60 Minutes and $70,000 for a Sunday football game, it's time for agencies and clients alike to rethink the economy of the 30-second spot, and start their creative and media people on understanding how to communicate and design 10-second commercials and 10-second media plans.

On the other side of the fence, local television stations and syndicators should start making more 10-second units available to advertising agencies and their clients.

For example: Each of the affiliated stations in New York offers only one natural 10-second position in prime time. Buying 10-second spots on national television is even more difficult. There are no natural 10-second spots on national television to speak of. There are only three available in any 24-hour period: Two are on daytime television and the other falls some time in the evening. But all are available only during network evening newbreaks. That kind of availability offers very little versatility in picking out a target audience.

As a result of tremendous sales Tsingtao beer achieved in metro New York, our client asked one media representative if we could stretch our New York plan into national terms. We had to go back and confess that the same plan we ran in New York could not be duplicated on national television.

If 10-second units became available, a client with limited means could seriously start thinking in terms of taking his product spot into the national arena.

The benefit of having the 10-second spot become the standard unit is that it would obviously triple the amount of commercial time available on television. The drawback is that it would increase the number of spots each commercial has to compete against for recall, and memorability and expose the average television viewer to nearly 300 commercials a day versus 100 a day now. Once again, the burden of breaking through the noise barriers would fall upon the men and women in the creative departments.

From a creative point of view, it may take an entirely new generation of copywriters and art directors to cope with the 10-second unit. At the moment, it seems that most creative people are still treating television commercials as "30-second films." The Fellinis at Wells Rich Greene, the Antonionis at Young & Rubicam and the Coppolas at Scali, McCabe, Slesove are going to have to stop thinking of television as a film medium and start thinking of it as a "visual telegraph station" that contains the fewest words and communicates the most information with one single, powerful visual.

The 10-second spot will also reduce the ridiculous cost of production which has many clients believing that either advertising agencies have taken leave of their senses or are just a bunch of thieves. The 10-second unit will return advertising to its original function—creating brands and selling products.
"If You Have Learned That You Have To Walk Before You Run In Electronic Field Production, Then The Compact 20 Is Perfect For You."

Robert E. Seidenglanz, President, Compact Video Systems, Inc.

"At COMPACT VIDEO we have designed, and are manufacturing an extraordinary new line of mobile location production vehicles. Our concept is to make available to professionals a high quality mobile unit that will respond to your production demands and return a profit on your investment."

"In discussing EFP needs, one of the first things I ask a customer is, 'Do you really need a 40-foot van?' Consider the fact that Compact's production facility has, for years, provided facilities for hundreds of top network specials, major TV series, and remotes all over the world. With a COMPACT 20 you can efficiently produce high quality sports, drama, news, outdoor segments of musical specials and commercials day in and day out with complete dependability. Prudent television executives must plan for high utility vs. investment in rolling stock and provide flexibility for changing production requirements. Shooting two camera production with six camera mobile units doesn't make business sense in today's economy."

"And the COMPACT 20 is designed to grow with you. You have the option of expanding the system or graduating to a larger unit while still employing the COMPACT 20 when and where required. Your success is critical to our future. We'll build your 40' unit when you decide it makes good sense."

"Our COMPACT 20 contains up to four broadcast cameras, up to two one-inch format VTR's, an integrated system of switching, audio, monitoring intercommunications and terminal equipment with various complements and options to meet a user's requirements."

"Our COMPACT 20 contains up to four broadcast cameras, up to two one-inch format VTR's, an integrated system of switching, audio, monitoring intercommunications and terminal equipment with various complements and options to meet a user's requirements."
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*Forward mounted generator may also be located inside the vehicle.
60 Minutes. It didn’t just change television viewing habits... it changed television.

60 Minutes spawned an entirely new genre of broadcasting. The only mold it fits is the one it created. For 12 years, it has revealed the nation to itself; and now, by having become the top-rated series on all television, it has revealed yet another facet of our society: that the people and events of the day can fire the public’s interest as much as any flights of fiction.

By focusing our attention on the people behind the issues, by addressing every aspect of our culture from science to politics, by revealing the important stories before they become headlines, and by delving into fraud, mismanagement, corruption and injustice, 60 Minutes has grown into the acknowledged advocate of public information. Yet it actually devotes more air time to practitioners of the fine arts than any other program. By filling a niche with incisive investigative reporting and a probing interview technique all its own, 60 Minutes has awakened a popular appetite for information.

“Reality programming,” in both news and entertainment, is the hottest trend on the dial. CBS is proud to have led the way with 60 Minutes, and to have achieved both critical acclaim and popular appeal. In this increasingly complex society, the fact that a public affairs program produced by CBS News could lead the television season bespeaks a healthy move toward introspection, and a desire to keep up with a swiftly changing world.

The preeminence of 60 Minutes derives, in large part, from the preeminence of its four correspondents, Mike Wallace, Morley Safer, Dan Rather and Harry Reasoner. It also reflects the character of its creator and executive producer, Don Hewitt, whose insight into the potential popularity value of news has turned the camera lens into an unblinking, inquisitive and engaging eye.

Each of these newsmen brings to 60 Minutes his own innovative approach to broadcast journalism, and each has left his stamp of integrity and intelligence. They have shown that the weekly sweep of a stopwatch second hand can encompass the grand sweep of history in-the-making.

The public has responded by trusting 60 Minutes, week after week, to persist beyond politeness in asking the questions that need to be asked, and to identify the issues that demand attention.

60 Minutes, now the most popular series on all television, has proved that the most interesting thing in the world today is the world today.

People watch and listen because we watch and listen. CBS/BROADCAST GROUP

CBS TELEVISION NETWORK, CBS ENTERTAINMENT, CBS SPORTS, CBS NEWS, CBS TELEVISION STATIONS, CBS RADIO
FCC brings AM stereo back to the barn

Commission staff is working on further notice, with vote due Aug. 1, that would open up rulemaking for more study and possibility that system other than Magnavox could be chosen.

The fate of AM stereo took a sudden twist last week with the FCC's off-hand admission that its staff was preparing a further notice of proposed rulemaking to seek "further information and data in the [AM stereo] docket."

The staff previously had been instructed by Chairman Charles Ferris to prepare a report and order defending the FCC's selection of the Magnavox AM stereo system as the industry standard at an April 9 commission meeting (BROADCASTING, April 14). But the news of the latest notice indicates that the staff is having trouble justifying that decision and raises the possibility that a system other than Magnavox's might ultimately emerge from the FCC's deliberations. The notice is expected to be brought before the FCC for adoption on Aug. 1.

The selection of the Magnavox system has been the subject of intense controversy from the moment it was made. Proponents of competing systems and many broadcasters opposed the selection, claiming that it wasn't the most attractive system. Others had been proposed by Harris, Belar Electronics, Motorola and Kahn Hazeltine.

News of the staff's activities came in the last paragraph of a two-page press release, announcing the FCC's denial of Harris's freedom of information request for the now-famous, but still not public, "matrix"—the scorecard that the FCC had used to rate the various systems and select and recommend Magnavox's. In explaining why the commission would not release the matrix, the release said the staff is preparing the notice and that "it is our present intention to include in the notice the matrix requested here along with any other materials and information which the staff believes might be helpful in eliciting comments from the public."

According to various industry sources, the staff decided to go with the notice instead of issuing a report and order naming the Magnavox system (or, even, some other system, as has also been suggested [BROADCASTING, April 28]) because it concluded that the original decision in favor of Magnavox was made too hastily.

A few weeks before the April 9 meeting, reports had leaked from the FCC that the Broadcast Bureau was going to recommend to the commission that all five systems be approved, and the marketplace could decide which of the systems was best. Receiver and broadcast equipment manufacturers lobbied heavily against that idea. Reacting to the opposition, the FCC's Office of Science and Technology and the Broadcast Bureau put together a seven-person joint committee, which in less than two weeks reviewed the massive AM stereo docket, prepared the matrix and recommended the Magnavox system.

It has also been suggested that in the final few months before the April 9 meeting, the entire proceeding was pushed too hard and too fast so that Ferris could honor an oversight hearing pledge to Lionel Van Deerlin (D-Calif.), chairman of the House Communications Subcommittee, to have the AM stereo matter out in the first quarter of 1980 and because the FCC wanted to make AM stereo its traditional "gift" to the annual convention of the National Association of Broadcasters, which started on April 13.

Another reason set forth for the FCC's staff's action is the desire to circumvent the motions for stay, petitions for reconsideration and court challenges that would have assuredly followed any FCC staff recommendation based on the existing docket.

The further notice not only opens the door to the possibility of other systems being selected over Magnavox's, it also gives the marketplace concept an opportunity to re-enter the picture. Leonard Kahn, the designer and promoter of the Kahn/Hazeltine system, which has received a lot of popular support, has been confidently advocating the marketplace approach since he first learned the FCC was considering the idea. He hopes that the FCC reconsiders the proposal, which he feels is the "only way AM stereo is going to become a reality in a reasonable amount of time." He said that if the FCC chooses one system—no matter whose it is—the decision will end up in court.

But despite Kahn's advocacy and some sympathy for the marketplace concept still lingering in the halls of the FCC, it appears that the concept is dead. Dick Shiben, chief of the Broadcast Bureau, said the bureau and OS have no intention to recommend the marketplace scheme.

He said that they were instructed by the commission to pick a "system that will probably be Magnavox" and that is what the notice is aimed at doing. FCC Chief Scientist Stephen Lukasik put it more bluntly: "There is no doubt the commission...wants one system...What the notice will explore is the best way to choose that one system."

Shiben did allow that the marketplace idea could be resurrected by one of the commissioners when the notice is brought before the FCC for adoption. Tyrone Brown and Anne Jones both supported the marketplace idea at the April 9 meeting, and neither has had a change of mind.

Speaking before the Federal Communications Bar Association earlier this month, Jones again plugged the idea, saying "it is neither necessary nor desirable for the commission to protect broadcasters or consumers from the inconvenience and risk of having to make a marketplace decision."

Commissioner James Quello, who believes that a single system should be chosen, said he thinks it "probable" that the option of reverting to the marketplace concept will be brought up at the Aug. 1 meeting, but that it's "questionable" whether it would be adopted. "It's up to the individual commissioners," he said, "but from where I sit, I think it's unlikely."

The immediate effect of the FCC's announcement should be a freeze or at least a slowdown of the tooling-up by receiver
and broadcast equipment manufacturers for Magnavox AM stereo. According to Bob Streeter, a co-designer of the Magnavox system, the Japanese receiver manufacturers have been particularly active in moving toward AM stereo. He said that there were as many as a dozen prototype receivers being displayed at the Consumer Electronics in Chicago a couple of weeks ago.

Streeter added, however, that it's unlikely any firm is close to production since no one has yet come up with the integrated circuit chips that are at the heart of any production model. As far as broadcast equipment manufacturers are concerned, Streeter said that he has supplied information to several but that he doesn't think any is very far along in developing equipment. He said that they have been waiting for a final decision from the FCC before making any major commitment.

The reaction to the FCC announcement from the various system manufacturers ran the gamut. Bill Streeter, a patent counsel with Magnavox, said, "It's not good news, but it's not necessarily bad news." He said that it doesn't mean "that our system has been unapproved."

Reached a day after the announcement was made, Streeter was not quite sure what his options were. He said, however, that if it were possible to make some sort of filing urging the FCC to reject the notice, Magnavox would certainly make it.

Andrew Lipman, Harris's Washington attorney, said, "We are generally pleased . . . that the staff is recommending reopening the matter. If they thought they had a sure thing with Magnavox, they wouldn't have reopened the proceeding."

He said he thought unhappy broadcasters led to the formation of the notice. The broadcasters, he said, forced OST to go back and review the Magnavox decision, and when staff did it, found that there were some merits to the broadcasters' complaints.

Lipman had no prediction on whether or not the commission would adopt the notice, but he said, "I'm sure there is going to be some pressure from Magnavox to deny it."

Surprisingly, Arno Meyer, president of Belar Electronics, wasn't thrilled with the prospect of reopening the matter. He was ready to go forward with the Magnavox system, which is technically similar to Belar's. He likes the idea, however, of all the systems being "dumped back in the lab" where they can all be compared side-by-side. Because Harris and Kahn didn't participate in the National AM Stereo Radio Committee test, he said, "there has been a lot of BS around muddying up the water."

Kahn said he is "absolutely delighted" by the news. "It shows that [the FCC is] responsive to the interests of broadcasters and that's the way it should be," Kahn, of course, would be even happier if the FCC somehow decides to go back to the marketplace.

### In brief

**RKO General**, embattled on FCC front, had 34% second-quarter earnings slide, despite 16% revenue climb. Respective totals were $7.4 million and $141.2 million. Parent General Tire & Rubber, which had profit and sales drops of 79% and 12% in period, also announced that RKO and Universal City Studios have entered into joint motion-picture venture. Arrangements call for RKO to pump $25 million, Universal $8.3 million in each of next three years into project.

**Duran-Leonard welterweight championship fight**, presented live over-closed-circuit TV June 20, will be broadcast during expanded edition of ABC's Wide World of Sports July 19. Network spent $500,000 for rights.

Although U.S. boycott crushed NBC's plans for massive coverage of summer Olympics, network will send 50 news and sports staffers to Moscow. NBC says amount of coverage hasn't been determined but that news reports will show up on NBC Nightly News, Today and "Sports Journal" segment of SportsWorld. In addition, NBC will tape international feed of events; what network will do with it, however, is still up in air. NBC says amount of coverage won't be extensive enough to jeopardize insurance claim. CBS News, if it has credentials, is expected to send eight or nine people from TV and radio ranks. ABC says about 10 will go.

New association with working title of Cable Television Advertising Bureau is being formed to develop and promote cable television as advertising medium. Steering committee met last week in New York under the aegis of Cable Television Administration and Marketing Society. According to CTAM executive director Lucille Larln, over half of $250,000 needed for start-up of bureau has already been pledged.

**Hollings bill put on hold**

Commerce Committee bows to congressional and outside pressure; mark-up is put off indefinitely; AT&T issues are big hang-up.

The pendulum swung the other way last week on communications legislation, as the Senate Commerce Committee, which had appeared intent on forging ahead with a mark-up, indefinitely postponed consideration of its latest bill.

Last Monday, plans to go ahead with the mark-up of S. 2827 by the Senate Commerce Committee appeared solidified, despite intense pressure from broadcasters and public interest groups to postpone the session. But circumstances arose which no one had foreseen: Senator Harrison Schmitt (R-N.M.), a key player in the push to get legislation enacted, developed back trouble and requested that the mark-up be put off until Thursday. Senator Howard Cannon (D-Nev.), chairman of the committee, complied, and a tentative date was set for Thursday.

But Schmitt's condition, along with health problems of Senator Barry Goldwater (R-Ariz.), who remained hospitalized with a bad hip, were apparently not the only reasons behind the postponement. AT&T was reportedly unhappy with language in the bill, and key committee

It wasn't long ago that in any group of journalists honored for distinguished service printed page press predominated. Not so when Washington chapter of Society of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi last Thursday induct four Hall of Fame winners. (L-R): Charles Corddry, Baltimore Sun, regular panelist of Public Broadcasting Service's Washington Week in Review; Robert S. Allen, columnist, who with late Drew Pearson was syndicated on radio; Chapter President Betsy Ashton, WUSA-TV Washington, who presented citations; Ted Koop, former CBS News and corporate vice president; and Bryson Rash, long-time NBC correspondent. Fifth recipient, John Hightower, retired diplomatic correspondent of AP was absent.

National Association of Broadcasters has written to FCC Chairman Charles Ferris, urging establishment of joint government-industry advisory committee to conduct comprehensive study of aural allocations. Letter is in response to one Ferris sent NAB (Broadcasting, June 23) after meeting with NAB staff members to discuss subject. NAB has been pressing for committee for at least two years. This latest request said there is strong need for committee. "In point of fact," it said, "a
members were unwilling to give in to the company's demands for changes.

In a statement issued by the Commerce Committee's general counsel, Aubrey Sarvis, Cannon said he had met earlier in the week with AT&T Chairman Charles Brown to discuss the language, but they remained at an impasse.

"There will be no mark-up by the Senate Commerce Committee until AT&T reaches an understanding with Chairman Cannon . . . on key provisions in the bill," principally on those sections which provide essential protections necessary to prevent unfair practices and monopolistic abuses," the statement said.

"It is unlikely this legislation will get back on track until AT&T realizes that such protections must remain intact if we are to adequately protect consumers and AT&T competitors."

The dispute between Cannon and AT&T centered on a provision that would preserve the FCC's authority to reimpose regulations if it found the public interest was not being served. A spokesman for AT&T said the company had problems with some of the language, but it was "disappointed" the mark-up was postponed.

Not everyone on the committee apparently shares Cannon's views, however. Senator Bob Packwood (R-Ore.), ranking minority member, and a co-sponsor of the bill, said: "I'm willing to go to mark-up on the communications bill at any time, acknowledging that the outcome may be unpredictable. I don't think this legislation should be, or in fact can be, fully orchestrated before the mark-up."

Complicating the situation somewhat, although most believe it wasn't a determining factor, was an interest expressed by Senator Edward Kennedy (D-Mass.), chairman of the Judiciary Committee, and Senator Howard Metzenbaum, chairman of the Antitrust Subcommittee, in holding hearings before the Commerce Committee acted. The senators reportedly wanted to look at the antitrust exemptions for AT&T as outlined in the bill.

Also expressing an interest in the legislation was the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee, which asked Cannon for a chance to study the impact the legislation would have on electronic mail.

The final factor working against con-

central issue in all of these proceedings and international conferences is whether the FCC (and/or the United States) has adopted a decision or position which reflects a consistent policy and takes into consideration decisions adopted or proposed in related proceedings."

Los Angeles Herald Examiner returned "stolen" whodunit "Dallas" series script to Lorimar Productions last week. Production company claimed script, revealing who shot J.R. Ewing, had been stolen from office of vacationing Arthur Bernard Lewis, executive story editor for series. Paper immediately announced "Who Shot J.R.?" promotional contest. Production company said script, said to have been taken from Lewis's office between June 3 and June 17, was "one of several which have been prepared for security purposes." Each is said to name different series character as assailant. Script was obtained by Jeff Silverman, editor of paper's popular "Page 2" gossip column, who claimed that it "materialized" at his office. "I did absolutely nothing to get it," claimed Silverman. "I'm absolutely positive. It's definitely an authentic script." According to records of Culver City, Calif., police department, Lorimar reported script missing afternoon of Wednesday, June 25, day before Herald Examiner publisher Francis L. Dale held press conference announcing return of script and contest.

Two multimillion-dollar station deals collapsed last week after parties involved in both transactions could not agree on final terms. Last Tuesday, Richard F. Barry III, president and chief operating officer of Landmark Communications Inc., announced termination of initial agreement made last April (Broadcasting, April 7) which called for exchange of Landmark's WTHR-TV Norfolk, Va., plus $4.5 million for Scripps-Howard Broadcasting's WMC-TV Memphis, Barry said Landmark and Scripps-Howard's agreement arrived at was "incompatible in nature." Landmark is under FCC mandate to dispose of WTHR by March 1, 1981, will now put station, valued at around $40 million, on market. In separate transaction, Affiliated Publications pulled out of its agreement in princi-

Anyone listening? Pushing for early action on legislation last week, although without success, as the Senate mark-up was postponed, was a coalition of business and labor groups. Representatives of the groups, offering their views at a press conference, were (l to r) Bob Leventhal, of the Telecommunications International Union; Henry Hyde, of the Electronic Funds Transfer Association; Bill Friedman, of Continental Telephone; Paul Henson, chairman of United Telecommunications Inc.; Winston Hiramson, VP and manager of telecommunications research, Salomon Brothers; Bob Bennis, president of the International Communications Association; Alan Artow, of Central Telephone and Utilities; George Smith of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, and Andy Litsky of the National Cable Television Association.

Calif., from Infinity Broadcasting Corp. for $11 million (Broadcasting, May 12). Jay Berenson, president of Affiliated's broadcast division, said group is still "acquisition minded" with definite plans to fill out its radio portfolio to maximum 14 allowed (it now owns five AM's and five FM's).

Associated Press Radio is gearing up for launch of satellite system, with 8 kHz signal from Westar bird to be available to 159 stations in nearby 40 cities starting between July 15 and July 22. Additional 163 affiliates outside cities can get terrestrial circuit as of July 22. On Aug. 4, another 144 affiliates will have satellite service available.

Ownership roles for minority women in commercial broadcasting and telecommunications technologies will be focus of White House conference on July 9. First-ever Minority Women's Commercial Broadcasting and Technology Conference, which was announced by National Telecommunications and Information Administration, will be sponsored by President's Minority Telecommunications Program.

On Capitol Hill House Communications Subcommittee Tuesday starts on mark-up of H.R. 6228, crossownership bill introduced by Representative Allan Swift (D-Wash.). Next day House Commerce Committee starts mark-up of H.R. 6121, telecommunications amendments to the Communications Act. Also, Congress is to shut down Wednesday until July 20, but there was possibility of earlier adjournment. At FCC Commission on Tuesday will consider NAB petition for reconsideration of commission's revised EEO processing guidelines and NAB petition to reassess commission's entire EEO regulatory program (see page 84). Petitions originally were on last Tuesday's agenda. Still expected from Supreme Court that decision in Richmond Newspapers concerning closing of courthouses. Across Potomac National Public Radio board meets Tuesday at Holiday Inn in Alexandria, Va.
sideration of the bill was the schedule. Individual members, including Cannon, Schmitt and Packwood, were scheduled to hold field hearings in their home states on various days, and there was some concern that no details would be available. In addition, Congress was scheduled to adjourn Wednesday (July 3) for recess, but toward the end of the week there was talk that recess might come a few days earlier, depending on whether all pending business could be resolved.

As of Friday, it was uncertain whether the Senate would finish by Saturday, as sometimes occurs. There was speculation, however, that if the Senate did adjourn, the House would probably follow, meaning postponement of a House Commerce Committee mark-up, scheduled for Wednesday, to consider the House telecommunications bill.

Just before Cannon's announcement of the postponement, a coalition of business and labor groups, which included the National Cable Television Association, called a press conference to urge swift action on both the Senate bill and the House version, H.R. 6121, which was on its way to full committee (Broadcasting, June 23).

The hastily formed coalition, which had no unified position on specific language in either bill, said it was interested only in demonstrating the need for legislation "at the earliest opportunity."

Paul Henson, chairman of United Telecommunications Inc., the nation's third-largest telephone system, predicted that if Congress fails to approve a bill this time around, it may take as long as four years to generate enough momentum to try again.

Henson, who said the coalition was only interested in common carrier provisions, added that no additional hearings are necessary. "After five years of hearings, I'm hard pressed to say we haven't talked this thing to death," he said.

Joining NCTA and United Telecommunications were representatives of the Electronic Future Transfer Association, the International Communications Association, the Telecommunications International Union, Continental Telephone, Central Telephone and Utilities, and the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers.

The group said it intends to lobby with a unified voice, and it expected its ranks to expand over time. Invited to join and as yet undecided were AT&T and IBM.

While the coalition was calling for swift action, others were continuing their push for either delay of the mark-up amendment or removal of the broadcast provisions in the Senate bill.

Adding to the list of opponents, which already included a number of labor and consumer groups, was the American Newspaper Publishers Association, which came a day late to delay on the House bill as well.

In a letter to Cannon, ANPA President Jerry Friedheim said it was "crucial" that more time be provided for interested parties to review the legislation. This review, he said, should consider the FCC's Second Computer Inquiry, released May 5. In addition, Friedheim said a number of public policy issues should be further debated, including the FCC's future role in the information market. Similar issues were raised in a letter to Representative Lionel Van Deerlin (D-Calif.), chairman of the House Communications Subcommittee.

Critical of the broadcast provisions in the Senate bill was the United Church of Christ's Office of Communication, one of 128 members of the Telecommunications Consumer Coalition, composed primarily of churches and consumer groups.

In a letter to Senator Ernest Hollings (D-S.C.), chairman of the Senate Communications Subcommittee, UCC director Everett Parker took issue with proposals to extend broadcast license terms, initiate a lottery for selection of licensees of new facilities, eliminate ascertainment requirements and alter comparative renewal procedures.

Like other opponents of the legislation, Parker also asked that more time be provided to comment on the bill before the mark-up.

The National Radio Broadcasters Association also registered its objections—but for different reasons. In a telegram to all Commerce Committee members, NRBA complained that the bill does not take into account the differences between radio and TV.

"In our view, radio and television are so different as to require separate legislative consideration," the message read. "NRBA therefore respectfully requests that the Senate Commerce Committee delete from S. 2827 those clauses dealing with radio, in favor of radio-only legislation which hopefully will be introduced at a later date."

Black owners stand against proposals for added stations

In meeting with NTIA, NABOB argues that although there would be wider opportunities for minority ownership, the increase in competition would destroy those already in operation

The broadcasting establishment that is concerned about government policy aimed at increasing the number of stations that can be squeezed out of the spectrum—a policy designed in part to promote minority ownership of broadcast properties—is not all white. Black broadcasters—some of whom are broadcasters because of government policy—are uneasy, too.

In fact, the board of directors of the 50-member National Association of Black Owned Broadcasters is said to be "in total agreement" with the National Association of Broadcasters regarding concern over the economic implications of policy designed to generate hundreds, perhaps thousands, of new radio stations—many of which would presumably be licensed to minorities.

Black broadcasters, says Eugene Jackson, secretary of NABOB and president of the National Black Network—and owner of WDAS(AM) Philadelphia thanks to an FCC policy permitting broadcasters in danger of losing their license to sell out to minorities at a distress sale—are worried about their "survival."

Jackson expressed those views at a Bigger targets. Citizen groups active in the media reform movement should broaden their area of interest to include such nonbroadcast matters as common carrier and telecommunications technologies. They should also seek a new, more reliable source of funding than is now available. Those are among the points made by Representative Lionel Van Deerlin (D-Calif.); Henry Geller, assistant secretary of commerce for communications and information; FCC Commissioner Tyrone Brown and 12 other contributors to a special 100th-anniversary issue of Access, National Citizens Committee for Broadcasting's bimonthly publication, issued today (June 30). If the media reform movement "is to remain not only alive but effective," says Van Deerlin, "it must expand its vision..." Television may have been the sexiest medium of the '70s, but telephony is surely the sleeper of the '80s." Geller recommended an agenda for consideration that includes common carrier, telecommunications technologies, the convergence of computers and telecommunications facilities, and the First Amendment questions "raised by a host of new video services." Brown, noting the financial problems of media reform groups at a time when foundations are turning away from their efforts, suggested the creation of a "Consumers' Telecommunications Union," in which all elements of the public-interest community would join. It would serve as an umbrella organization that would inform consumers about telecommunications matters and solicit funds for its constituent members. An industry representative—Julie T. Hoover, ABC's East Coast vice president for standards and practices—said a "healthy interaction" between television and reform groups "has produced important changes for the medium." But Hoover also said the methods employed by some groups—secondary boycotts and intimidation—"have the potential of chilling free expression and stifling divergent views." Former FCC Commissioner Nicholas Johnson, a member of the NCCB board, reveals—in an article in which he appears to agree with those who maintain that the media reform movement has failed to effect any change "in the structure and power of the corporate, rich and powerful 'establishment' that rules America"—that the rhetoric which used to inflame broadcasters is not confined in the seven years since he left the commission. "We still have commercial broadcasting... Any divergence from 'corphink' is by the grace of the corporate owners and advertisers—not as a matter of legal right to public access."
meeting he and other NABOB executive board members attended at the offices of the National Telecommunications and Information Administration. The meeting was held two weeks ago but word of it did not begin to circulate until late last week, as NTIA was preparing to issue a brief news release. The purpose of the meeting, attended by NTIA and other government officials, including two FCC commissioners, and NAB representatives, was to consider progress being made in implementing the President's Minority Telecommunications Development Program.

Jackson complained that black broadcasters—there are some 70—were not receiving a fair share of government advertising, and Internal Revenue Service representatives were unable to offer any encouragement as to the speed with which IRS would act on NAB's six-month-old request for a ruling that NAB could transform its Minority Broadcast Investment Fund into a MESBIC (Minority Enterprise Small Business Investment Company) and retain its tax deduction benefit. But an audio tape of the proceeding reveals that Jackson and Ragan Henry, NABOB president and head of Broadcast Enterprises National Inc., indicated they felt that in some respects the progress threatened to become too swift.

Jackson, for instance, wondered whether new station assignments being made possible by FCC programs would appear before a policy was in place assuring minorities an opportunity to participate in ownership. Henry Geller, head of NTIA, attempted to assure him on that score. He noted that NTIA, in January 1978, had proposed to the commission that it adopt a policy under which applicants in comparative hearings would be given a preference to the degree minorities hold an interest in them (Broadcasting, Feb. 6, 1978). Geller said he would nudge the commission on the matter.

But Jackson received no assurance on his key request that NTIA cite its efforts to the effect that "if there's going to be the creation of all these new frequencies, it's sufficiently orderly that we can in fact keep stability in our own existence. You guys enabled us to get there," he said, "and we're highly appreciative. But once we get there, the game changes."

Jackson said he was worried about the effect of an upsurge in new minority-owned stations on the relations that existing black broadcasters have developed with the financial community: "If there's a major instability in the industry, we won't be able to get any money from financial institutions, plus we won't survive in paying the present debt we have."

Henry sought to help Jackson make his point. "The game is not one of absolute numbers," he said. "It's to have a healthy minority segment of the industry as well.... A sheer numbers game won't produce that result." At another point he said that the addition of two black-owned stations to a market already served by one could result—if all were programed to serve the same audience—in "three failures instead of one success." Henry's BENI owns six radio stations and WHEC-TV Rochester, N.Y., the last as a result of Gannett Co.'s decision to sell the station to blacks as part of an over-all strategy to win FCC approval of its takeover of Combined Communications Corp.

"Is it possible," Jackson wondered, "to do an economic analysis," as a means of projecting the consequences of the government's policies?

"I'll be frank with you," said Geller, prime mover in the government's effort to reduce AM channel spacing from 10 kHz to 9 and thus pave the way for the addition of between 400 and 700 stations. "We don't give a damn about the economics of it. Engineering is another matter. "We don't want to degrade the AM band.... But the economics are for the marketplace," said Geller.

"What about us?" Jackson asked. "We just get there, and you say we must take the load of a potential doubling or tripling in our marketplace.... It's fundamental to us that... that you not in the process of creation kill us... It's a fundamental economic question."

Harming existing minority broadcasters is "the last thing we want to do," Geller said. But he said the administration does not want to limit minority-owned stations to one per market.

Besides Jackson and Henry, NABOB was represented by three other executive board members—Skip Finley, executive vice president and general manager of Sheridan Broadcasting Corp.; Lois Wright, legal counsel for Inner City Broadcasting Corp., and David P. Grigsby, president of Drum Communications, and by Nate Boyer, executive director.

The two commissioners who attended the meeting, Joseph Fogarty and Tyrone Brown, had positions similar to Geller's when asked their reaction last week to the comments of the NABOB members. "I want them [black broadcasters] to survive, but we can't guarantee one minority station against another," said Fogarty. "This agency isn't in the business of protecting industries from competition," said Brown.

Indeed, Jackson's and Henry's expressions of concern are not heard with a great deal of sympathy by Pluria Marshall, of the National Black Media Coalition. "Getting on the ship and pulling up the ladder acceptable to us," he said last week. "We're for increased minority ownership for larger numbers of people—not just Jackson and Henry."

Marshall does not reject out of hand the suggestion that consideration be given to a market's ability to absorb an additional station before providing it with one. The process ought to be " orderly," he said—"but not to the extent that it constitutes protection."

**Ferris talks tough on children's TV**

NAB/NATPE conference is told that he feels program rules could be appropriate; he also suggests networks fill access with kid's fare; broadcasters agree there's room to improve, but disagree on how to do it

Broadcasters were challenged by FCC Chairman Charles Ferris last week either to take the initiative and provide more and better programming for children or be faced with commission rules telling them to do so.

Ferris was the keynote speaker at the National Association of Broadcasters/National Association of Television Program Executives children's television programming conference in Washington. He believes the issue facing broadcasters is one of "choice between responsibility to children and the economic incentives for profit-making." The chairman contended that in light of what was needed and the resources available, he thought that the FCC's children's television task force's proposal to adopt mandatory programing requirements was "not too modest."

Ferris told the 279 program managers, program directors, general managers, syndicators and representatives of citizen groups present: "You are the ones who are personally and professionally committed to doing your best for your audience. You want to see your best efforts on the air at times your audience is watching. We all know that children are watching at times other than Saturday mornings. As programers, you can show both the networks and local stations that you can create the kind of product that will meet children's informational needs while still drawing a large child audience. But it will be the responsibility of the networks and the stations to make the joint effort. We at the FCC simply hope we can aid you in that process."

Ferris also urged that the networks use the prime-time access period to provide...
quality children's programing. While the access rule in general bars network or syndicated off-network entertainment programming from the access slot, it exempts programing for children.

Industry people, their critics and regulators present for the three-day conference did agree on one thing: that there is a need for quality children's programing. How best to go about getting it, however, was the chief subject of disagreement among them.

Local broadcasters said the real problem was financing. Network affiliates said the networks should be producing more. The networks said the affiliates aren't picking up what's produced now. Producers want their salesmen to sell better and the advertisers to buy more. Salesmen want quality programing. The advertisers want a market.

Industry people bristled at the mandatory rules proposal, taking stabs at it during every workshop. Chuck Gingold, WABC-TV New York, told Ferris that he did not feel the commission really knew what was already available. Furthermore, he said "quantity does not mean quality—which is what we are all really interested in!"

One Canadian broadcaster said his experience with mandatory rules in Canada showed "that all that happened was viewing went down, and poor programing was produced for ghetto hours." Ferris replied that he felt American broadcasters "could do better than that."

There were those, however, who agreed with Representative Timothy Wirth (D-Colo.), of the House Communications Subcommittee, who said during a workshop called "What Does Washington Think About Children's Television" that the entire problem must not be looked at piecemeal—"everyone is afraid that their section of the pie will be looked at."

"There is a big picture broadcasters must focus on," he said. "What has caused the problem to become such that the potential for government intervention becomes a real problem?"

Wirth intimated that if the problem was not "looked at together" or if it was "hidden under the rug," Congress might have to take a look at it.

Peggy Charren, president of Action for Children's Television, at a panel, "What Do the Critics Want?", essentially agreed with Wirth. "I don't believe it's reasonable to expect a broadcaster to do more than his competitor is doing," she said. "But it's because you've reacted to what the regulatory agencies propose to do is why we're here, and why ACT has 15,000 members."

Irwin Star, KREM-TV Spokane, Wash., was especially concerned about the plight of the small broadcaster. He said that in his market, as in many others, there was already diversity of programing in that broadcasters were on an almost even competitive level with cable operators.

"What is the FCC going to do about the small broadcasters should they adopt mandatory rules?" he asked. "They would be at a competitive disadvantage!"

Charren replied, "Don't worry, ACT is preparing all these miserable things for cable operators."

Wednesday, the first day of the conference, attendees screened programing produced by their colleagues. Delegates were able to see the type of programing being produced in markets their own size. And they traded means of cutting costs while maintaining quality and using resources wisely.

The other two days, broadcasters were treated to workshops featuring the same sort of thing—what the networks were doing, what syndicators were doing, what educators were doing.

There were three concurrent workshops on successful programs for various size markets—1-25, 26-75 and 76-plus. These featured panelists discussing how they programed local children's shows for their particular market, within the constraint of a tight budget.

The network programing panel featured Squire Rushnell, ABC; Faith Frenz-Heckman, CBS; Mary Alice Dwyer, NBC, and Bill Reed, Public Broadcasting Service. All are heads of children's programing for their networks.

Rushnell said he "would like to think of the pressures facing us as creative opportunities." He does not, however, see an immediate threat by the new technologies. "Five, even 10 years from now, the networks and stations will still provide the primary programing," he said. Rushnell said he was alarmed that the FCC would "have us provide 90 minutes per day for preschoolers, without having to provide for adolescents—it's a sin."

Heckman said that the "FCC has not a great deal of influence over my desire for good programing." And she strongly defended CBS's programing against the accusation that the network is resting on its laurels with Captain Kangaroo—the only program produced for preschoolers during the weekdays.

However, she did say that "children's programing is at the lowest end of the budget level with the networks." She can't imagine that it would much higher on cable or other mediums.

Dwyer agreed with Rushnell that there should be a more cooperative attitude between the locals and the networks.

Reed said "it doesn't matter where the programing comes from—commercial or public broadcasting or cable—so long as we get more of it."

Educators present though espoused a buddy system approach: broadcasters and educators as partners. And they received support from FCC Commissioner Abbott Washburn, who praised the networks for the work they have done in producing reading material and teaching aids on forming critical viewing skills. "The FCC can require stations to carry reasonable amounts of informational children's programing," he said, "but it can't go out with a notice on mandatory rules." In calling for a cooperative effort between parents, educators and broadcasters, Washburn quoted from a letter that had appeared in the Washington Post: "TV is a fact of life, we owe it to our children to be responsive to it critically."

Getting closer. During a panel discussion on "The Buddy System: Broadcasters and Educators as Partners," the need for parents and teachers to devise critical viewing skills for children was stressed. Standing (l-r): Michael McAndrew, Capital Cities Communications; Pam Warford, ABC; moderator, Jack Blessington, CBS, New York. Seated (l-r): Debbie Belote, WNET-TV New York; Nick Van Dyke, National Council for Children and Television; Ellen Rodman, NBC.

Information exchange. There were three concurrent workshops taking a look at successful children's programing in markets 1-25, 26-75 and 76-plus. Here, broadcasters from the first, fifth and 10th markets talk about the resources they use and the constraints they encounter in producing programing in their communities. L-r: A.R. Van Canfort, WSAV-2 Atlanta, moderator; Chuck Gingold, WABC-TV New York; Charles Horich, WMAR-TV Baltimore; Bruce Marson, WCVB-TV Boston.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>City/Region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KOB-TV</td>
<td>Albuquerque</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTAJ-TV</td>
<td>Altoona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KXII</td>
<td>Ardmore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WANX-TV</td>
<td>Atlanta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WJBF</td>
<td>Augusta, GA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMAR-TV</td>
<td>Baltimore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBRZ</td>
<td>Baton Rouge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KVOS-TV</td>
<td>Bellingham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBNG-TV</td>
<td>Birmingham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAPI-TV</td>
<td>Boise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KBCI-TV</td>
<td>Bristol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WLVI-TV</td>
<td>Buffalo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCIV</td>
<td>Charleston, SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOWK-TV</td>
<td>Charleston/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Huntington, W. VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSOC-TV</td>
<td>Charlotte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRCB-TV</td>
<td>Chattanooga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFLD-TV</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WXIX-TV</td>
<td>Cincinnati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WJKW-TV</td>
<td>Cleveland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIS-TV</td>
<td>Columbia, SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WYEA-TV</td>
<td>Columbus, GA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCMH</td>
<td>Columbus, OH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIII</td>
<td>Corpus Christi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KXTX</td>
<td>Dallas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WKEF</td>
<td>Dayton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KGWN</td>
<td>Denver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO-TV</td>
<td>Des Moines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WKBD-TV</td>
<td>Detroit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEAU-TV</td>
<td>Eau Claire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KVAL</td>
<td>Eugene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFIE-TV</td>
<td>Evansville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMJ-TV</td>
<td>Fresno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOTV</td>
<td>Grand Rapids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBAV-TV</td>
<td>Green Bay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WXII-TV</td>
<td>Greensboro/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Winston-Salem, NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFBC-TV</td>
<td>Greenville, SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHP-TV</td>
<td>Harrisburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFSB-TV</td>
<td>Hartford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KRIV-TV</td>
<td>Houston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAFF-TV</td>
<td>Huntsville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHMB-TV</td>
<td>Indianapolis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WJXT</td>
<td>Jacksonville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KODE-TV</td>
<td>Joplin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KBMA-TV</td>
<td>Kansas City, MO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTVK</td>
<td>Knoxville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KLFY-TV</td>
<td>Lafayette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPLC-TV</td>
<td>Lake Charles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTVQ-TV</td>
<td>Lexington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KTTV</td>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMAZ-TV</td>
<td>Macon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCIX-TV</td>
<td>Miami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WVTX</td>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTCN-TV</td>
<td>Minneapolis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNOE-TV</td>
<td>Monroe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSM-TV</td>
<td>Nashville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCTI-TV</td>
<td>New Bern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WVUE</td>
<td>New Orleans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPIX</td>
<td>New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WYAH-TV</td>
<td>Norfolk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOSA-TV</td>
<td>Odessa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KTVY</td>
<td>Oklahoma City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOFL-TV</td>
<td>Orlando</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMBB-TV</td>
<td>Panama City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEAR-TV</td>
<td>Pensacola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMBD-TV</td>
<td>Peoria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTAF-TV</td>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPHO-TV</td>
<td>Phoenix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTAE-TV</td>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KGW-TV</td>
<td>Portland, OR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WJAR-TV</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOAA-TV</td>
<td>Pueblo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRAL-TV</td>
<td>Raleigh/Durham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTVR-TV</td>
<td>Richmond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSLS-TV</td>
<td>Roanoke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOKR</td>
<td>Rochester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WQRF-TV</td>
<td>Rockford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KCRA-TV</td>
<td>Sacramento</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KSTU</td>
<td>Salt Lake City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KSAT-TV</td>
<td>San Antonio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XETV</td>
<td>San Diego</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KTVU</td>
<td>San Francisco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTOC-TV</td>
<td>Savannah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRGB</td>
<td>Schenectady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KCPQ</td>
<td>Seattle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHME-TV</td>
<td>South Bend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KREM-TV</td>
<td>Spokane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPLR-TV</td>
<td>St. Louis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTVH</td>
<td>Syracuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTHI-TV</td>
<td>Terre Haute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDHO-TV</td>
<td>Toledo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KTSB</td>
<td>Topeka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KTEW</td>
<td>Tulsa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTVN</td>
<td>Tupelo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTTG</td>
<td>Washington, D.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KWTX-TV</td>
<td>Waco/Bryan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSUAV-TV</td>
<td>Wausau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KRGB-TV</td>
<td>Weslaco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEAR-TV</td>
<td>Youngstown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Special Report

The explosion in programing opportunity and demand occasioned by the explosion in media technology appears to be coming none too soon to accommodate the explosion in ambitions and abilities of television’s creative community. That’s the real bottom line of this state of the art report. It positions the major influences of national TV: conventional commercial networks, syndication, cable, over-the-air pay TV and public television. Their constant and common denominator: change.

On the rise in network TV: costs and independents

Although the two are not necessarily connected, they’re being evidenced in the networks’ schedules as production expenses, fueled by competition, spiral upward.

The alarm was sounded most recently by ABC Inc. Chairman Leonard Goldenson: “Runaway costs are a clear and present danger.” Network television program costs are in the stratosphere today. According to a survey last spring by Broadcasting, the three networks are spending just under $40 million a week for prime-time programs, 40% more than they were paying two seasons ago. And the escalating costs are coming while the networks are caught up in what many executives regard as the fiercest competition ever.

That competition is coming from among the networks themselves as well as from pay television and the syndicated programming market. Production budgets are not likely to decrease in this era of sustained double-digit inflation, but new pressures threaten the basic relationship between the networks and program suppliers.

Earlier this month, Universal Television shocked the Hollywood production community when word got out that it would no longer engage in deficit financing of its television product. An accepted Hollywood practice for years, deficit financing allows studios to go over budget on television programs. Network license fees are intended to cover basic production costs, and the studios see the profits from their programs once the shows enter the syndication market. Studios have allowed producers to make programs for more than the license fees, provided there was a reasonable expectation of recouping the

Shogun: latest—and most expensive—of a dying miniseries breed?
Paramount has the movie stars

PORTFOLIO IX • PORTFOLIO VIII • PORTFOLIO VII
PORTFOLIO VI • PORTFOLIOS I-V • PREVIEW I
MARQUEE III • MARQUEE II • MARQUEE I
PARAMOUNT ACTION THEATRE
THE UNTOUCHABLES FEATURES
WASHINGTON: BEHIND CLOSED DOORS

the television stars

LAVERNÉ & SHIRLEY • HAPPY DAYS AGAIN
THE BRADY BUNCH • THE ODD COUPLE • STAR TREK
LOVE, AMERICAN STYLE • THE LUCY SHOW
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE • THE UNTOUCHABLES
STAR TREK ANIMATED • THE BRADY KIDS
MAKE ME LAUGH
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Television's most powerful coming attractions…
MORK & MINDY • TAXI
And the following projects
in cooperation with Operation Prime Time stations…
THE GIRL, THE GOLD WATCH & EVERYTHING
SOLID GOLD
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Remember, we're not asking you to forget about overnight air delivery. For truly urgent shipments, it's invaluable. But for those deliveries that can fit a two business-day delivery schedule, Blue Label Air is the money-saving alternative you've been looking for. And with our recently expanded service area, we're helping more people save more money every business day.

Start saving today—Route your orders by Blue Label Air.

Rate effective 5/1/80

UPS shippers receive automatic daily pickup service for a nominal weekly charge.

UPS BLUE LABEL AIR
The money-saving two-day alternative.
On the volatility of a network job. "Anything wonderful can happen as well as anything insecure and terrible. I'll take the insecurity because I like the unexpected. It doesn't bother me. If I get fired here or anywhere else, I'm employable. I can do. I have skills that can translate into other areas. I would probably be just as happy writing, producing or acting as I am doing what I do here. This is a terrific business for a woman. It's based on talent. It's not based on image or how well you wear a suit or how well you flip the pages of a sales presentation or how 3,000 people in leisure suits are going to respond to your persona. It's based on talent. And under the right conditions, with the right people and the right management, I think I would want to and could become a president."

On programing and the new technologies. "This whole growth in technology is having a psychological advance affect on the whole industry. Suppliers—producers, writers, even studios—are beginning to sense that their futures are wide open. Networks are not going to be the only things they have to turn to. The more outlets a supplier has, the more power a supplier has. I find it really amusing to hear complaints about the networks' overuse of power. It's becoming more and more amusing as our power diminishes. The suppliers are beginning to feel a little muscle. For whatever reason, there is more reluctance now to get deeply involved or deeply dedicated to network television."

On last spring's network race. "Competition is good, of course. But when it gets that crazy, it stops being so good. Suppliers and network people tend to forget overview, vision and direction—temporarily. They start concentrating on tonight's ratings or tomorrow night's ratings too much. You have to concentrate on ratings. But when it gets that crazed, it stops being good for anybody."

initial losses through syndication.

A number of network executives have speculated that Universal's move was prompted more out of the desire to increase its network fees than one to cut back on its productions. That Universal and other producers would prefer higher payments from the networks is not at all unlikely. That the networks will resist is certain.

Goldenson has made his comments to the Hollywood Radio and Television Society. Heads of most of the leading studios sat on the dais with him.

"The arithmetic is very simple," the ABC chairman said. "If the economy is to grow at only 10% a year—and most of that from inflation—broadcasting cannot always grow at a much more rapid rate than the economy. We cannot—and will not—accept for long cost increases of the magnitude we have recently experienced. We must bring greater discipline to the control of our costs."

Producers have said clarion differently.

"The squeeze will be on out here to some-how get it done not just for the same price—but for less," says Grant Tinker, president of MTM Enterprises. As a rule, he added, the networks "don't cheerfully reduce their margins of profit."

Yet, at least two of the networks have done just that. Locked last spring in a two-way race more bloody than just about anybody can remember, both ABC and CBS allowed their profit margins to dip.

Program costs were cited as the chief cause. Financial analysts estimate that ABC's operating earnings will drop to 14% of revenues in 1980—down from 18% in 1979 and 20% in 1978. CBS's profits are expected to ease to about 15%, from 16.6% in 1979 and 17% in 1978.

Some observers estimated that the spring race between the two companies saw the rearranging and manipulation of $30-million worth of programing on the two networks. The end result: CBS won the prime-time season by a barely measurable 10th of a rating point. There was almost universal agreement—among CBS executives as well as those with other networks—that CBS's victory meant nothing to the network's economic situation. It was purely a psychological victory; one, interestingly, that the network chose not to take advantage of in its fall season promotion.

There is no mention of CBS's first-place finish in the network's fall campaign. Although NBC remained virtually out of the spring race, in conversation President Fred Silverman has conceded that his network, too, fell victim to the competition. NBC's budget was also raided in the spring as a result of rearranging programming and of advertising make-goods. Neither he nor Robert Butler, the network's chief financial officer, would say how much the spring contests cost the number-three network.

Network license fees are among Hollywood's most closely guarded secrets. As a rule of thumb, however, half-hour taped comedies are costing the networks about $200,000 an episode. Hour-long filmed
SPECIAL REPORT

On starting over in 1980. "If I had some of the smarts of the 30 years I have spent in the business, I think I'd go into television news. I think that's really the reason we're all here, and the reason the medium was invented to begin with. There is television's real purpose and real contribution. The rest of it is just trash. I think of all the things that we, the entertainment contributors, do really just ways to spend time. Very little of it sticks to anyone's ribs. What television does well—hard news, news-related stuff, features, sports—is done magnificently. It makes it all worthwhile. I think I'd find it fascinating to be part of that. I'd run, not walk, to work every day." On the effect of the production business of the network competition. "It's probably bad, and probably the audience suffers. Too, the networks spend too much money on development. They waste a lot of money by making all these pilots—most of which end up in the discard pile. They should take less money and commit it to reputable, proved production houses or creative people and say: 'Make us a series'—as NBC did last year with Larry Gelbart. That's a failed example. But that's exactly the way to go. If I were running a network—which I'm not—I'd go to a lot of Larry Gelbarts. My batting average would be better."

On watching television. "I don't watch a lot of it. It doesn't hold my interest or attention very often. I'm not like the guy who's making bread all day and when he gets home can't stand the sight of it. I love television. There's just very little on television you can't afford to miss."

shows generally run in the $500,000 neighborhood.

When The New York Times broke a story alleging that executives with Spelling/ Goldsberg Productions and ABC had attempted to defraud profit participants in the Charlie's Angels series, the lengthy investigative article revealed considerably more about network-producer finances than is generally known, including a disputed $30,000-a-week " exclusivity provi- sion." ABC pays S/GP $583,300 an episode for the hit program, on the air since September 1976, according to The Times.

Programming such as Charlie's Angels, the expensively produced dramatic actionadventure, is virtually as old as television and as much a part of the medium as the 30-second commercial. It is the expense of such programming, however, that is leading the networks to investigate alternative forms. The 1979-80 season saw the reappearance of two program genres not dominant on network television for years—the prime-time serial, exemplified by Lorimar Productions' Dallas, and so-called "realism programming" led by producer George Schlatter's Real People. The announced network schedules for this fall include four hours of the former genre and five of the latter.

"The public appetite for this kind of program has been demonstrated and the costs of these programs are to a large degree controllable," said Goldsberg of what he termed the "actuality" shows of the 1980's. "That is the point: You will never select an inferior program because it is cheaper. But when we can choose between programs of comparable audience appeal, our confidence in their future cost levels will be a determining factor."

Again, the arithmetic is simple. According to Broadcasting's survey, an hour of Real People costs NBC $450,000. The show is taped before an audience in the network's Burbank, Calif., studios; there are no major stars, and the format easily lends itself to re-editing for reruns. During the season just over, it averaged a 22.1 rating and a 34 share of audience. It was the 15th-ranked series for the season.

Little House on the Prairie, in contrast, was the 16th-ranked show for the season—averaging a 21.8 rating and a 33 share. It is estimated to cost $650,000 an episode. It is a standard film show with major stars.

On a dollar-for-rating point basis, Real People clearly represents a better investment for NBC.

Next fall NBC will be following the Real People success with another Schlatter production, Speak Up America, and the NBC Sports-produced Thursday Games. Last season, after watching the Real People success, ABC turned to producer Alan Landsburg for That's Incredible (which averaged a 25.8 rating/37 share and was the year's third-ranked show). This fall, Landsburg will try his hand at ABC's most difficult time period—7-8 p.m. Sunday—with Those Amazing Animals.

CBS has yet to join the bandwagon, but it still counts the most of them all among its line-up of shows—60 Minutes, the most popular program in television.

Informational, magazine-style programs are hardly new to television. They go back at least to the early 1950's with Edward R. Murrow's Person to Person, See It Now and Small World on CBS or NBC's Today and Home or, on the cultural scene, the Ford Foundation TV-Radio Workshop's commercial-less Omnibus—revived with sponsorship on an irregular basis this summer by ABC and Marble Arch Productions. What is new about the latest crop of shows, however, is that they are coming from the entertainment divisions of the networks and not the news divisions. And they are being made by independent producers.

"Our major interest in television is syn-
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"..." explains Warner Bros. Television President Alan Shayne. "It's been very hard in the past to syndicate variety or Real People-type series. A program that is economically attractive to an independent might have little appeal to a major studio.

Indeed, the independent producer is quickly becoming the dominant creative force behind television. The 1980-81 prime-time season will see 25 hours of independently produced programing weekly—compared to 19% for major studios. And among new programs, the independents still lead the majors. Of the 13 1/2 hours of new series (16 different programs), independent producers and companies account for eight series totalling six-and-one-half hours. Majors have seven series for six hours, and NBC Sports has the remaining single hour series.

The independent production company has long been a staple for the making of half-hour situation comedies, but certainly since the rise in the mid-70's of the Aaron Spelling empire, the independent has become a significant force in the hour film shows as well. Although Spelling has long led the list of independents, last season saw the ascension of a new reigning monarch of the airwaves—Lee Rich.

"I would suppose that the most powerful of the producers today is Lee Rich at Lorimar," says Ethel Winani, vice president for miniseries and novels for television at NBC Entertainment.

Next fall, Lorimar will have six hour programs scattered among the three networks. Spelling's various enterprises will have five hour shows with a sixth, ABC's Oil, in reserve. (Spelling has an exclusivity agreement with ABC and has no programs on either of the other networks.)

Although Lorimar has been a major production company since the 1972-73 season when The Waltons premiered, it was the phenomenal success of its prime-time soap opera, Dallas, last season that catapulted the company to its current lofty heights. Indeed, Dallas, with a 25.0 rating/42 share average for last season, set the pace for the other programing trend that is dominating the new season. And significantly, every one of the new primetime serials will be coming from Lorimar.

Add the continuing stories of Eight Is Enough (ABC) and Waltons (CBS) to the returning Dallas and Knots Landing (both CBS) and to the new The Secrets of Midland Heights (CBS) and Flamingo Road (NBC), and it is clear to see that Rich and Lorimar have not only defined the genre but also monopolized it.

Marcia Carsey, ABC Entertainment's senior vice president for prime-time series, is one network executive who is not blindly jumping aboard the soap opera express. "We try not to see trends. The minute you can see a trend, the minute you notice it, it's too late. It's always dangerous to be the fourth on the air with a particular genre or show."

"If there is a trend," adds Carsey, "it seems to be away from the standard idea of series television—which is the same characters in constant relationships doing the same kinds of things every week. It seems among the informational shows and the serialized dramas that viewers are craving a little bit of variation in series television—the unexpected, the surprising. It's what anthologies used to give them."

The series still runs network programing in 1980, and, depending on one's point of view, it is either the inherently cyclical nature of the medium's entertainment or the "copy-cat syndrome" of producing that rules the series. As Warner's Shayne points out, Dallas is the child of Peyton Place and Speak Up, America is the offspring of radio's Vox Pop.

Tinker is less charitable: "It's the copy-cat era. It's whatever is working, and as we speak it's prime-time soap opera—which will proliferate on the fall schedules—and whatever they call those actuality things that began with Real People, followed by That's Incredible!, followed, no doubt, by eight more."
On the most important person in television today. "There isn't any one person whose influence is felt. There was a period when Fred Silverman was the most important person in television. All of television tried to compete with him. I don't know if Fred has the imprimatur that Bill Paley had because television is so competitive now that nobody can put his stamp on what's happening. The structure of the business doesn't allow for that complete virtuosity. The system has become so big that it's hard for the individual to achieve that kind of autonomy and make that kind of mark." On the best and the worst on television. "Everything is less entertaining than it used to be. And that's sad. Perhaps we should all be replaced every five years. The best things are the surprises, things that knock you out. The show I looked forward to the most that disappointed me the most was IBM Presents Barryshnikov on Broadway. I suppose the show I watch most consistently is 60 Minutes. I'm a news nut. I'm thrilled that there's an 11:30 Nightline—on the other network. I'm very disappointed in Ted Turner's network. I thought it would be terrific, that I could get all the news I want. It's repetitive. They can't get into depth. After you've watched two hours, you just see it over and over!"

seems to be series," says Winant. "Maybe it's familiarity, or people's fear of the unknown, or the reassurance of seeing the same things over and over. Maybe it's a lack of adventure. "Everything goes in cycles—if something works we all try to do more of that. There's so much money at stake, and it's such a big business that you try to buy insurance." Last season, the networks were awakened all the more to the value of their series programing, especially at ABC, when two of the newer programing forms—miniseries and made-for-television movies—failed to attract the audiences network executives expected. In fact, CBS's ascendancy last year was first evident when it won the national ratings in the November ratings sweeps. Some would argue that CBS did not win those sweeps as much as Aaron Spelling and ABC lost them. In his first outing as a miniseries producer, Spelling made what he called "one of the biggest disappointments in miniseries history"—The French Atlantic Affair, which in three nights of airing never bettered the 25-share mark.

Although in the wake of the French Atlantic Affair there was serious questioning concerning the future of the miniseries as a program form, the genre made an impressive comeback later in the year—in late February with Scuplres and in April with Guyana Tragedy both on CBS. "The lesson, as CBS Entertainment President Robert Daly said last fall, was that "the public isn't going to tune in to just a miniseries." The genre demands the big, captivating story.

Next year, network television will see two of the biggest miniseries ever—ABC's eight-hour Masada from Universal and NBC's 12-hour Shogun from Paramount Television. Both are being called the most ambitious projects ever undertaken by the respective networks. Universal's epic has cost the production company more than $18 million, and it stars Peter O'Toole and Peter Strauss. No firm airdate has been set for the program, but it has been scheduled for the second quarter of 1981. George Eckstein is the executive producer. It is the story of the Roman conquest of Judea in 73 A.D.

Shogun, filmed entirely on location in Japan, is the story of a 17th century British seaman (played by Richard Chamberlain) in Japan. Airing over six days, the miniseries will lead off the network's fall schedule beginning Sept. 14. Estimates of its cost have exceeded $20 million. James Clavell, who wrote the best-selling novel, is the executive producer. "Miniseries allow you to do material that you wouldn't ordinarily do," says Winant. "They have given us a certain freedom that we never had before to deal with subjects that are bigger. I think they should, in some cases, be more important. Some can just be fun. Scuplres was just fun. I loved it."

In daytime network television, ABC's Good Morning America has unseated NBC's Today as the most popular early-morning show. The ABC program has led in the attraction of new audiences to television, and, as just have the informational shows of prime time, it has demonstrated the growing popularity of that genre with the audience.

The latest move in daytime has come from NBC. Last Monday (June 23), the network premiered its new 90-minute talk-variety The David Letterman Show (10-11:30). Later this summer, the network will add a 30-minute magazine, It's Your World, transforming its entire morning block. Gone will be the morning game shows. The 9-10 time period is not programmed by the network, but many NBC stations, including NBC-TV New York and other O&O's, fill the period with the syndicated Donahue.)

NBC's gamble that the audience is no longer captivated by the genre has yet to prove itself, and, for now, neither of the other networks has announced any significant changes in their morning line-ups. Not so with the wall-to-wall soap-operas of the afternoon. In its promotions, ABC calls its ratings-leading line-up of serials "Love in the Afternoon." There's lots of that, but the soaps have also distinguished themselves in recent years by turning to social issues such as abandoned children, mental illness or teen-age prostitution. ABC has also led the networks in glamorizing the serial. Last year, it launched "Operation Celebrity," an attempt to bring major stars to daytime shows. So far the stellar list has included Sammy Davis Jr., Joan Fontaine, Kim Hunter and Dick Cavett. ABC also has led in taking the soaps off the studio and onto locations, another growing trend in daytime serials.

CBS, long the dominant factor in daytime, has experienced audience decline as its older soaps have failed to attract a new generation of viewers. "Our objective is to revitalize the older shows," said Michael Oiens, vice president of daytime and children's shows, to his network's affiliates at their Los Angeles conference last month. The network is out to make its soaps "more contemporary" and "to enhance their appeal." Much of the effort has gone into Young and the Restless, which the network expanded to an hour last season.

The youngest of the CBS serials (the only one less than two decades old), Young and Restless concentrates on relationships between contemporary men
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and women—as opposed to the older shows that still tend to center on single families. Young and Restless is also the network's only Hollywood-produced serial.

In August, NBC will introduce its newest serial, Texas. Most of the summer months will be spent in an extended attempt to spin off the new program from Another World, a 17-year-old series that became the first soap opera on television to expand to 90 minutes last year.

Set in Houston, Texas will see a gradual shifting of emphasis to the new locale. Among those switching will be World star Beverlee McKinsey (Iris).

Programers on both coasts see discernible patterns developing in the ever-fluid world of network schedules. And, citing such programs as Live from Studio 8H or NBC's live presentation of "The Oldest Living Graduate," many see Fred Silverman as still the one pushing television beyond the status quo. That is not, as Tinker pointed out, the same as saying Silverman is succeeding.

Carsey, who worked for Silverman while he was at ABC and who counts him as one who taught her much of what she knows about programing, calls him a "master showman who didn't see those kinds of shows on television and decided to try them." The content and the feel of the new programs are different, she says, but the gut instinct that the medium must remain ever fresh and ever innovative is the same.

Still, it was she who best explained what the business of television programing is all about:

"You have to assume that the public has good taste. And usually they do. If you don't assume that, we're all in trouble. The public made M*A*S*H a hit. It made Barney Miller a hit. And it made Taxi a hit. The public makes hits. We don't shove them down their throats. And if they reject them, they reject them."

---

Do-it-yourself movement: Stations into syndication

Escalating costs of national shows, coupled with chance to make money, are pushing more and more outlets to create programing that will sell beyond the local marketplace; meanwhile, on the conventional scene, it's talk, talk, talk.

- In Minneapolis, Seattle, Boston, Washington and Raleigh, N.C., earlier this month, five stations broke with their network for a prime-time hour called What Does Your Mom Do? The stations call themselves "The Eighth Decade Consortium."

- Shortly after the FCC enacted the prime-time access rule, a Sacramento, Calif., station launched its own local magazine, Weeknight. The strip has been running in the 23d market since 1973 and, come September 1981, a national version will be available.

- Even the 124th market, Binghamton, N.Y., has gotten in on the production act, with nationally syndicated public-service shorts. It didn't take major-market status to make The Nooze Report big news for kids.

To call What Does Your Mom Do?, Weeknight and The Nooze Report the beginnings of a television programing revolution would be an overstatement. None of their backers are toppling the system, nor do they expect to challenge it.

Although the amount may vary from year to year, off-network properties continue to flow into syndication. And when one daypart fills up, major distributors stand ready to concentrate on another, with both first-run and rerun vehicles.

But the difference in the syndication world of the 1980's is that local stations are increasingly evident in the national programing business. The kingdoms of Hollywood and New York continue supreme, but new programing principalities are emerging elsewhere.

Local-station efforts of this kind are nothing new. Donahue, for all its national acclaim, began on WLW(TV) Dayton, Ohio, in 1967. Others, like The Mike Douglas Show, also have local roots. But today, those that make the transition from local to national audiences are no longer treated as flukes. Forerunners have shown it can be done, and local stations, with big dreams, couldn't be more confident.

Nowhere is this more evident than at WCVB-TV Boston, which is going into its fourth local season of The Baxters and its
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second national year (now without Norman Lear's TAT Communications as a production partner). WCVB-TV's health specials and series are a regular part of the syndication scene and two of its other local access shows—Park St. Under and Miller's Court—may one day be sold outside Boston.

"Innovation is going to happen from spots like ours," says Bob Bennett, WCVB-TV president and general manager. "If the business is going to grow, it will be this way. I would hope creativity can come at the station or group level."

There is more than just local ambition involved here. A major increase in station-produced programing can be tied to the hefty hard-cash commitment for off-network properties. In Boston, Bennett explains, Laverne & Shirley went for $30,000 per episode. To produce Park St. Under, a situation comedy, WCVB-TV spent $10,000 per show last season and expects to put in about $12,000 per episode in 1980-81. Importantly, for a station with its own show, production can stop if the vehicle doesn't work. With a syndicated show, all the dollars for a series have to be committed up front, whatever happens. Prices for Laverne & Shirley and other off-network hits, Bennett explains, have "taken out that margin that allows you to call one wrong. It has to be an enormous hit just to pay for itself."

The price of off-network fare is causing many stations to consider going into the production business. And once the show is produced, the logical progression is to put that product in the national market to recoup costs and make money. For its health specials, WCVB-TV comes "fairly close to profitable on our own stations," Bennett says, adding that with syndication, "it suddenly becomes a profit center."

As broadcasters that are members of station groups move more heavily into production, there is the built-in security of assured multimeter TV viewing, starting with the commonly owned stations. When KRO General, for example, launched its What's Happening America? magazine with Shana Alexander, it ran on all four group TV's. Field Communications says its first motive is to provide programing for its own stations—also it has done with its Snippets and Hooray for Reading projects—but they also are being syndicated, and a big national push for 13 half hours of its weekly children's magazine, Way to Go, is coming. Snippets offers the work of a variety of producers; Hooray for Reading and Way to Go come from Alan Sloan.

Stations also have formed ad hoc groups—ranging from the 118 stations committed this year for nine Operation Prime Time projects to the five stations of the Minneapolis-St. Paul Consortium which have joined under the Program Development Group or Metromedia Producers Corp.'s Golden Circle.

The track record already has been established to show the possibility of success when stations pool resources. Explains Al Masini, OPT organizer and president of Telezap, "With OPT, we proved for the first time that a group of stations can get together and act in unison... Through a steering committee, they were able to go through the enormously complex problem of selecting programs and raising funds. We think we've made a gigantic step. We can get ratings equal to or better than the networks."

On experimentation. "[In many businesses] a certain portion of your budget is set for research and development to improve your product. Yet it's not necessarily part of the television concept. I don't know of any television station that has, as part of its budget, research and development for new kinds of programing... We're into formulas and molds right now and that's the problem. It would be nice if we could break away once in a while."

On his concern about cable. "I don't know whether the viewing public will actually benefit that much. Yes, they'll have a wider range of things to pick from. But in the long run they may end up paying more to have that variety of selection. And you might have been able to have a variety of selection in commercial TV if they had put their minds to that... Unfortunately, a lot of times, things we get for free now, we may end up paying for in order to see first..."

On stripping in prime-time access. "Our latest disaster is taking individual problems and making them worse... Now you've got to come in with five quality shows to pre-empt a game. I think it's going to be a real Herculean effort."

On Operation Prime Time. "With Operation Prime Time, we proved for the first time that a group of stations can get together and act in unison... Through a steering committee, they were able to go through the enormously complex problem of selecting programs and raising funds... I think we've made a gigantic step. We can get ratings equal to or better than the networks."

On experimental. "In many businesses a certain portion of your budget is set for research and development to improve your product. Yet it's not necessarily part of the television concept. I don't know of any television station that has, as part of its budget, research and development for new kinds of programing... We're into formulas and molds right now and that's the problem. It would be nice if we could break away once in a while."

On his concern about cable. "I don't know whether the viewing public will actually benefit that much. Yes, they'll have a wider range of things to pick from. But in the long run they may end up paying more to have that variety of selection. And you might have been able to have a variety of selection in commercial TV if they had put their minds to that... Unfortunately, a lot of times, things we get for free now, we may end up paying for in order to see first..."

On stripping in prime-time access. "Our latest disaster is taking individual problems and making them worse... Now you've got to come in with five quality shows to pre-empt a game. I think it's going to be a real Herculean effort."

On Operation Prime Time. "With Operation Prime Time, we proved for the first time that a group of stations can get together and act in unison... Through a steering committee, they were able to go through the enormously complex problem of selecting programs and raising funds... I think we've made a gigantic step. We can get ratings equal to or better than the networks."

Key to the effort was the local tie-in. Each station did a segment and actor Lou Grant did five separate narrations with local anchors. According to Tom Cookery, president and general manager of
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WJLA-TV Washington and chairman of the consortium, costs ran about $50,000 over the locally produced segments, an expense that the stations could share.

While the group has no specific goal or timetable for future projects, Cookerly expects it will be pursuing children's programming and perhaps with other stations in the fold as well.

While the Eighth Decade Consortium is, at least for the time being, a one-shot deal, Kelly Broadcasting's KCRA-TV Sacramento has embarked on the route to an $8-million commitment for a daily magazine. Working with Frank Magid & Associates for research, structure and marketing, Kelly is planning a national spin-off of its local Weeknight prime-time access strip for September 1981.

While the local version, now past the 1,600-episode mark and said to be the first post-PTAR access magazine, runs only $8,500 a week to produce, the figure for the national show will run $200,000. Forty weeks of originals—from seven bureaus around the U.S. and one in Europe—are planned, dealing with such diverse subjects as the Junior Rodeo in Waco, Tex., and the nutritional value of yogurt.

According to Jon Kelly, one of the Kelly Broadcasting partners, Sacramento could be a production center for a local magazine. But the national version will be handled in Hollywood, under executive producer Bob Long, formerly a field producer for NBC-TV's Real People. All seven Gannett stations already have signed a letter of intent to take the strip. Hollywood may still seem necessary for major projects but as Lew Klein, executive vice president, Gateway Communications, points out, everything doesn't have to be a massive undertaking to break into syndication. The Nooz Report series of PSA's

On MCA TV's future. "I really believe that in all the years I've had anything to do with where we might go and what we might do, there really has not been a time in which so many converging factors exist. Some are evident and maybe what is not so evident is the willingness of this company to make major moves... We would not hesitate to do whatever it takes to open the possibilities of independents, network affiliate time and also a network." On independent television stations. There's a major thrust to be made there. The independent avenue is a wide-open canvas. The interplay between independent and cable can't be ignored either. On series. "The oft-repeated question is whether television will always have their weekly series. I would have to think that series are a long way from having ended their utility, profitability and the public's interest in them. But new ways of programming will evolve, involving existing and new material."
for kids, distributed by JWT Syndication, comes out of Gateway's WNG-TV Binghamton, NY. Klein says: "This station in Binghamton can turn it out," other stations should follow the example.

Of these local-turned-national projects, the most common genres either are information-oriented or directed toward children and teen-agers.

Capital Cities Television Productions, the production arm of the CapCities station group, is a veteran of both forms. Bob King, senior vice president of CapCities, says that "stations around the country are becoming aware" of the need for this kind of programming.

Whether this awareness comes from a dedication to the common good or fear of the FCC depends on who is being asked. King mentions that it can be either and says many of his buyers have claimed "it is in our enlightened self-interest" to run a CapCities documentary on energy or the series of Family Specials.

When King first started with the specials, he had hoped to line up maybe 50-60 stations willing to commit six and a half hours per season in prime-time access slots or better. The productions have gotten a little more than some stations' clearance. CapCities' latest documentary, Runaway, itself was a record-breaker for a locally originated effort, with 195 stations for some 97% clearance.

The "enlightened self-interest" seems to work both ways. At CapCities, in order to keep up the quality, King says that the family specials only about break even and the documentaries lose money. But King adds that "we recognize there are some obligations that are incumbent on us.

King can only expect more such efforts in the future. Some five or six group heads already have spoken to him about the economics of the projects and the possibilities of starting up new consortiums to create more, he says.

Veteran syndicator Multimedia Program Productions, another station-group subsidiary, also has made a considerable mark in this field with its Young People's Specials series of 12 barter shows each year. And it has also proved that, properly produced, the appeal of a "young people's" special isn't just for youngsters. With its show in April, "Mandy's Grandmother," starring Maureen O'Sullivan, the demographics showed 2 million children and teen-agers and 3.7 million women and 1.5 million men as well. There are other benefits from such programming. Don Dahlman, executive vice president-sales, has a collection of testimonials, including one from a school board that gave "The Last Prom" special credit for a lack of accidents among students following the annual school affair.

Richard Thrall, executive vice president, program productions, for Multimedia, is another who expects more programming competition in this area, and a continuing of the trend to schedule outside the "ghetto" hours.

A good deal of the success of the Young People's Specials has been because of their ability to present ideas realistically, and of course, to offer them in entertaining and thought-provoking ways. These days in syndication it sometimes seems that everyone is pursuing that goal, albeit in different ways.

When Ed Vane, president of Group W Productions, says that the "TV audience is very receptive to really programing; it may sound like a diche, and it is—because everybody else is saying the same thing. However, Vane is the most justified in using those words because it is his production company that has been in the forefront of the trend in syndication.

Group W's P.M. Magazine (called Evening Magazine at group-owned stations) perhaps is the classic example in recent years of a new form sweeping through access. From its beginnings at KPIX(TV) San Francisco (under Bill Hillier, who now is producing a new national Wide World of People magazine distributed by Jim Victory), P.M./Evening has grown now to 95 stations in access, with the 100 mark expected to be crossed by the end of summer.

Imitations have sprouted up, and Vane is concerned with "such a proliferation, the form will burn out." He says that "the more shows there are, the less distinctive each one becomes."

Group W also has limited its information programming to P.M. In addition to that show, Group W also is syndicating the new Hour Magazine with Gary Collins and Pat Mitchell as well as The John Davidson Show. (Its former programing centerpiece, the Mike Douglas Show, now is in the distribution hands of Syndicast Services.) Of Hour, Vane says it is essentially an information show with entertaining segments. Davidson, he adds, is the opposite, an entertainment show, with informational segments. And in still another format, Group W is emphasizing the consumerism with Fight Back with David Horowitz.

While the PM. consortium may be "as close to a new form as we have," Vane says, he doesn't claim there's anything new about informational magazines on television. The originals on TV, he says, may have been Today and the old Home on NBC, which were "expansions and refinements" of older radio fare.

Still more "expansions and refinements" are coming. Michael Krause Productions, backed by both Viacom and Post-Newsweek, is working on Hitting Home, a new show that will have a week of pilots in September, with launch expected the following year. Time-Life also has a focus there as well. "We are looking in that direction (news/information/people) developmentally," says Tom Giocco, senior vice president, Time-Life Television distribution.

To gauge the interest in the talk/infor-
tion field, a trip through the suites in the San Francisco Hilton last February during the National Association of Television Program Executives conference (Broadcasting, Feb. 25) was instructive. Challenging the marketplace powerhouses—Multimedia's Donahue and Metromedia's Meru Griffin Show—were a slew of others, ranging from MCA TV's Toni Tennille Show to SFM Entertainment's Your New Day with Vidal Sassoon, to ICM Television Marketing's Morning Affair and to Columbia Pictures Television's Steve Edwards Show. International contender, The Don Lane Show, produced in Australia and distributed here by Worldvision Enterprises, also joined the array.

Distributor descriptions of the shows varied considerably, ranging from a cross between Carol Burnett and Real People to an "energy and self-awareness show." But while genres may be the same, each producer clearly is seeking that something extra to make its properly stand out above the crowd.

Whatever the case, producers and distributors are cognizant that viewers won't bother with information unless it's presented in an interesting way. What's "critical," explains Bob Goldfarb, vice president, planning and development, Viacom Enterprises, is that the show "entertains first" and then informs. He says that a lesson is to be learned from public television's Sesame Street which can teach because it holds attention.

Alan Bennett, vice president, programming, for the Katz Television rep firm, makes the point more dramatically when he claims the success of ABC-TV's Good Morning America—a standard for much of today's syndicated talk/information—comes from "giving the illusion of informing but really entertaining." To succeed in the 1980's, Bennett sees a need for a "third-generation talk show"—a step beyond the Douglasses and Griffrins (first generation) and Donahues (second generation).

This "third-generation," according to Bennett, should combine the magazine concept, be physically appealing to women and "be old enough to have credibility while not being so old that he's lost touch with the 18-49 age group." Being "advocates of the audience position" also is vital in Bennett's scheme, as is a "warm set... You want your audience to feel relaxed."

With stripping now the fact of life in prime-time access, it's no surprise that so much energy is being devoted to the talk show—generally a vehicle for early fringe. Simply put, the opportunities in access have diminished and syndicators have to look toward other dayparts. This coming season, all one will need to do is see Group W's P.M. Magazine and Viacom's Family Feud on network affiliates or 20th Century-Fox Television's M*A*S*H and other off-network show to see what a good portion of the American public is watching during access time. And come 1981, reruns of ITC Entertainment's The Muppet Show also should be a strong factor.

That's not to say that all weekly half-hour development has ceased. Tay Voye, Post-Newsweek's vice president, program production and distribution, for one, is working up a "cross between Real People and Laugh-In that slides in some educational value" in a weekly half-hour called Funky. But today development for the weekly form seems more than the exception than the rule. Blair Television's vice president, director of programming, Larry Lynch is not alone when he says that "as long as the economics remain the same... there are not enough markets to support a viable checkerboard," and that the industry is probably a year away from "full strip everywhere."

---

Newsweek Television

Local advertising is booming and Newsweek wants you to get your share of the dollars: That's why we've created Sponsor Showcases, television mini-programs tailored especially for local sponsorship.

Sponsor Showcases take just minutes and feature one of a kind personalities sharing inside information on everything from fashion to football. Zesty and imaginative, they'll give your viewers lots of practical information while adding spark to your programming.

Sponsor Showcases have the drawing power to attract new advertisers to your station and transform current spot advertisers into long-term sponsors. It's a great way for you to systematize your sales, move more inventory faster and stay on top of the local advertising dollar.

For more information and a demonstration cassette contact: Mike Klein, NEWSWEEK, 444 Madison Avenue, New York,
Sandy Frank, a syndicator who built his business around the prime-time access period, believes that the only way it will open up is for the FCC to ban multiple exposure. And while he philosophically opposes stripping, he, like others, has found that survival in today’s market depends on it.

Scouting for trends in the syndication business brings forth some easy answers. Distributors and stations will point to stripping in access, information forms and rising prices for off-network product. And while they are nowhere near flooding the airwaves, there also has been an increased station acceptance of foreign product—including, among others, Time-Life’s Morecambe & Wise, Firestone Program Syndication’s Prisoner: Cellblock H, Worldvision Enterprises’ Against the Wind miniseries and Don Lane Show, P.L.T.S.’s The Sullivans and D.L. Taffner’s Benny Hill Show.

As for the amount of off-network shows, some are predicting a future scarcity while others claim that there are enough hits on the air now to keep the syndication business moving right along. The transition from prime time to local station time, while no guarantee of success, may be the most predictable part of the syndication business. In Paramount’s case, for example, prices may have been higher than stations would have liked, but they knew when Happy Days and Laverne & Shirley were coming.

Taking that a step further are those who believe, with a few exceptions, that syndication is merely a reflection of network programming. Herb Jacobs, president of the Telcom program-consultancy firm, is in that camp. Through network ratings, he believes syndicators take their lead because “the public already voted” and “the vote is so plain.” Along that line, Jacobs believes Family Feud may represent a last hurrah for the game shows he expects are on the way out as a dominant form. The “harbinger” of that, he explains, is a network cutback on that genre.

As for other directions the future might take, Blair’s Lynch doesn’t expect “any massive across-the-board changes.” He wonders “if the broadcasting community as a whole is so experimental-oriented,” adding that businesses typically are not.

And there are also those who don’t believe the public is hungry for a major revamp of current programing concepts. Viacom’s Goldfarb claims that viewers essentially are saying “give me the same thing but change the characters a bit.”

That doesn’t mean Goldfarb has stopped trying for modifications and advancements, but he talks about “steps” forward rather than upheavals in programming form.

Nevertheless change—dramatic or not—comes. Jerry Smith, Worldvision’s executive vice president, marketing, notes that syndicated schedules are more in flux than ever—now that 13-week or 26-week deals have replaced those that ran all year. Post-Newsweek’s Tay Voey claims that even “if someone said, here’s a million bucks,” he wouldn’t know in 1980 exactly what programing direction to go. Independent sales rep Dick Ostrander may be conducting sales as usual today but at the same time he wonders “who is the buyer five or 10 years down the road?”

With businesses to run, and without crystal balls to guide them, broadcasters and distributors have no choice but to keep guessing. The difference now, in syndication, however, is that it is the local stations, group or consortium as well as the major distributor that is actively looking for the answer.
Pay cable: everyone's gone to the movies

Demand for films fuels multiterritory services, with some systems offering as many as three channels of such fare; there is movement, however into original program production as firms realize well isn't bottomless.

It's impossible to assess the state of cable programming's art without acknowledging that cable as it is now known may be radically altered come Jan. 1, 1981. That's the date set for the start of Premiere—the proposed pay service that in the small space of two months has become either famous or notorious depending upon one's perspective. With its nine-month exclusive window on the first-run feature film product of the Hollywood majors, the joint venture of Getty Oil and four producers threatens to pull the rug out from under the established pay suppliers which, by popular agreement, have fueled the rapid expansion of the cable industry.

The erstwhile competitors—HBO, Showtime, Warner's The Movie Channel (the "maxi-pay" services)—have all said, for public consumption, that Premiere is illegal and won't fly. But the industry's sub rosa grumblings and the legal cloud that hangs over the issue begin to bear an ominous resemblance to the portents preceding the Mount St. Helens eruption. For now, however, the industry continues on a forward course marked by a number of developments.

Some of the biggest news this year has been the proliferation and consumer acceptance of what's been dubbed "dual maxi," "maxi-maxi" or "multipay" tiers of service, with many cable subscribers taking two or even three of the pay services (HBO, Showtime, The Movie Channel) that were initially conceived as mutually exclusive competitors.

Second, as HBO senior vice president of sales and marketing, Winston A. (Tony) Cox, puts it, "the consumer appetite for commercial-free premium TV is greater than anybody had thought!" but that perceived duplication between services alienates subscribers, HBO has announced a new service, Cinemax. It's to be compatible with HBO, offering "round the clock" programming that in content and scheduling, according to Cox, offers viewers an alternative to regular HBO offerings. Cinemax has drawn fire from Showtime, Warner, Amex and others who call it a watered-down HBO and say they provide a better choice for dual-pay systems.

That doesn't mean HBO has ignored its primary service. For example, its budget for local programming is doubled this year. Says senior vice president, programming, Michael Fuhs, "I think we have an obligation and a mandate for original, innovative, departure programming. If you're going to do anything, take it one step farther."

While movies remain their mainstay, original programming has become a staple of HBO and Showtime. The latter is set to offer seven or eight original programs, monthly by the fourth quarter. While they range in type from Peter, Paul and Mary doing a Toronto concert to Wayne Newton at the Frontier Playboy's Playmate Reunion, there's an emphasis on variety and so-called "clip" shows (retrospectives).

Loreen Arbus, Showtime's vice president of program development in Los Angeles, stresses that "the only way we can make a mark is not to follow suit. Ironically, we're where ABC was 25 years ago where there was nothing to lose and risk-taking was what you had to do."

One of the risks Showtime will be taking this fall is Bizarre, a series of 24 half-hour comedy shows from producers Allen Bye and Bob Einstein. It's an example of what Arbus likes to call "creative deal making": put together with funds from CTV of Toronto, Canadian tax shows, Showtime and its parent, Viacom.

Responding to one view of pay cable, Arbus claims "pay cable freedom is not just about four-letter words and nudity. Everybody keeps coming in here thinking there's something original in that." In contrast, one of Showtime's program departures is a consumer-oriented pilot to feature activist Ralph Nader.

The philosophy is different over at Warner-Amex Satellite Entertainment. There, John A. Lack, executive vice president, programming and marketing, lays heavy stress on the belief that "90% of people who come to pay TV come for movies." Thus, The Movie Channel offers nothing but movies, 24 hours a day. Off to a late start after HBO and Showtime, Lack says, The Movie Channel has doubled its subscriber base to 400,000 in the last six months, and he's projecting it will top 500,000 by year end, if not 600,000. (That's up against 1.1 million for Showtime and 4 million for HBO).

Warner is pleased by the "dual-maxi" phenomenon, with the number of subscribers taking The Movie Channel as a second full pay service "better than we expected." In fact, the results are such that Lack is tempted to suggest, in a sluggish economy, that "pay cable is seemingly recession proof"—the cost of seeking entertainment outside the home is simply rising at too steep a rate.

A person who agrees with some but not all of Lack's theories is Peter Kendrick of Home Theater Network, the Portland, Me.-based pay movie mini-service that serves only G and PG fare. HTN bills itself as the "fastest growing company in satellite-delivered pay TV," with 80,000 subscribers on 110 systems. The high pay percentages being recorded in current new build situations and the tales of subscribers taking four tiers of pay services for $35 a month may, Kendrick suggests, prove "peculiar to the wealthy suburbs" now being wired. Moreover, he contends, what's now happening is that "the cream is being skimmed": Looking at high pay percentages among those subscribing, he says, ignores the fact that "presently 60% to 70% of homes passed by cable haven't subscribed to pay," many of them not taking cable at all. That pool of unwired and nonpay homes, Kendrick believes, largely objects to the content and cost of what's available on the maxi services, and offers

And STV. The movie still reigns supreme on the nation's growing number of over-the-air subscription television services. On some systems, most notably Los Angeles' ON-TV, sports have found a niche for themselves. There has also been an attempt or two at carrying programs that originally appeared on the networks, NBC's Centennial series for example, before the programs have been offered to the syndication market. Original programming for STV is still largely nonexistent, but STV operators see made-for-STV shows a logical step that will be made as the subscriber base increases (Broadcasting, April 7).

STV operators still see the movie as the service's primary draw, largely because subscribers are not generally movie-gores, and the STV service is an inexpensive way of presenting fairly recent Hollywood product to an audience that otherwise would not see it. Movie theater tickets in major cities now exceed $5 a piece. To a family, which is STV's primary consumer, the $19 to $23 a month that STV services charge for up to 55 different airings (as has Selectev in Los Angeles) represents a clear bargain.

Fees are computed on a per-subscriber basis. Services pay approximately 25 cents per viewing per month for five monthly airings at that rate, ON, for example, pays $12,500 for one airing of a feature film or $7250 for one feature. STV offers about 10 different titles in 40-50 separate airings. About 25% of the service's schedule is devoted to sports—local baseball games, horse racing and occasional special events such as the Roberto Duran-Sugar Ray Leonard boxing match two weeks ago (see page 68).

Pay-per-view is an option that is coming into vogue. It was first attempted by Selectev, ON's competitor, but was abandoned last year, largely due to an unacceptable failure rate of the more sophisticated decoders and what the firm's president, Ron Gunning, said was a complicated marketing structure. There is a consensus among STV operators, however, that pay-per-view is the way to go ultimately. The apparent success of ON's Duran-Leonard fight should push the industry even further toward that goal.
Now Blair can help you put a real heavy-WATE behind your TV buy in Knoxville.

Because we now represent WATE-TV, the ABC affiliate in Knoxville, Tennessee. Knoxville, the nation's 59th ADI, is one of the leading industrial, educational and energy centers of the South, and will be the site of The 1982 World's Fair, the first World's Fair ever in the Southeast.

WATE-TV serves this market that covers five states and 59 counties, with over two million viewers in its Total Survey Area.* Two million viewers who are anxious to hear what you have to say.

To buy what you have to sell.

Talk to us soon and find out how Blair can help you put more WATE-TV weight behind every TV buy in Knoxville.

*Source, Arbitron, November 1979

Greystone: Historic landmark, home of WATE-TV.
Few stars on television shine as brightly as those of Garry Marshall, producer of Mork and Mindy, Laverne and Shirley, Happy Days, and Angie. Garry credits the stars themselves, the stimulation of live audiences, and a technique of working with not one, but three cameras recording all the comedy subtleties on film at the same time.

"Funny is funny. On television, in a nightclub, in the theater, movies, no matter where, funny is funny. And the key is the audience. You're funniest when you use the audience.

"I use the audience as a barometer. I listen to 300 people, and I can hear whether they laugh or don't laugh; so I don't need subjective opinions about what's funny.

"The three-camera technique gives me the best chance to be funny, because I always have three cameras looking at everything. I don't have to pick the very best shot until later in the quietness of the editing room.

Then I can listen to the audience, see where they laughed, and pick the funniest shot. For me it works better than picking the shots electronically as you shoot.

"The three-camera technique involves lots of rehearsal. We're often rewriting up to the very last moment. I have even rewritten lines in front of the audience. I welcome contributions from anybody in my shows, because comedy can come from anywhere. Many of my cameramen have given me funny lines. Gate guards have contributed. The more creative the atmosphere, the better.

"I think film is kind to performers. It's much kinder to women; it makes women look prettier. This may be due partly to the subtler lighting and partly the nature of film. At any rate, my gang is pleased with how the film camera treats them.

"About 86 percent of prime-time television originates on film. The look of film may have something to do with this.

"I don't use a laugh track but even using a live audience can be bad. A number of my shows have featured cult heroes; so when a Fonzie or a Mork makes an entrance, the audience stands up and cheers. That distracts the viewing audience from the story, so we take that out.

"Part of the appeal of series television is comfort. It makes people comfortable to see the same familiar faces each week, doing different kinds of things, but remaining in character. It's like having friends. If you make your series a best friend, you can put it in that wood frame, and it will last for seven years."

If you would like to receive our publication for filmmakers, Kodak Professional Forum, write Eastman Kodak Company, Dept. 640, 343 State Street, Rochester, NY 14650.
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America's Storyteller.
On how different pay cable must be. "If you're restricted to programing fresh, new, virgin ideas, you'd have a very empty network. People that have expectations in that direction are being totally unrealistic. I think you can do infinite variations on a form that are fine. That's the way life is... variations on the day before... Our shows look differently and act differently from the network shows. The style and tone is very important! On the attention paid to cable by the press. "It's interesting. Four years ago, we got no play... What caused the drums to start beating was really the economics. A lot of the play is coming from the business sections and the financial sections. It's become big business. Getty Oil is trying to bang its way into the business. I'm always meaning that people are not paying enough attention to programing. There's very little serious writing done on programing. I don't think we've developed a new art form, and I think we're just at step one basically. But I think the promise it holds and some of the things we have done gets very little attention..."

On research. "The programing philosophy here is not locked into research. I think it's a gut business. I think it's impossible to go to an audience with a concept and say, "Do you like it? Do you not like it?" You could almost predict the reactions from the way you ask... One of the problems with the networks is that I don't think there are enough showmen left. An organization takes on a tone and a philosophy. No one is trying to do computerized television here. I believe a mix of research and analytical tools and good old gut feeling is the way this business has to be run."

Available to over 2.5-million cable homes, the response to Nickelodeon's 14 daily hours of programing has been "fabulous," and Lack looks to have it available to 3-million homes by year end, 6 million another year down the line. Specialized channels are the key to Warner/Amex future plans, and Lack looks to have six or eight in the next decade. Three are in development now: a "Music Channel," featuring performances by recording artists appealing to 18-24-year olds; a "Games" channel allowing audience participation, and a shopping channel or "video department store." Lack hopes to have one of the three on line by early 1981.

Nickelodeon isn't the only sign of cable's interest in supplying quality children's programing. Another example is USA Network's "The Sportschannel," providing an hour of short films each day.

USA Network, of course, is better known for its sports programing—a package of "live, prime-time sports" that includes pro basketball, baseball, hockey and soccer.

Sports continues to follow movies as a principal draw for cable operators, and as distinct from movies, as a format that permits the participation of the advertisers who are expressing growing interest in cable. ESPN, the other cable venture of Getty Oil, counts Anheuser-Busch, American Express and Mercedes-Benz on its roster. Come Sept. 1, ESPN is slated to fill out its day to a full 24 hours.

Sports is something that is the sole province of national program networks. The Cablevision Co. of Woodbury, N.Y., owner of several New York City suburban franchises, has put together a "Sportschannel" package of nonbroadcast games of local professional and college teams that is also being made available to other area cable systems. Encouraged by the positive response of the teams, Cablevision's president, Charles Dolan, sees such a service holding great potential for other cable operators across the United States.

The obstacles overcome by cable programers are perhaps no more clearly epitomized than in the experience of the Cable News Network. A concept once scoffed at as having no chance of getting into business, it then proved those scoffers wrong. Although it started with fewer than the targeted number of subscribers, all CNN has to do now is make money.

News and sports are both areas where ground is being broken in local program origination. Greg Vandervort is program director of Suburban Cable of East Orange, N.J., winner of two ACE awards from NCTA, one for community programing, one for sports. The initial feeling at Suburban, according to Vandervort, was that as a New York area system, "we better make it look good." It took equipment and personnel, but Vandervort believes it's paid off for the system in helping to hold subscribers. Subscribers initially attracted by such pay services as HBO get an added, more personal incentive when they see "their kids playing in the local high school game."

On the other side of the country, Viacom's Marin 11 cable system in San Rafael, Calif., finds a similar interest in the award-winning local programing it produces. Director of community programing Peter Rafalow suggests that in the future local programing "will be one of the most important things cable systems offer."

The bottom line of the state of the cable programing art is that it is rapidly changing, and offering a wide range for experimentation over a broad range of program services.
Quickly, you have made the OTARI tape machine a standard for reliability and performance in literally hundreds of stations and thousands of production studios—worldwide! The legendary 5050 series were the first compact professional recorders accepted by the industry and remain, dollars for dollars, the best tape recorders made. Whether moving 1/4" or 1/2" tape, these SMPTE adaptable machines are complete with every necessary production feature.

Our ARS Series Reproducers have been accepted by the most prestigious automation manufacturers in the business. These people must have a reliable product before they put their name on it. Our MX-7800 1" transport production machine remains the most functional eight track on the market.

The OTARI pre-eminence in engineering is more than fifteen years old and encompasses tape formats from full track to twenty-four track and tape speeds from 3/4 to 248 ips. To the broadcaster, OTARI has earned its envied reputation for reliability with technological leadership and 100% pre-shipment check-out.

Behind our product is a further commitment: factory support with a large domestic parts inventory, thorough documentation and communicative personnel. A qualified and dedicated dealer network is the final link in OTARI's comprehensive approach to the broadcaster.

You have made OTARI— The New Workhorse. We have made them the most comprehensive line of tape machines in the world.

Call or write today for your nearest dealership. They will be happy to put you on top with an OTARI.

OTARI

Otari Corporation
1669 Industrial Road
San Carlos, CA 94070
(415) 592-8311

In Canada
BSR (Canada, Ltd.)
P.O. 7003 Sta. B
Rexdale, Ontario M9V 4B3
The Big Movie Company gives you the big movie ratings.

Superstar action-adventure films including "Patton" and "Poseidon Adventure"—two of the highest rated movies ever on TV.

Take a look at just one of our blockbuster packages. CENTURY 10. It's your station's ticket to the hottest theatrical releases, and all the starpower and excitement Hollywood has to offer. Movies like "Patton," "Poseidon Adventure," "French Connection II," "Silver Streak," "W. W. and the Dixie Dancekings," "Harry and Tonto" and many more. Thirty color features with today's biggest stars in some of their most popular roles.

There are over 1500 movie titles available from the huge 20th Century-Fox Television library, including CENTURY 10—and PREMIERE I, another outstanding action-adventure package. If you want the big movie ratings, you have to go to the Big Movie Company. Over 60% of the CENTURY 10 titles are available for airing now. Call your Fox representative for immediate availabilities.

Television's Big Movie Company
Los Angeles · New York · Chicago · Dallas · Atlanta
Public TV attracts press and viewers

Shows like 'Princess' and 'Suicide' make news and ratings for PBS; looking ahead, Grossman calls for more innovative funding and marketing plans; new PACE network is proposed; CPB's Freedman wants to open up new horizons for programing

Public television found itself conspicuously in the spotlight this year with the controversy surrounding Death of a Princess, which generated the highest overnight ratings since the Public Broadcasting Service started keeping tabs. Another flap developed with the airing of Choosing Suicide, which followed a woman who, suffering from cancer, commits suicide by taking an overdose of pills. But while the attention was turning to these shows, as well as some of the PBS specials, such as those produced by the National Geographic, public television officials were busy planning a strategy that, if successful, could mean a whole new direction for public TV. PBS President Lawrence Grossman mapped out the strategy at the annual meeting in Washington last month, saying that public TV should move quickly to explore new technologies. Ideas mentioned at the meeting included stepped-up marketing of PBS programing, a fund to pool corporate underwriting dollars, the increased use of cable and a pay cable children's instructional and in-home educational service.

Another pay cable service proposed in a report prepared for the Carnegie Corp. called for the establishment of a national, nonprofit network for the performing arts, culture and entertainment (PACE). The report recommended that public TV could take the lead in establishing the proposed PACE network.

But while many in the public television ranks have been looking toward new technology to promote the medium's growth, Lewis Freedman, director of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting's Program Fund, offers a different opinion. "Everyone is talking about the new technology," he said, "but I don't believe we've yet discovered the potential of the old technology."

Freedman, who was selected last year to administer a fund that, in fiscal year 1980, has $24.5 million, hopes to eventually bring a new look to public television, although he realizes he barely has the funds to do the job correctly. His major priority, he says, is to find and develop new forms for television—programing that "nobody else would take a chance on."

Freedman realizes that many, particularly network executives, would find his views impractical, and he admits that it just may take a lifetime to come up with new innovations for the tube. But more than just time, he believes he will also have to be the recipient of good timing, good luck and one commodity that public broadcasting has traditionally lacked: adequate funds. In fact, he says that with five times the budget he now has to work with, he could probably "just begin" to do the job properly.

While Freedman thinks public broadcasting "is still in the nickelodeon stage," he is certain that will change. And he doesn't worry about increased competition for viewers in light of already available and proposed pay services. "If TV was giving away gold, people would get to that station," he says, adding that the key now is to figure out exactly what the people want. But whatever they want, it may not be what they're now getting, and he hopes to one day see a change from the half-hour/hour mentality to letting TV adapt to new formats. To seek out new forms, Freedman recently issued the first of a regular series of requests for program proposals. The ideas he's after in the first round are those dealing with contemporary America, which he hopes to collect and broadcast as an anthology. And although he expects the series to consist of half-hour programs, he says he'll also consider proposals for projects as brief as one minute.

One of Freedman's complaints about public television programing is that it uses too many inherited forms of commercial TV—in some cases trying to adapt forms that just aren't suitable for the screen. He points, for example, to the televising of a symphony orchestra—a 19th century form being crammed into 20th century technology. But he thinks that if public television can manage to so successfully adapt dance for TV, as it has done with Dance in America, then it can also adapt different forms of music or opera or painting, or perhaps anything else.

In the end, Freedman thinks public TV is going to have to try harder to reach all segments of the population. And to do that, new inventions or innovations may be required—something he doubts the networks will aspire to. "Their programing is a means to an end," he says. "Our programing is the end in itself."
Creating an Outlet for broadcasting

The company, founded in 1894 and long-time retailer, has changed itself in the last five years into a major station owner with an aggressive acquisition policy led by its president/CEO, Bruce Sundlun.

In less than five years, the Outlet Co. has transformed itself from a retail business with broadcasting interests into a broadcasting business with retail interests. And a good thing the transformation has been, too.

From 43% of the company's operating profits in 1975, broadcasting's contribution rose to 60% in 1978 and, as the retail recession set in and worsened, to 90% in 1979.

Operating profits of the retail division—some 168 department, women's specialty and men's wear stores in the East and Midwest—peaked at $12.4 million in 1977, dropped to $11.4 million in 1978 and plummeted to $1.8 million last year, while broadcasting profits were climbing from $14.2 million to $16.9 million to $17.2 million over the same span.

What this netted down to was a 60% drop in Outlet's net earnings in the fiscal year ended Jan. 31, 1980—a drop that took total earnings to $4 million from $10 million in 1978—despite a 2% rise in revenues to $313 million. And in the first quarter of 1980, ended April 30, the company reported a net loss of $1.99 million, three and a half times the net loss reported in the 1979 first quarter, even though broadcasting's earnings rose 16% to a record $4.4 million.

Nor do Outlet officials pretend that a big retail resurgence is at hand. "Dramatic improvement of Outlet retailing operations," the company said in announcing the first-quarter loss, "is directly related to a turn-around in the economy."

The retail weakness is a major reason that some broadcast specialists on Wall Street say they tend to "monitor" Outlet's performance rather than follow it closely. "If they would split it into two companies and keep broadcasting," one analyst said, "it would be sensational. But retail is among the first to go into the tank in a recession, and I can't get very excited about the company right now."

Mario Gabelli of Gabelli & Co. is not one of those. He does follow Outlet and is excited about it, and he has added its stock to his recommended list. The retail business is doing so poorly, he says, that "it masks the outside perception of the whole company," especially the broadcasting division's "really outstanding performance."

With a few "minor adjustments," and certainly if the company would sell off the retail division, Gabelli figures, Outlet stock would be worth three times what it's selling for now (around $23-$24 last week).

The broadcasting division currently numbers five VHF TV stations, four FM's and three AM's. Outlet officials say the company has spent $116.5 million acquiring the stations, plus start-up costs for one TV and one AM member that it built, but they estimate the group is now worth—at current market value—at least $300 million. And in broadcasting they're still acquisition-minded.

Bruce G. Sundlun, president and chief executive of the Providence, R.I.-based company and principal architect of its expansion in both broadcasting and retailing, says the company is not interested in further retail acquisitions, but is interested in retail expansion internally—infact, it opened 14 new stores last year and has several others due to come on line this year.

Yes, he said in answer to a question, Outlet has from time to time considered selling some of the retail units, but has done nothing about it. "As a public company," he said, "we would listen to any offer that was made to us, but we are not actively soliciting such offers."

And, he noted, for a while—specifically from 1976 when he became president and CEO, until 1978—Outlet's retail business grew faster than its broadcasting business. He also finds a certain "synergy" between broadcasting and retailing that is good for both. The synergy, he says, is not so great as it was when the Outlet Co., then a one-store business in Providence, put WJAR (AM) on the air there in 1922 as an extension of its advertising and to help sell crystal radio sets. But he says it's still "more than there is between broadcasting and amusement parks, which is Taft; more than between broadcasting and outdoor advertising, which is the guts of Metromedia, and more than between broadcasting and the leasing of airplanes, which was Storer."

"There is this synergy," he continues. "In the average medium-sized city, which is where we operate, there will be two or three major broadcasters and two or three, at most, major retailers. They're both significant factors in the community, and they depend on advertising for their success."

"For us particularly, our broadcasters help our retailers advertise, and we put higher percentages of our advertising into broadcasting, even in those cities where we own no stations, than do most retailers, and we find it to be a profitable investment."

The growth in broadcasting's share of Outlet profits has been the result—partly from the recessionary decline in retailing—of a calculated expansion effort. Sundlun told security analysts in 1977, the year he took over the presidency, that Outlet's priorities were, first, to achieve its statutory limit of broadcasting stations; second, broadcast-related industries; third, specialty stores, and fourth, department stores.

"That's still our priority," he says. "Broadcasting is definitely our first priority."

In exercising that priority, Outlet has spent $100,350,000 in acquiring six stations since 1976, five of them for a total of $84,250,000 in the last three years. The latest and biggest deal—for KQVTV Sacramento, Calif., at $65 million—was closed May 1. It brought Outlet to its legal limit of five V's, and it also bolstered Outlet's prospects for further broadcasting gains in 1980. Sundlun called it "one of the most significant moves the company could make."

Other acquisitions in this span were WCMH-TV Columbus, Ohio, in 1976 for $16.1 million; KIQQ(FM) Los Angeles in 1978 for $4.5 million; WTOP(AM) Washington, also, in 1978, for $6.75 million; WIOQ(FM) Philadelphia in 1979 for $6 million and WQRS-FM Detroit in 1979 for $2 million.

These bring its line-up to five TV's, four FM's and three AM's. The other TV's are WJAR-TV Providence, WDBO-TV Orlando, Fla., and KSAT-TV San Antonio.
Firstmark Financial Corp.
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The other radio stations are WJAR(AM), Providence and WBO-AM-FM Orlando. (In addition, there is pending at the FCC a three-way deal in which Outlet would acquire WRIF(AM) Taunton, Mass., for $1.2 million; Outlet’s WJAR(AM) would pass to Franks Broadcasting for about the same price and Franks’s WHRM(AM) Providence would go to a minority-controlled company for $900,000.)

David E. Henderson, executive vice president of Outlet and since 1972 president of Outlet Broadcasting, says he has seen some evidence of advertiser caution in the current economy but that national and local business on the Outlet stations is running about 14% ahead of last year’s pace. National, he says, is currently stronger than local, being up 16%-17% as compared with local’s 10%-11%.

As a hedge against the general economy, Henderson says, “we’re trying to prudently manage our costs.” But he also noted that “we have a history of running our TV stations with good margins,” so there isn’t a lot of fat to cut. Nevertheless, he has found some ways to trim.

First, he says, expenditures are permitted “almost on a formula related to income.” Second, attrition is allowed to take its toll: Departing employees are, wherever possible, not replaced. “New hires have just about ceased,” he reported, “but we’ve had no layoffs and I hope we won’t have.”

One area Henderson has found fruitful for saving “sizable dollars” is in delaying the starting dates for new television programs. Contracts for new product originally scheduled to start in September, for instance, have in some cases been renegotiated for starts “on or before February 1981.” Outlet meets the old payment dates but delays the start of amortization and thus can get “savings in the area of $600,000 to $700,000.”

Henderson acknowledges that delaying start dates this way carries a risk to the station’s market position—Outlet’s stations generally rank first or second in their markets, he says—but he assumes that competitors are also interested in saving money and will be making some cost-cutting moves of their own.

Two of Outlet’s TV stations are affiliated with ABC, two with NBC and one with CBS. Henderson figures that for the long term, “parity among the networks is going to be a given.” Sundlun puts it this way: “I’d rather own an affiliate than an independent, but I don’t care which network it is.”

Sundlun says that “one thing we do that we think makes our stations more profitable than others is invest substantial money in off-network programing” and schedule it strategically. Henderson also emphasizes news, which he says accounts for 22%-24% of total TV revenues. That doesn’t count revenues from PM Magazine, which is carried on all five stations and which costs, Henderson says, about twice as much as the games it replaced but is bringing in about three times as much revenue.

“Buyers will pay more for news and information [than for entertainment] if it’s getting a large audience,” he says.

In looking to fill out its TV-station quota with two U’s, Sundlun and Henderson say, Outlet will be looking at network affiliates in the top 50 markets, preferably growth markets. In radio, with openings for three FM’s and four AM’s, the preference is for FM first, or AM-FM combinations. Says Henderson: “We’d want to be discerning about acquiring free-standing AM’s.”

Outlet has ambitions going well beyond station ownership. It would like to own a station-rep firm, not only for the representation of stations but also eventually for the sale of programing, another area it wants to get into.

Henderson says it’ll take a little time for Outlet to digest its recent acquisitions—it negotiated a bank financing agreement earlier this year to make available $68 million for KOVR(TV) and the Philadelphia and Detroit radio stations, superseding a $40-million bank agreement announced a year ago. But he—and Sundlun—put acquisition of a rep firm high on their list of things to do.

It’ll have to be acquired, Henderson says, because the Outlet stations don’t generate enough revenue to make a house rep firm feasible. Though they haven’t started talking to any existing firm, they say, they have let Petry and Katz—that’s their current reps—know that “this is an area we’d like to explore.”

“If you have a rep operation with 10 to 12 or 13 offices,” Henderson reasons, “you’ll be in a position to market your wares.”

Henderson and Sundlun say they definitely want these wares to include programing—programing for their own and other stations and also programing for cable and other new media.

“We don’t see over-the-air going to hell,” Henderson says, “but it will be competing with other technologies. I wouldn’t like to sit here 10 years from now and tell you we’re just a broadcasting company. Looking to 1990, I don’t want to be a
one-dimensional structure in a vastly complex and varied communications industry. I think you have to be in a multiplicity of businesses to give you upside advantages and also protect you on the downside if any facets diminish in any way.

Print media also look attractive, offering "so-called opportunities for cross-pollination." Basically, Henderson feels, Outlet should stay in software and in advertiser supported media. That, he adds, "is a pretty broad field."

Outlet is not in cable system ownership, and Sundlun explains why: "We developed several systems in Marin county, Calif., in the mid-1960's and ultimately had about 50,000 subscribers. But we sold to Viacom and got out because, number one, we found the depreciation was real—it wasn't a bookkeeping entry. Maintenance on the systems was expensive.

"Number two, we found we were in the bribery business, and we didn't want to be in the bribery business. We found it was difficult to obtain franchises without hiring a city councilman's brother or making some sort of arrangement with somebody. And we found as we were approaching the utilities and trying to get the cables under the streets or on the poles there were additional demands made, and when you approached the motels and apartment houses and tried to go into them it became even worse. The closer you got to the city, the worse it was.

"This is not unusual—this is the history of the industry.... We just didn't want any part of it."

"The third thing was, forecasting the future, we found a limited market.

"And there's another reason today: I think satellite-to-home broadcasting for pay television will be much cheaper and more efficient than cable. And I would anticipate that in the long run satellites would either stifle the growth of cable or actually substitute for it."

(Sundlun is the senior director on the board of Comsat, which is seeking authority for direct-to-home pay TV via satellite.)

Sundlun said Outlet made—and had made for it—special studies before committing $65 million for KOVR. As a result, he said, "we concluded that free off-the-air television would be the principal vehicle for the transmission of news and entertainment for the foreseeable future—and by that I mean at least into the 21st century.

"All these other new means of transmission of entertainment are primarily supplement, substitutes, and most of them exist for pay TV rather than free TV.

"We do not find that they reduce our market, probably because with increased leisure time the American family is actually viewing more television than they used to, so they're tacking on these new means of transmission, rather than substituting them.

"In aggregate, according to our best financial forecasts, they may amount to 2% of our revenue market, which isn't significant."

Outlet, though formed in 1894, can trace its real growth to 1960—and to the stubbornness of Joseph S. (Dody) Sinclair, now its chairman.

Sinclair, a grandson of founder Joseph Samuel, graduated from Annapolis but left the Navy in 1948 to help the company get into television with WJAR-TV. By 1959, however, Outlet was controlled by a bank that owned the founder's shares in trust. The trust was to terminate and the stock was to go to Sinclair when he reached 40 years of age; he was then 36. Sundlun recalls: "The bank trustees determined that New England retailing was dead, that broadcasting had reached its peak and that there was nobody in sight who could run the company as well as they could. So they chose to sell it—for $12 million—and put the proceeds into blue chips."

Sinclair chose to fight, hired Sundlun as his lawyer—and Sundlun hired as his associate a young lawyer named John Chaffee, who later became governor of Rhode Island and is now a U.S. senator—and they took the bank to court.

They won, "on a ground that in those days was called a breach of trust but today is called conflict of interest. The bank had a loan out to another stockholder, and the only way they could get paid on that loan was to sell the stock. We proved that in open court; the sale was blocked, and in 1960 the bank withdrew. Dody Sinclair became president and I became vice presi-
dent and general counsel and in charge of acquisitions.”

Sinclair set the company on its expansion course, and Sundlun—whose favorite sport is fox-hunting—galloped off in search of properties to buy. Outlet at that time consisted of “one store, one radio station and one television station in one city.” Sundlun says he “found, negotiated and closed every acquisition the Outlet Co. has made since then.”

Sometimes the acquisitions have taken some doing. He is perhaps proudest of the KOVR deal, where Outlet’s $65-million bid was not the highest of several offered for the station but was accepted primarily because it included an imaginative provision allowing local ethnic minorities to acquire up to 10%. The plan has been implemented; Sundlun says the company has 103 local ethnic minority shareholders who own 6.5%.

He feels the plan can be credited both with the absence of minority challenges to the sale and with the FCC’s prompt approval of it. “If the FCC and the administration are serious about encouraging ethnic to own properties in large markets,” Sundlun says, “this could provide the precedent.”

Considering the bleak recent performance of Outlet’s retail operations and a reduction of its dividend to 15 cents a share from 25 cents, its stock has remained strong with investors. Trading in the $23-$24 range on the New York Stock Exchange last week, it was well above its 52-week low of 12 1/2 and not far off its high of 25 1/2. Why? “Maybe somebody knows something,” said one analyst. Wall Street’s Mario Gabelli thinks maybe he knows. Maybe he suggests, it’s because he’s recommending the stock and there are people out there who, with him, think that with some “minor adjustments” it could go to $70 a share.

All hail radio

Annual ANA-RAB workshop asserts medium’s effectiveness, especially in time of rising inflation rates

Advertisers and agencies, one after another, sang radio’s praises as a creative, effective, anti-inflationary selling tool last Wednesday at the annual radio workshop sponsored by the Association of National Advertisers and the Radio Advertising Bureau.

Kenneth Roman, president of Ogilvy & Mather, the keynote speaker, told an audience of 900 advertiser, agency and media people at New York’s Waldorf-Astoria hotel that “radio must be taken seriously by national advertisers.” It may be “the most overdiscussed, underutilized medium of all,” technical advertising, he said, but more and more are tuning in to it.

Roman cited figures indicating that in the first quarter of 1980, network radio sales were up 33% and spot radio sales up 45%. “National advertisers are beginning to discover Cinderella,” he said, adding that “I foresee more advertisers in the 80’s recognizing the enduring value of radio in an inflationary, personal world.”

O&M, he said, is one of the top 10 agencies in the use of radio—and getting deeper into it. “Our radio billings last year were double those of five years ago” and “the first quarter of this year they doubled again.”

The real problem, Roman suggested, may be in agency creative departments. “There are easier things in the world,” he said, “than getting a top creative talent to write a radio commercial.” He urged agency creative departments to “take radio seriously” citing its ability to reach target audiences, its personal appeal, its cost-efficiency, its ability to adapt to new tastes and to react quickly.

“The new environment of the 80’s is inflation,” he said. “If radio manages to hold its rates in coming years (without the pass-along costs of paper and equipment facing other media) its price advantage will be greater and radio could be very inexpensive. And since it is the most selective medium, with less waste, it could be the best weapon against inflation.”

Later, Roman accepted the invitation of RAB President Miles David to be co-chairman of a task force to sell radio's cause to creative people in agencies generally. The other co-chairman will be a creative person yet to be selected, along with other task force members.

Jay Chiat, president of Chiat/Day/Hoefler, told how his agency approaches radio to get the most out of it: With art director/writer teams, a producer who knows radio (rather than a TV producer doing radio on the side) and “a stable of studio engineers who have gotten to know our people and our style.”

“Radio’s hot,” Chiat said. “If we can get the creative product to be as hot as the medium, everything will be great.”

Other testimonies were plentiful:
- Michael Roarty, advertising vice president, Anheuser-Busch—A-B “is the world’s largest sponsor of radio sports.” Of “110 big-time professional sports franchises in America,” A-B sponsors 85. A-B expects to widen its lead as the world’s largest brewer, “and radio will be with us all the way.”
- Ross Heil, vice president, McCann-Erickson—For Del Monte canned pineapples, a “radio blitz” was devised, using about 200 one-minute spots a week in each of 20 key markets for three months, coordinated with couponing. It worked so well “we are into our third year” of using.

Bottom Line

Mail order. Metromedia has sold its Metromail direct mail marketing division for $32 million—$25 million cash, and another $7 million over five years—to group of private investors who include members of Metromail’s management. For several months, Metromedia had said it was negotiating sale of direct mail subsidiary. On same day, Metromedia also announced that in privately negotiated transaction, it bought 300,000 shares of its outstanding common stock. Purchase was executed on New York Stock Exchange at share price of $74.50, or $72.35 million total.

Taft diversifies further. Taft Broadcasting Co. is forming Taft International Pictures Inc. in expansion of its theatrical motion picture activity. Taft movie output in past has been primarily in TV product through its Hanna-Barbera Productions subsidiary. Earlier this year, Taft announced acquisition of Schick-Sunn Classic Productions, movie producer, for $2.5 million in cash and possible future profits. Schick-Sunn assets are to be integrated into Taft International Pictures, which will be headed by Max E. Youngest, who has own motion picture consulting firm.

Up for grabs. Adams-Russell Co., Waltham, Mass., is offering 375,000 shares of new common stock at $19.50 each. Announcement came from E.F. Hutton and Beat Stearns & Co., which lead underwriting group. Reduction of revolving credit and construction of cable systems were tagged as uses for revenue that sale generates.

Cox figures. Cox Broadcasting Corp., making strong pitch for rejuvenated image as independent entity, told New York security analysts second quarter earnings would climb 20%, earnings 15%. But figures got hard look from some: operating earnings will only be up 3%; 15% gain comes mostly from investment tax credit. Cable profits will drop, on 36% revenue climb. Latter is blamed on “high franchise development costs;” one analyst sees underlying Street concern as to “how much new systems can make when.” Third quarter news isn’t thrilling either: perhaps flat earnings. Cox also announced sale of business publications arm.

$65-million offering. MCI Communications plans to file with Securities and Exchange Commission public offering of $65 million of nonconvertible subordinated debentures. Washington-based communications service company said it would use money to prepay portion of its present indebtedness and for capital expenditures.
the bliz concept. "During the soft economy we are in now, the 'radio bliz' plus couponing or other promotion might have even more application to many types of marketers."

☐ Bob Stanford, president, Stanford Agency—Slurpee, a flavored iced soft drink offered by the 7-Eleven chain of 7,000 convenience stores, sold "over one billion cups" in its first four years. "And radio advertising gets the credit for it." Within three weeks after Slurpee radio advertising started, "in markets from coast to coast, sales of Slurpee would spurt from an average of 50 cups per store to as many as 1,000 cups per store per day." With radio, "you can go anywhere you need to go, do anything you have to do [and] be anything you want to be ..."

☐ Frank Martin, marketing vice president, Fotomat photo-finishing chain—Radio was the primary medium in building Fotomat sales from zero in 1969 to more than $200 million now. Creative strategy: consistency, humor, enough straight sell to register copy points and a promotion at the end.

☐ Ed Graham, president, Ed Graham Productions—Radio commercials for Beechnut-Lifesaver's Sugarless Bubble Yum, using ad lib testimonials from teenagers, have helped to increase Bubble Yum's share of market every month this year. Ad lib testimonials can sell high-priced items, too, such as a herbicide called Lasso "that costs $70 a gallon and most farmers buy in 20-gallon barrels."

☐ Boyd Humphrey, assistant vice president, Mailgram, and Jack Trout, president, Trout & Ries agency—"A big part" of Mailgram's growth from $3 million dollars in 1971 to $78 million in 1979, "belongs to the medium of radio." In an early test with budgets of similar size in all cases, volume increased 35% in cities using only radio, 27% in cities using only TV, 19% in cities using only newspapers and 17% in cities using a balanced media plan. Since then, radio "has been by far the dominant medium for Mailgram."

☐ Kim Armstrong, advertising director, AT&T Long Lines—In the phone company's "reach-out" campaign, "our national investment in radio is well over $4 million annually, and the local companies add at least that much on a market-by-market basis. We have made these investments because we believe in the efficiency advantage and affordable frequency provided by our radio buys—both network and local."

New mediator for ratings grievances

The Broadcast Rating Council, in conjunction with five radio industry groups, has set up procedures to mediate radio station rating complaints not settled satisfactorily by the station, the Arbitron Radio Advisory Council and Arbitron Radio. Participating in the project are the BRC, the National Association of Broadcasters and the National Radio Broadcasters Association, the Radio Advertising Bureau, the Arbitron Radio Advisory Council and Arbitron Radio. It will deal with complaints, questions or problems concerning methodology or existing rating service survey policies.

Under the procedures established, all complaints will be sent directly to the rating service, the Advisory Council and the BRC. The BRC will have 10 days to determine if the complaint is within its jurisdiction, and if it is, the BRC will handle it.

In all other cases, Arbitron Radio will attempt to respond to the complaint within two weeks. If that response is unsatisfactory to the complaining station, the station may bring the matter to the attention of its representative of the Advisory Council and raise the matter formally at the next full council meeting.

If the results of the council meeting are considered unsatisfactory by the station, it may request that a mediation panel be named to explore the complaint and advise on the issue. This panel will be made up of five broadcast industry professionals, one from each of the participating industry groups (not including Arbitron Radio). The panel may either consider the matter or decide there is no merit to the complaint or that it has been disposed of in prior proceedings. If the complaint is rejected by the panel, the recommendations will be released to all interested parties. If the panel rules in favor of the complaining station, Arbitron will have 30 days to respond.

FREE PUBLIC SURFACE ANNOUNCEMENTS

Useful and humorous tips on boating safety and boat theft prevention are yours for the asking from one of America's most recognized radio and TV voices (Gary Owens) and State Farm Fire and Casualty Company.

There are four 60-second and four 30-second spots designed to help your listeners prevent the problems boat owners can have—on and off the water.

For a free audio tape and scripts, return the coupon below or call us at 309-662-6402.
Justice opposition to 'Stanford Daily' bill upsets those backing legislation

Department objects to provision that would extend protection against searches beyond newsrooms to include doctors and lawyers; Senate reaches a compromise while in House, Kastenmeier refuses to give in.

House members and staffers backing legislation aimed at protecting journalists and other private citizens from searches by police armed only with warrants last week were feeling as though they had been, as one of them put it, "left holding the bag." And they blamed what they said was an alliance of the Carter administration and conservative Senator Strom Thurmond (R.S.C.).

Representative Robert W. Kastenmeier (D-Wis.), chairman of the House Judiciary Committee's Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties and the Administration of Justice, had shepherded a bill (H.R. 3486) through the subcommittee and full committee that protected reporters and so-called non-suspect third parties alike.

But in the Senate, after Senator Birch Bayh (D-Ind.), chairman of the Judiciary Committee's Subcommittee on the Constitution, moved a similar bill (S. 1790) through the subcommittee, he ran into serious trouble in the full committee. The Justice Department was firmly opposed to the section dealing with third parties—intended primarily to protect the documents of lawyers and doctors—and had the strong support of Thurmond. For a time, there was concern that the bill would die; Senate aides said Justice seemed to prefer no bill to one that extended to third parties.

The upshot was a compromise that was approved unanimously by the full committee (Broadcasting, June 23). Under it, the section dealing with third parties was removed and replaced with one directing the attorney general to issue guidelines for the procedures federal officials would follow in securing search warrants to seize documents from a person "not reasonably believed to be a suspect" in the offense being investigated. (Media representatives backing the bill were particularly relieved when Senator Paul Laxalt [R-Nev.], who had been expected to oppose any bill, finally supported the measure. He is Republican presidential candidate Ronald Reagan's campaign manager.)

Justice's opposition had stumped the bill's backers. It had been the Carter administration in 1978 that had originally proposed legislation aimed at countering the Supreme Court's 1978 decision in the Stanford Daily case, which held that police needed only warrants to search newspaper offices, even if the journalists involved were not suspected of a crime. The administration bill would bar such searches by federal, state and local authorities unless they were armed with a subpoena. Subpoenas cannot be issued without advance warning, which permits the request for one to be opposed in court. There would be some exceptions, however—in the event of "probable cause to believe" that the person holding the material has committed the offense for which the evidence is sought or that immediate seizure is necessary to prevent a death or serious injury, among others.

But members of the press and civil liberties groups urged a broadening of the legislation to protect the property of other non-suspect third parties against searches by federal authorities. Among other things, there was concern that the Supreme Court, in view of several of its earlier rulings, might hold that the press was not entitled to privileges not accorded other members of society. And the bills were written to protect the third parties. Kastenmeier was able to ward off Justice's objections. But in the Senate, the department had the support of Thurmond, who was able to marshal the support of the conservatives on the full committee. Bayh's aides telephoned the White House to express concern over Justice's attitude. "If the administration didn't want the bill, who did?" was the way one Bayh aide expressed it.

That call led to a series of meetings earlier this month in the Executive Office Building that were presided over by Steve Simmons of the Domestic Policy Staff. At the first, Bayh's staff members met with Justice officials and discussed the department's earlier suggestion for guidelines. At a second meeting, other backers of the bill, including representatives of the Radio-Television News Directors Association, the Trial Lawyers Association and the American Civil Liberties Union, told Justice officials the compromise was acceptable.

Not only that, they agreed to urge the House to accept the Senate's version. J. Laurent Schaff, counsel for RTNDA, who attended the meeting, said that since others supported the compromise affecting nonpress parties, it was felt that "the press shouldn't stay in the way of that."

The decision to accept the compromise
How much cooperation? Where should journalists draw line when cooperating with police to get story? Should press tip off law enforcement agencies before airing reports exposing criminal activity? That's general area of upcoming study by National News Council which will be surveying broadcast and print press answers and guidelines. Council investigation grew out of wortv Miami dispute; council found no common practice among nation's stations and newspapers, with some having no defined policy. Council hopes to have report by September.

One for journalists. Broadcasters in Bismarck, N.D., were successful in defeating effort of defense attorney in murder trial to subpoena scripts of tapes of all stories two commercial television stations and five radio stations had carried on alleged murder for period of 93 days. Subpoena was sought in second effort to win change of venue for trial. Judge Larry Hatch did not formally rule on subpoena request, although he said it was too broad. Instead, he reviewed three items specified in request, said none justified change of venue.

Staff status. "If Roger Mudd comes to NBC News, John Chancellor will still be anchoring the nightly News," said division President Bill Small in Hollywood. In answer to reporter's question, Small added that he had no plans for dual anchor either. Of Mudd, Small said, "I hope he will see fit to join NBC News. But nothing's going to happen this week and probably next." He said NBC had been talking with CBS correspondent since June 1, but Mudd is to remain with CBS until end of year. Small also said that Tom Snyder is not likely to be returning to network's news magazine, Prime Time, when it moves to Friday next fall. He suggested that name change for show is likely.

Keep studying. Leonard S. Janofsky, president of American Bar Association, says more research is needed before rational decision can be made regarding broadcast coverage of nation's courts. Furthermore, he said in speech to Minnesota state bar association, in Rochester, " hiatus" created by Supreme Court's acceptance of cameras-in-courtroom case from Florida is "propitious time to encourage that research." If research shows cameras do not interfere with parties' right to fair trial—and if such coverage is sanctioned by Supreme Court—he said, then "we can move forward.

Guide for TV news sets. Noting importance of TV news set in conveying stations' identity to public, Broadcasters Designers Association is offering "how-to" book on that phase of studio construction. Released at BDA's Montreal seminar, "Designing for Television: News Sets" is a compendium of techniques by TV outlets in U.S. and Canada use in their news sets. There are pictures, breakdowns of materials, cost estimates, construction timetables, some blueprints and other pertinent information. Book was compiled by Don Whyte, kwart San Francisco; Jim Minton, kwert Oakland, Calif.; and Bob Regle, kwht Lincoln, Neb., with layout and design by Mona Gray Regle. Copies are available from BDA, 9229 Skyline Boulevard, Oakland 94611, for $20, which includes postage and handling.

Way out west. Oceanic Cablevision, Honolulu, has sold all local advertising time (two minutes per hour) on Cable News Network to Mayfield, Smith, Park Advertising. Ad agency split time evenly among four clients: The American Security Bank, Kirin Beer, Schamoni Carriage and McDonald's. Each will get 30-second spot each hour, every hour from now to end of year.

was also justified by Scharff and others on the ground there is no history of abuse by the federal government of the use of search warrants.

But the compromise is not yet acceptable to Kastenmeier. Two weeks ago, he turned down a request from Philip Heymann, head of the Criminal Division of Justice, that he agree to changes concerning the House bill to the Senate's.

A Kastenmeier aide made it clear the congressman was not adamant on the subject. The bill could be amended on the House floor, and Representative F. James Sensenbrenner (R-Wis.), a member of the Judiciary Committee, has said he will offer an amendment eliminating the section on third parties entirely. "If we thought that would pass, we'd go along with what Bayh did," the Kastenmeier aide said.

But he also made clear the degree of unhappiness among those who had worked for the Kastenmeier bill. "The Carter administration has gone along with Thurmond and the Republicans, and we're left holding the bag. Kastenmeier feels no need to give in. There's no reason at this time to turn back."

UPI offers to let newspapers in on its cable service

A cable television service "designed to give newspapers a presence in their local market, plus provide supporting classified revenues," has been proposed by UPI to the American Newspaper Publishers Association Research Institute convention.

UPI currently offers cable operators a 24-hour Newstime service that provides consecutive 15-minute photograph-voice-over programs. The new service, to be called "Extra Edition," would allow local papers to pre-empt selected quarter-hour segments of Newstime and replace them with local news and classified advertising.

Describing Extra Edition as still in the formative stages, UPI's director of CATV services, Tom Hawley, said a principal impetus for the proposal was the interest in such a combination demonstrated by newspaper representatives who attended the National Cable Television Association convention last month.

Newspapers participating in Extra Edition would have to install a slow-scan picture generator, a stationary black-and-white video camera, a picture easel and audio equipment. UPI President Roderick Beaton put the materials cost at about $5,000.
NAB convention study finds most people satisfied

Survey by RCA at latest NAB reveals most like Las Vegas, are split on separate radio and TV gatherings but would like more time to view exhibits

RCA has completed a study indicating that attendees at the National Association of Broadcasters' conventions are generally happy with the way conventions are now organized.

The study, conducted at the NAB’s April convention in Las Vegas, is similar to a Harris Corp. study released last month (BROADCASTING, May 19) in that it canvassed conventiongoers as to their preference of the way the convention—workshops and exhibits—should be organized. And the results are parallel. RCA, however, focused nearly two-thirds of its survey on its own Broadcast Systems’ equipment—how its users and potential users feel toward the corporation’s efforts at the convention and in their own business dealings.

RCA, with the help of Creative Services and Marketing Research, obtained 351 responses to a 30-item questionnaire. They conducted interviews in various areas of the convention and received a 3% response from a total of 13,445 attendees (personnel and exhibitors were not included).

RCA, in its research results, notes that “one change that quite a few people voiced was a lengthening of the time period available for seeing the equipment on exhibition.” For 38% of the respondents, the primary purpose of the NAB convention was the “looking over” of new equipment. Thirty-three percent were there to gather information and 10% were actually buyers.

Of the 351 responses, 216 (62%) attend NAB’s convention every year, 49 (14%) every other year, 19 (5%) attend less than once in two years and 67 (19%) were newcomers.

Las Vegas was the preferred convention site of 92% of all respondents with 6% not liking Las Vegas; 2% were undecided. There were 173 suggestions for a second preference—16% said Dallas, 10% Chicago, 9% Los Angeles and 9% New Orleans.

Views on those favoring separate radio and television conventions were almost evenly split, with 44% in favor of separate conventions and 50% opposed.

Lindsay suggests free media time for candidates

John V. Lindsay wants to pull the plug on political candidates whose success, he says, is linked to the amount of media exposure they can afford to buy.

Accordingly, Lindsay told a Broadcast Promotion Association-Broadcast Designers Association luncheon in Montreal June 14, he advocates the elimination of paid commercials for candidates (BROADCASTING, June 23).

The former New York mayor, who hopes to win the congressional seat of Senator Jacob J. Javits (R-N.Y.) in the fall, suggested the British system: free broadcast time for all candidates during the two weeks that precede a general election.

Lindsay decried the excessive money requirements of campaigning, saying that the question most often asked of him was not what he stood for, but rather, “do you have enough money to win?”

He cited George Bush as an example of a candidate who spent $15 million on a campaign and then had to give up when he ran out of money.

He said the present system weights in favor of the wealthy and those beholden to the wealthy; it also discourages young people from seeking political careers.

Lindsay contended broadcasters would not suffer from his proposed reforms.

Earlier, in a news conference before his address, he took a few pot shots at broadcasting. In one, he equated a broadcast license to “a license to make money.” He also said that the media can assert too much influence in current affairs. He conceded, however, that, despite this, an “unrammed” radio and television had done a commendable job of serving the public.

Lindsay was negative towards live broadcast coverage of Congress, saying it provided too much temptation to members to “ham it up.”

Videodisk predictions

RCA Corp. expects to reach an annual production capacity of more than 500,000 videodisk players by the end of 1981.

This prediction was made by Roy H.
Pollack, executive vice president of RCA, during the International Consumer Electronics Show in Chicago at which RCA's SelectaVision videodisk player was previewed. He said RCA expects to sell some 200,000 players and more than two million disks bearing its own brand in 1981.

Pollack also said that RCA and the Beta and Taurus film companies in West Germany have announced plans for a joint venture to acquire and market programs on the RCA disk system for German-speaking markets in Europe. He added that RCA expects additional international firms to announce their intention to adopt RCA's videodisk system.

He said RCA continues on schedule in its preparations for introduction of its disk system on a nationwide basis in early 1981. The players will have an optional retail price below $500.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>PROPOSED</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>WTFM(FM)</strong> Lake Success, N.Y.: Sold by Friendly Frost Inc. to HefTel Broadcasting Corp. for $8.7 million. Seller is publicly traded appliance dealer and garden center with no other broadcast interests. Stephen Smith is chairman and 28.9% owner. Buyer is owned by Representative Cecil HefTel (D-Hawaii) and family, who also owns KOZU-FM San Diego; WXKS-AM-FM Medford, Mass.; WLUJ(FM) Chicago, and KGMD-TV Hilo, KGMV-TV Maui and KGBN(AM) Honolulu, all Hawaii. They have also purchased WLVV(FM) Fairfield, Ohio (Broadcasting, April 14). WTFM is on 103.5 mhz with 3.9 kw horizontal, 3.7 kw vertical and antenna 1,390 feet above average terrain. Broker: Blackburn &amp; Co.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>APPROVED</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>WTVCTV</strong> Chattanooga: Sold by Martin Theaters to Belo Broadcasting Corp. for $19.5 million (&quot;In Brief,&quot; June 23). Seller is owned by Fuqua Industries. Buyer is owned by A. H. Belo Corp., privately held publisher of Dallas Morning News and owner of WFAA-AM-TV and KZEW(FM) Dallas and KDEM-TV Beaumont, Tex. James Moroney is chairman of Belo Broadcasting and Mike Shapiro president. WTVC is ABC affiliate on channel 9 with 316 kw visual, 31.6 kw aural and antenna 1,040 feet above average terrain. Broker: Chapman Associates.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>COMMENTS</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>KUSN(AM)</strong> Machine, N.D.: Sold by Hunter Broadcasting Co., KUSN to KSKP Inc. for $400,000 and KSTP to St. Joseph Broadcasting for $400,000. Seller is owned by B.D. Hunter who also owns WLIH(AM) San Diego, WFXA-AM-TV and WAMX(AM) Dallas and KZEE(AM) Austin, Tex. Seller is owned equally by seven St. Joseph, Mo., residents: Paul Giessenhagen, owner of physical therapy center; Andrew Willoughty, owner of Amway distributorship; Rocky Maugh and Steve Poe, restaurant owners; Frank Freundt, vice president and division manager of Altec Industries, manufacturing company; Frank Strand, clergyman, and Richard Sprague, underground utility contractor. None has other broadcast interests. Buyer of KSFT(FM) is owned by G. Dale Cowle (46%), Jim Ramsland (46%) and Stan Ziegler (10%).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **KVMV(AM)** Wailuku, Hawaii: Sold by Maui Publishing Co. to Obie Broadcasting of Maui Inc. for $1 million. Seller is owned by J. Walter Cameron Trust which has no other broadcast interests. Buyer is owned by Obie Communications Corp. (90%) and James D. Torney (10%). Obie Communications is owned principally by Brian B. Obie. He is president and Torney is vice president of Obie Communications, licensee of KUKN-AM-FM Eugene, Ore., and KXO(AM) Seattle. KVMV is on 550 kzh with 5 kw full time. |

| **WNAB(AM)** Bridgeport,Conn.: Sold by Estate of Harold Thomas to Lawson Broadcasting for $750,000. Seller also owns WATR(AM) Waterbury, Conn. Buyer is owned by Harry Lawson Jr., New Rochelle, N.Y., life insurance salesman with no other broadcast interests. WNAB is on 1450 kzh with 1 kw day and 250 w night. |

| **WLIS-FM** New London, Wis.: Sold by Howard Stanislaw to Bill Haig for $270,000. Stanislaw has no other broadcast interests. Haig is station manager of WTMS(AM) Milwaukee. He has no other broadcast interests. WLIS-FM is on 93.5 mhz with 3 kw and antenna 260 feet above average terrain. Broker: Chapman Associates. |

| **KRVA(AM)-KRVF(FM)** Vermillion, S.D.: Sold by court-appointed receivers to Wallace Christiansen for $226,250. Christiansen owns KLOH-AM-FM Pipestone, Minn. KRVA is on 1570 kzh with 500 w day. KRVF is on 102.3 mhz with 3 kw and antenna 255 feet above average terrain. Broker: Chapman Associates. |

| **KROY-TV** Santa Maria, Calif.: Sold by Helen Pedotti, Mile Acquisition, Burns Rick, Robert Burris and others to Staufer Broadcasting Inc. for $7 million. Sellers have no other broadcast interests. Buyer is Topoka, Kan., publisher and owner of seven AM's, three FM's and one TV. Oscar S. Staufer is chairman and 15.4% owner. Stanley Staufer is president. Buyer also owns Kansas City Royals Radio Network and All American Network, both Topoka, and 50% of Total TV of Amarillo, Tex., cable system. KROY-TV is CBS affiliate on channel 12 with 115 kw visual and 22.9 kw aural and antenna 1,940 feet above average terrain. |

**CATV**

*Tight money and high interest rates stifling your efforts to construct your valuable CATV franchise?*

Write for details of a unique joint venture plan which will allow you to "have your cake and eat it too."

**THE TED HEPBURN COMPANY**

P. O. Box 42401.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242
Latest for Multimedia. Multimedia Cablevision, subsidiary of Multimedia Inc., has landed cable franchise in Chicago suburb of Oak Lawn, Ill. Fifty-two-channel system will pass 25,000 homes and its scheduled completion date is 1982. Multimedia within last year entered cable field, owns systems in 19 Midwest communities with 45,000 subscribers and projected homes passed total of 200,000 when systems are built. It also has applications pending in other Chicago suburbs and Dallas-Fort Worth area.

Big Winner. Home Box Office won five of eight home entertainment awards presented annually by Videotape Production Association. Standing Room Only: Diana Ross took awards for best direction, photography, lighting and video and sound mixing. It was videotaped last September at Caesar's Palace in Las Vegas and was first cablecast to HBO subscribers in early January.

BPA to tell it all. "Broadcast Advertising and Promotion" will be published under auspices of Broadcasters Promotion Association by Hastings House Publishers, in early 1981. Authors of 300-page text are Fred Bergendoff, director of information services, KNXAM Los Angeles; Charles Harriman Smith, associate professor of broadcast communications, San Francisco State University; and Joseph S. Johnson, professor of telecommunications and film, San Diego University. Tom Dawson, president of BPA and vice president, division services, CBS Radio, said book is expected to become principal text in college promotion courses. In addition, he said, its contents will offer new insights to advertising and promotion veterans.

Wounded in Windy City. WBBM(AM) Chicago's billboards around town reading, "What's the latest episode of McMullen and wife? Find out first on WBBM Newsradio 78." didn't please Jay McMullen or, apparently, his wife, Mayor Jane Byrne. McMullen who serves as her press secretary, said billboards were "sexist" and of "bad taste," and he called WBBM reporter to press office to tell him so. Station's general manager; William O'Donnell, said billboards would stay. "I didn't think it was offensive; certainly no offense was meant."

SHERMAN and BROWN ASSOC.
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THE FOLLOWING MISSISSIPPI CABLE TV SYSTEMS
BOONEVILLE
COLUMBIA
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SHELBY
OXFORD
ALBANY
CHARLESTON
AMORY
SALTILLO-GUNTOWN
SUMNER-TUTWILLER-WEBB
WITH 12,000 SUBSCRIBERS
FROM
E.O. RODEN AND ASSOCIATES
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HERITAGE COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
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GORDON SHERMAN
Suite 430
1110 Brickell Avenue
Miami, Florida 33131
(305) 371-9335

ROBERT BROWN
P.O. Box 1586
121-C West Plymouth Ave.
Deland, Florida 32720
(904) 734-9355

Greg Everett (8%). Cowie owns KASL-FM, KCVC(FM) Ames and KQCR(FM) Cedar Rapids and 27% of KOKXAM-KIHE(FM) Keokuk, all Iowa, and 46.3% of KJKOAM St. Joseph. Everett is executive vice president, general manager and 7.3% owner of KJKO. Ramslund is president of Hyett/ Ramslund, radio and television representative, and owns remaining 46.3% of KJKO. KSFP is on 105.1 mhz with 27.5 kw and antenna 225 feet above average terrain.

Other approved station sale is WRNZ(FM) Wrens, Ga. (see "For the Record," page 72).

CABLE

Cable systems serving Greenville, Eufaula, and Elmore county, all Alabama: Sold by Doug Smith, Roger Zylstra and family and others to NewChannels Corp. for $3.9 million. Smith has no other cable or broadcast interests. Zylstra and family have sold their interest in Mitchell, S.D., cable system. (BROADCASTING, June 23). They also own systems in Sheldon and Sibley, both Iowa, and 74% of cable systems in Vermillion (under construction) and Yankton, both South Dakota. Buyer is subsidiary of Newhouse Broadcasting Corp., Syracuse, N.Y.-based newspaper publisher, MSG, and group owner of two AM's and three FM's. It has sold five television stations to Times Mirror Co. (BROADCASTING, March 31). Bob Miton is president of cable division. Combined subscriber list of Newhouse cable subsidiaries (NewChannels and Daniels Properties) is approximately 325,000 for systems in 10 states. Greenville, Eufaula and Elmore county systems serve 7,000 subscribers, pass 12,000 homes.

CPB radio honors
given to nine stations
at Kansas City workshop

The Corporation for Public Broadcasting last week honored nine public radio stations for outstanding achievement in local public awareness, public participation and fund-raising efforts.

The awards, presented by Ron Bornstein, CPB's vice president for telecommunications, came during the fourth annual Radio Development Workshop in Kansas City, Mo.

The winner for excellence in public awareness in the large- and middle-market divisions were WNMC-FM New York and WICT-FM Jacksonville, Fla., respectively, while KNPR(FM) Las Vegas and W2IL-FM Mobile, Ala., tied for first place in the small-market competition.

For excellence in public participation, the winners in the three divisions were WGGC(FM) Cincinnati, WFDD-FM Winston-Salem, N.C., and WOUB-FM Athens, Ohio.

For excellence in fund-raising, the winners were KUSC(FM) Los Angeles, KUNI(FM)/KKEI(FM) Cedar Falls, Iowa, and KNPR(FM) Las Vegas.
FCC looking to revert to Grade B criterion on cable/TV crossownership

But rulemaking vote indicates commission will be willing to grant waivers; 25 situations, some 'egregious,' are under gun

The FCC has proposed tightening its rules on divestiture requirements for commonly owned cable systems and television stations in the same market.

The commission last week adopted, on a 5-2 vote (Commissioners Robert E. Lee and Abbott Washburn dissenting), a further notice of proposed rulemaking that seeks to require divestiture of all crossownership situations of television stations and cable systems located in the TV station's Grade B contour.

However, how strictly the commission will hold to the rule, if adopted, remains in doubt, since the rulemaking provided waiver criteria which, as Commissioner Anne Jones said in concurring with the rulemaking notice, seem to be "liberal."

The proposed change is a reversion to the commission's original rules on cable/TV crossownership, adopted in 1970. In 1975, it changed those rules to require divestiture only where there was service overlap within the television station's Grade A contour. The commission considered those crossownership situations "egregious." In reaching that decision, the FCC applied the principle it established that same year for television and radio crossownership with newspapers—the degree of local competition present was the controlling factor.

In 1978, the Supreme Court upheld the FCC in a challenge to the newspaper/TV rule, and it specifically sustained the commission's finding that the pre-eminent aim of diversification policy and rules is promotion of different program and service viewpoints.

However, the 1975 cable/TV divestiture rule was also appealed, but the FCC asked for remand of the case to reconsider it "in light of court rulings and developments in the cable industry." The FCC had until last Thursday to tell the court its proposed course of action.

In adopting the further notice last week, the commission said it found "an inherent conflict between the operation of the two entities that would lessen competition in the economic and ideological marketplaces we seek to promote." That conflict, the FCC noted, "attaches to existing as well as prospective crossownership and, although perhaps mitigated, is not remedied by such factors as the number of other television stations in the market."

The commission explained that competition in newspaper/broadcast crossownership is not the same as in cable/TV crossownership. It said between newspapers and TV stations, the competition is primarily for advertising, while between TV stations and cable systems, it is primarily for the attention of viewers. "Since the conflict of economic interests may be keenest in the broadcast-cable area, and since the FCC regulates both sides there, as distinct from the newspaper-broadcast area, there may be greater need for divestiture in the broadcast-cable situation," the FCC said.

It further defended its position by saying the inherent conflict "makes it presumptively reasonable and appropriate to require the divestiture of existing crossownership situations as well as the proscription of future crossownership."

The commission also went on to explain its reasoning for the waiver criteria. It stated that the multichannel capacity of cable systems can promote competition both in ideas and in the economic sphere, regardless of whether the crossowned TV station is the only one serving the community in question. The availability of this diverse programming "cuts two ways," the FCC said. "It strengthens the rationale for prohibiting prospective crossownership and requiring divestiture in situations where the potential for conflict is increased between a station and a crossowned system capable of offering a greater array of competitive programming. Yet it might provide a reasonable basis for showing that a particular cable system is maximizing competition and diversity, in which case the presumption of inherent conflict might be overcome.

25 markets under the cable divestiture gun

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TV station</th>
<th>Cable system location</th>
<th>TV station</th>
<th>Cable system location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WWJ-TV Fort Myers, Fla.</td>
<td>Fort Myers, Fla.</td>
<td>KOTA-TV Rapid City, S.D.</td>
<td>Hotsprings, Spearfish, Belle Fourche, Sturgis and Deadwood, S.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KID-TV Idaho Falls, Idaho</td>
<td>Idaho Falls, Idaho</td>
<td>KELO-TV Sioux Falls, S.D.</td>
<td>Sioux Falls, S.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMAB-TV Rock Island, Ill.</td>
<td>Rockford, Ill.</td>
<td>KXLY-TV Florence, S.D.</td>
<td>Aberdeen, Huron, Redfield and Webster, S.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCCO-TV Minneapolis</td>
<td>Rice Lake, Wis.</td>
<td>KUTV Salt Lake City</td>
<td>Salt Lake City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WXXG-TV Glendale, Mont.</td>
<td>Glendale, Mont.</td>
<td>KSL-TV Salt Lake City</td>
<td>Ogden, Provo and Logan, Utah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNO-TV North Platte, Neb.</td>
<td>North Platte, Neb.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Notes: *Indicates situations the commission considers &quot;egregious.&quot; Also, there are several market situations in which more than one television station is involved. They are B, in which Time Inc., licensee of KWG, and John E. Feitzer Stations, licensee of WKG, each owns 50% of the cable system. 17, in which California-Oregon Broadcasting owns three stations because their Grade B contours, at time of acquisition, did not overlap. With recent facilities changes, Grade B contours of two of the stations (KOB and KIN) do overlap, so group is seeking satellite status for KOB to remedy apparent dupopoly violation. 19, in which KSWD-TV is a satellite of WSB-TV; both are owned by Duhamel Broadcasting Enterprises. 20, in which KLO-TV and KPLO are satellites of KELO-TV; all are owned by Midcontinent Broadcasting.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
be overcome.”

Washburn expressed the reservation that “more thought needs to be given to the propriety of a government agency making specific kinds of programming the quid pro quo for the waiver of a divestiture rule. Such a trade seems more than a little ironic coming from the same commission that is currently proposing to do away with other cable signal carriage rules.”

Jones said she concurred because the notice provides for “what I believe will be a liberal waiver policy.”

The suggested waiver criteria are:

- The area served by a crossowned cable system and its location in relation to the service area of the crossowned TV station.
- The size of the TV market where the station and system are located.
- The total audience of the station and number of subscribers to the cable system.
- The presence and ownership of other mass media in the market.
- The extent to which crossownership has increased the performance of either the station or the system, especially in the case of the system, by number and type of nonbroadcast services offered.
- The extent to which divestiture would produce negative economic programming results.
- The extent to which divestiture would cause undue economic hardship to the parties involved.

If the rule is adopted, divestiture would be required within one year, with a 60-day deadline for the filing of waiver requests.

There are currently 25 TV station-cable crossownership situations in the same service area, eight of which are considered “egregious” and are subject to divestiture under existing commission rules (see page 63).

To EEO or not to EEO?

That’s center of debate that this week could go beyond speeches made by Jones and Brown as FCC takes up NAB petition

The dust has not yet settled on a dispute between FCC Commissioners Anne Jones and Tyrone Brown over the commission’s policies on women and minorities.

What’s more, the contention may well be revived tomorrow (Tuesday) when the commission considers a National Association of Broadcasters petition to reassess the FCC’s EEO policies. The discussion of the item, which was postponed a week because Brown was out of town, will no doubt draw lines between commissioners who favor and those who reject the relevance of the FCC’s EEO and minority ownership policies. At this point, only Jones has expressed total dissatisfaction with the commission’s policy (Broadcasting, June 16). But Commissioners Abbott Washburn, Robert Lee and James Quello have at times questioned the validity of the EEO processing criteria as they apply to small stations.

The Jones-Brown dispute began three weeks ago when, at a Federal Communications Bar Association luncheon, Jones questioned the “relevance” of the commission’s EEO and minority ownership policies. “It seems to me,” she said, “that the notion that greater participation in broadcasting by women and minorities will lead to more programing responsive to their needs or wants is largely a hope, rather than a rational expectation ... Nevertheless, despite scant evidence and questionable logic, the commission presses forward with its EEO and minority ownership programs.”

Jones also questioned whether the commission should devote a substantial portion of its resources—nine full-time staff positions and $235,000 in an agency budget that she labeled “austere”—to activities more “directly within the purview of other agencies” when those resources “could well be employed in those areas to reduce backlogs which are both embarrassing to the commission and contrary to the public interest.”

Brown, speaking before the Television Critics Association in Los Angeles last Monday, said “because of the serious implications” of Jones’s comments, he could not let them go unanswered.

He charged Jones with being the first of 21 commissioners “to publicly question those basic policies” which have had “the unanimous endorsement of all commissioners who have served over the past 12 years.”

Brown believes the basic tenets of the commission’s minority policies have been successfully proved by the progress shown since he joined the FCC in November 1977 when minority ownership of broadcast outlets were one half of one percent.

“Progress has been slow, but clearly there has been progress,” he said last week. “Commissioner Jones simply ignored the facts when she characterized our commitment to equal employment opportunity as a hope rather than a rational expectation. No one who takes the time to contrast employment at broadcast stations and programing carried by those stations with the situation that existed a decade ago can honestly conclude that EEO has made no difference.”

He continued: “Similarly, I find untenable Commissioner Jones’s suggestion that assignment of nine staff people to work on EEO, out of an agency work force of 2,200, represents a misallocation of a substantial portion of commission resources. ... If one agrees with the commission and the courts that EEO contributes to the goal of program diversity and the record shows that it does—then assignment of less than one-half of one percent of the agency’s work force to that task is certainly no waste of staff efforts.”

Brown also believes that Jones “ignored” how the commission’s EEO processing guidelines actually work. In her FCBA speech, Jones questioned whether the commission, rather than instituting “guidelines” for EEO hiring, is really establishing “quotas” for broadcast licensees. “And if they are quotas,” she said “I believe that we should call them by their right name and think hard about whether they are useful and proper.”

Brown said the proposition that the guidelines are actually quotas is “patently false.” He explained that “fully 80% of the broadcast applications which are closely reviewed by FCC staff because they fail to meet our processing guidelines, nonetheless are granted with EEO-related sanction. If our guidelines were quotas, if we considered no other factors, all of these applications would fail the test.”

Similarly, Brown said the minority ownership program imposes no quotas or “set-asides.” Instead, he said, “it depends to a large extent on voluntary sales of existing broadcast properties to minority purchasers.”

Brown stated that Jones “perhaps inadvertently” aligned herself with those who take a narrow view of the FCC’s mission—“a view that has never prevailed”—and one that believes the FCC’s “role is to engage only in technical and economic regulation of broadcasting, not to consider as well the impact of the medium on society.” Brown asserted that program diversity has always been a stated goal of the commission—and that its minority ownership and EEO policies are but one way the commission sets out to achieve it.

“It is the right course to pursue; it is the lawful course to pursue. I hope that eventually Commissioner Jones will
enthusiastically join the rest of the commission in that pursuit. Knowing Anne Jones, I do not believe that hope to be an irrational one," he concluded.

When Jones first gave her speech, she had also received criticism from the Broadcast Bureau's EEO branch, headed by Glenn Wolfe. Wolfe said he was "surprised" at Jones's singling out the EEO's operations and resources. Despite the fact that Jones had often expressed the same sentiments in commission meetings, Wolfe said he was "disappointed," perhaps because "of the way it came out."

Nonetheless, Jones is not about to change her position—not at this point anyway, although she said that "I believe I'm open-minded enough to hope someone might change my mind." For the time being, however, she just wants to let the matter ride—"We've each had our own say," she stated. However, she doesn't want to be branded as being against equal employment altogether.

"I believe it's a very important goal," she said, "I just question whether it's in our statute."

NCCB makes 11th-hour stand against Quello
Citizen group sends Carter letter urging him not to reappoint FCC commissioner and pick Hispanic

As the White House staff last week was preparing a memorandum for President Carter on the nomination to be sent to the Senate for the FCC term beginning July 1, a letter was delivered to the White House urging the President not to reappoint Commissioner James H. Quello, whose term expires June 30. The letter was backed by a 13-page report headed, "Public Disservice; an Analysis of James Quello's Seven Years as FCC Commissioner."

The letter and the report were the work of the National Citizens Committee for Broadcasting, whose chairman is consumer activist Ralph Nader and one of whose board members is former FCC Commissioner Nicholas Johnson. NCCB claims 8,000 members and subscribers.

The report describes Quello, who was originally appointed to the commission by then-President Nixon to fill a Democratic vacancy, as a "closet Republican" whose "sympathies on telecommunications issues clearly lie with the GOP."

Indeed, the report, based largely on Quello's public statements, characterizes him as at odds with the Carter administration on a wide range of issues, and concludes: "Why would the White House even consider this man for reappointment?"

Quello, who has heard criticism from the NCCB before, said, "I'm not running on their ticket." Given a rundown on the report—he had not yet seen the document—Quello said, "It's the same rhetoric and distortions as last time"—when NCCB opposed his appointment at his confirmation hearing before the Senate Commerce Committee seven years ago. "It's mostly surmise and distortion," he said. The NCCB report describes Quello, who had been in broadcasting in Detroit for 28 years—he had been manager of WJR/AMI—has demonstrated a pro-broadcasting, anticonsumer bias. It cites his dissent in the case in which the commission voted to strip RKO General Inc. of three television licenses as proof he "tends to turn a blind eye towards evidence of licensee misconduct."

It says he opposes the concept of broadcaster as public trustee, and says that, in contrast to administration policy on broadcasting, he opposes public participation in commission matters. It says he is a foe of public interest groups and has shown no sensitivity to the needs of minorities. And it says he is "indifferent to the dangers of media crossownership."

Quello was ready with some rebuttal. He said he is not in industry's pocket. "I voted to take away 27 licenses and to impose sanctions on over 60 stations. I don't know where they get this stuff." He also said that, as for the matter of public participation, he had voted for a notice of proposed rulemaking that sought comments on a one-year experiment of reimbursing groups participating in commission proceedings (Broadcasting, Dec. 24, 1979). Quello also said he could answer all of the charges, and that he intended to. "I will send a letter to the White House to set the record straight."

The recommendation regarding Quello was only one of three that NCCB, in its letter, signed by Samuel A. Simon, executive director, made to Carter regarding the FCC appointment. The second was that the President should restrict his choice to "a minority group, preferably Hispanic." Simon noted that a Hispanic has never served as an FCC commissioner. (The White House is known to have three or four Hispanics under consideration for the post.)

Third, "and most important," Simon said, the President should not select anyone who is "a commercial broadcaster or is in any way affiliated with commercial broadcasting interests." In view of Quello's background, Simon said, the seat could become known as a "broadcaster's seat."

The last point constitutes a major consumer group's vote against a Hispanic known to be under consideration by the White House—Jay Rodriguez, NBC's West Coast vice president for public affairs.

That sentiment places NCCB in direct opposition to a growing number of Spanish broadcasters. Earlier this month, the National Association of Spanish Broadcasters board of directors endorsed Rodriguez and urged its members to write the White House to urge his appointment—a request that led to a stream of letters. The letters are among hundreds of messages from Hispanic groups and individuals—including a telegram from the National Hispanic Leadership Conference—asking the White House to name a Hispanic to the Quello seat.

Border stations get another hearing
U.S. trade representative, for second time, will listen to grievances involving Canadian advertising-tax situation

Fourteen U.S. television stations located along the Canadian border want President Carter to retaliate against Canada for a tax policy they feel discriminates against them and that they say is a barrier to U.S. trade. And on July 9, the U.S. trade-representative's office will hold a hearing on the retaliatory actions the broadcasters have recommended.

The Canadian tax law at issue denies Canadian business the right to deduct the cost of advertising on U.S. television and radio stations if it is aimed primarily at markets in Canada.

Canada defends the law, which went into effect in September, 1976, as necessary to protect Canadian broadcasters against competition from the U.S. It says the $20 million that Canadian advertisers spent on U.S. stations in 1975 represented 10% of total Canadian television revenue.

And the law appears to have been effective; U.S. broadcasters say losses from Canadian advertisers have been substantial. In the Buffalo market alone, according to Leslie Arries Jr., president of Buffalo Broadcasting Group, licensee of WIVB-TV Buffalo, advertising revenues from Canada dropped from some $9 million in 1975 to less than $2 million in 1978. However, there has been some "slow growth" in the market since then.

The border stations have been pressing a variety of buttons in official Washington in search of relief—at the White House, the State, Treasury, and Commerce Departments and elsewhere. They are making progress, though Canada is difficult to move.

A complaint from them led to an initial hearing before the U.S. trade representative, in November 1978. The U.S. trade representative, Reuben Askew, is known to regard the complaint seriously, not only because of the effect of the tax law on U.S. broadcasting but because of the precedent it might set for other services provided by U.S. industry—and because of concern over the effect on U.S. trade policy. Normally, complaints like the U.S. broadcasters' are resolved short of a hearing in which the U.S. trade representative's office is asked to consider retaliation. Representatives of the U.S. stations expect sanctions to be adopted, unless Canada can be persuaded to modify its tax law.

Nothing definitive resulted, and the broadcasters and their attorneys resumed informal contacts with U.S. officials. The new hearing is also at their request.

One of the attorneys representing the
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stations. Bart Fisher, said the group is requesting the President "to impose duties or other import restrictions on certain products or services of Canada until the discriminatory taxing situation is satisfactorily resolved."

The proposed actions include the imposition of special duties or quantitative restrictions on all Canadian feature films and records exported to the U.S.; permitting Canadian taxpayers and record distributors or services or stations, or other products.

Under Section 301(a) of the Trademark Act of 1974, the President is required to "take all appropriate and feasible action" to eliminate any act or policy of a foreign government that is found to be discriminatory or that burdens U.S. commerce.

Askew will recommend a course of action to the President, after considering the advice of the "Section 301 Committee," which comprises representatives of government agencies concerned with the foreign trade issue involved. The President will have until Aug. 18 to decide what action to take.

The licensees involved are:


Those are not all of the U.S. stations affected. Eight others along the border agree the Canadian tax policy is discriminatory and should be eliminated. But they do not agree that retaliation is the answer; they have argued it is unlikely to persuade Canada to change its policy. Instead, they may urge that Askew find that discrimination exists and should be eliminated, and that the government— including the FCC—consider that finding in dealing with Canada on other matters.

The eight stations are WKBW-TV and WGR-TV, both Buffalo; WCAU-TV Burlington, Vt.; WICU-TV Erie, Pa.; WPTZ-TV North Pole, N.Y.; WAGM-TV Presque Isle and WMBI-TV Bangor, both Maine; and KBFR-TV Superior, Wis.

Utilities win free-speech cases at Supreme Court

In two decisions involving rulings by New York PSC, justices hold for a variety of reasons—that electric companies should not be restricted by the state in their communications with customers.

Utility companies are not generally found in the forefront of those fighting for protection of the First Amendment. But two utilities in New York have won Supreme Court cases holding that they have a First Amendment right to communicate with their customers—and in one case, advertising was the medium selected. In the other, the medium was inserted in the monthly bills.

In both cases, the per-sayer was the New York Public Service Commission. In one, brought to the high court by Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corp., the commission had adopted a rule banning electric utility companies from advertising to promote the use of electricity. In the other, carried to the court by Consolidated Edison Co. of New York, the commission had barred the company from including in its bills inserts discussing controversial issues of public policy.

Both opinions for the court were written by Justice Lewis F. Powell Jr., and the votes in both were overwhelming—8-1 and 7-2. But there were enough separate opinions to indicate the court has not reached a unified opinion of the advertising case, where Powell's opinion was joined in by only four of the eight other justices.

However, in that case, three justices in concurring opinions expressed a more generous view of the utility's First Amendment right to advertise than did the court in Powell's. Justice William Brennan's state of mind was reflected in the fact he participated in all three.

The commission was said to have banned all promotional advertising aimed at stimulating the purchase of utility services as an admitted impermissible means of "dampening unnecessary growth." And the state courts upheld the ban, the state's highest appellate court held that encouraging consumption would aggravate the current energy problem.

But Powell said that although commercial speech does not have the same degree of First Amendment protection as other forms of expression, it is protected from "unwarranted government regulation." And the commission's regulation, he said, was more expensive than necessary to serve the state's interest.

Powell laid out a four-part analysis. He said government must apply to determine whether commercial speech comes within the First Amendment. He said it must concern lawful activity and not be misleading; the governmental interest to be served by suppression must be substantial; the regulation to be employed must be narrowly drawn; and there must be no unreasonable  

---

Washington Watch

Keep pushing. Chief topics of discussion at National Association of Broadcasters executive committee meeting last week were communications legislation and radio allocations. NAB will continue to lobby against Senate bill introduced June 12, citing four specific complaints: elimination of cable signal carriage rules, lack of mandate to deregulate radio, proposal for spectrum fee, and language dealing with comparative renewals (Broadcasting, June 23). NAB's special task force on radio allocations is preparing letter to FCC Chairman Charles Ferris, outlining history of requests for joint industry-government advisory groups to study aural allocations (Broadcasting, June 23). Letter will also list, in detail, proceedings that NAB thinks ought to be considered by such group.

Speeded up. FCC has amended its rules to allow it to dismiss or deny, without requesting public comment, petitions for rulemaking, received from public, that are dull, repetitious, premature, frivolous or do not warrant consideration. FCC said amendments, which become effective July 1, will free the FCC from going through a meaningless exercise in the case of a petition that will ultimately be denied and be fairer to the petitioners by not keeping them in suspense as to the outcome for possibly several months. "National Association of Broadcasters had filed petition for similar action on petitions to deny FCC said it is not ready to go along with NAB's suggestions, but did instruct staff to come back with report on its own (Broadcasting, March 3).

Trying again. WATE-TV Wilkes-Barre and WADU-TV Scranton, both Pennsylvania, have asked U.S. Court of Appeals to reverse FCC's refusal to deny operating authority to Service Electric Cable TV and other cable systems owned by John Waist in assertedly operating in violation of commission rules.

Club notes. Clarence McKee has been elected president of National Broadcasters Club, Washington, and one of early responsibilities he and board of governors will take on is recommending change of name for club to broaden its base and increase number of potential members. "Communications" or "telecommunications" is likely to end up in name, as club, which has known hard times, seeks members from among cable, common carrier and other communications industries. Other new officers are Mark Johnson, CBS, vice president/secretary, and Richard Blackburn, Blackburn & Co., vice president/treasurer.

---
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directly advance the asserted interest, and it must not be more extensive than necessary.

And on the "critical inquiry," whether the complete suppression of speech ordinarily protected by the First Amendment is no more extensive than needed to advance the state's interests, Powell said the regulation goes too far. There was no question that the advertising was not truthful or the activity involved unlawful. The state's interest in energy conservation is substantial, he said, but the commission's ban reaches all promotional advertising, "regardless of the impact of the touted service on over-all energy use."

And, he added, "no showing has been made that a more limited restriction on the content of promotional advertising would not serve adequately the state's interests."

But that opinion, in which Chief Justice Warren E. Burger and Justices Potter Stewart, Byron White and Thurgood Marshall joined, did not satisfy other members of the court who agreed the ban violated the First Amendment.

Justice Harry A. Blackmun, in a separate concurring opinion, in which Brennan joined, said the test applied by Powell is not consistent with the court's earlier cases and does not provide adequate protection for "truthful, nonmisleading advertising." Indeed, he said, "No differences between commercial speech and other protected speech justify suppression of commercial speech in order to influence public opinion through manipulation of the availability of information."

Justice John Paul Stevens, in another opinion, which Powell joined, objected to the commission's ban not because it went too far in suppressing commercial speech, but because he thought it went so far as to ban fully protected speech as well. The ban, he said, "prohibits all advocacy of the immediate or future use of electricity. It curtails expression by an informed and interested group of persons of the interest's viewpoint."

In a separate statement of his own, Brennan said he found it "impossible" to determine whether the commission's ban was intended to encompass more than commercial speech. He said he thinks Stevens is right in concluding that it does. And if the court's view that it does not is correct, he said, he agrees with Blackmun's position regarding the justification of suppression of speech to influence public opinion.

The lone dissenter was Justice William Rehnquist. "I think it is constitutionally permissible for [New York] to decide that promotional advertising is inconsistent with the public interest in energy conservation," he said. "I also think New York's ban on such advertising falls within the scope of permissible state regulation of an economic activity by an entity that could not exist in corporate form, to say nothing of enjoy monopoly status, were it not for the laws of New York."

Powell, in the opinions striking down the ban on Con Ed's use of bill inserts to discuss controversial issues, noted that the court earlier had rejected the contention that a state may confine corporate speech to specified issues; that it had held that the inherent worth of speech "does not depend on the identity of its source, whether corporation, union or individual."

But the opinion, in which Burger, Brennan, Stewart, White and Marshall joined, said the ban is not invalid "merely because it imposes a limitation upon speech." The state, it said, could still demonstrate the ban was constitutionally permissible.

But New York couldn't, Powell said. The ban is improper in that it is based on content; the commission conceded that it permits inserts discussing such matters as energy conservation but bars those dealing with controversial issues. Nor is it, Powell said, "a precisely drawn means of serving a compelling state interest." The court rejected New York's arguments that the ban was justified on the grounds of preventing Con Ed from forcing its views on a captive audience, of allocating limited resources in the public interest and of insuring that ratepayers don't subsidize the cost of the bill inserts.

Stevens was terse in a concurring opinion. "A regulation of speech that is motivated by nothing more than a desire to curtail expressions of a particular point of view on a controversial issue of general interest is the purest example of a "law abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press,"" he said.

Blackmun and Rehnquist dissented. Blackmun, in a statement in which Rehnquist joined, did not see the ban as depriving Con Ed of its First Amendment rights. Rather, he said, the commission was "correct in mitigating the cost of the billing envelope to distribute management's pamphlets amounting to a forced subsidy of the utility's speech by the ratepayers."

United Way PSA's cleared

The FCC has denied a fairness doctrine complaint, filed by the National Committee for Responsive Philanthropy, that charged the three networks with presenting a series of one-sided United Way public service announcements. The complaint, submitted by Media Access Project on behalf of the NCRP last November (Broadcasting, Nov. 19, 1979), took issue with the tagline at the end of the United Way PSA's, which states, "Thanks to you, it works for all of us." NCRP says the controversial issue is whether United Way's method of collecting and distributing funds serves all elements of society. It charges that the networks, in airing the PSA's, have not presented the opposing viewpoint.

ABC, CBS and NBC all replied that the announcements do not meaningfully address the genuine issues raised by the NCRP.

The commission said it does not find the networks' "unreasonable" in not airing an opposing side, since the language in the PSA does not trigger a controversy.

United Way, in a statement issued after the FCC decision, said: "Simply stated, the television messages are intended to be an expression of appreciation and create a favorable public image on behalf of 37,000 agencies, services and programs that United Way supports. All that NCRP has demonstrated in this endeavor is that even human services as pure as helping deaf children or teaching swimming at the YMCA, can, by sufficiently strained interpretation, be claimed to be controversial."

Alaskan protesters settle a second deal

ABM group works arrangement with KIMO-TV; station agrees to EEO, program, public-file improvements

Alaskans for Better Media, a citizen group that has been feuding with licensees in the state, appears to have reached a settlement with the second of three against whom it filed petitions to deny.

Central Alaska Broadcasting Inc., licensee of KIMO-TV Anchorage, on June 20 filed with the FCC a lengthy amendment to its renewal application that promised stronger performance.

ABM, on the same day, filed a motion to withdraw its petition to deny and to support the grant of KIMO-TV's license renewal application. ABM said that its review of the amendment convinces it that KIMO-TV's license should be renewed without a hearing or sanction.

A key feature of the amendment involves the station's promise in connection with its equal employment opportunity program. It will donate $5,000 a year for each of the next four years to the Alaska Native Foundation, a self-help organization, "to aid targeted minorities' entrance into the broadcasting job pool in Anchorage" and throughout the state.

The amendment also says the station has begun to implement its Community Advisory Council, and details increases, "qualitatively and quantitatively," in news, public affairs and nonentertainment programming.

The apparent agreement follows by two months the FCC's staff's approval of a joint petition that ended the dispute between ABM and Midnight Sun Broadcasters. The petition sought withdrawal of ABM's petition to deny, and approval of MSB's application for renewal of the licenses for KENI-AM-AM Anchorage, KFAR-AM-TV Fairbanks, KINY-AM-TV Juneau and KTKN(AM) Ketchikan.

The final chapter in the ABM-MSB story, incidentally, was written on June 11, when the commission staff granted ABM's petition for approval of the reimbursement provided in the agreement. That amounted to $15,000 in legal fees--an amount represented by Media Access Project, of Washington—and $6,000 in out-of-pocket expenses.

The motion to withdraw its petition to deny KIMO-TV's renewal does not end ABM's litigation. Still pending is its petition to deny renewal of licenses for Northern Television Inc.'s five stations--KBYR(AM)-KNIK(FM)-KTVATV Anchorage and KFRB(AM)-KTVF(FM) Fairbanks.
Viewers coughed up nearly $2 million to watch fight on home pay TV

Duran-Leonard match was available over ON-TV in Los Angeles and Qube in Columbus; fee was $10

Pay television viewers in Los Angeles and Columbus, Ohio, paid $10 a home to watch the live telecast of the Roberto Duran-Sugar Ray Leonard welterweight championship fight on June 20. The pay television services in those two cities had combined revenues for the three-hour event of approximately $1,960,000, 35%-45% of that was returned to the companies in profits. Total orders for the fight in Los Angeles, where it was offered as a special event by the ON-TV subscription television service, reached 126,426, 46% of the service's total of 275,800 subscribers. Due to technical difficulties, including a power failure in the San Fernando valley and last-minute cancellations, the total number of homes that actually viewed the fight was expected to fall below the number of orders. But, according to John Mohr, executive producer of ON-TV Sports, the company anticipates a final count approaching 125,000.

In Columbus, where the fight was offered to subscribers of the Warner-Amex Qube cable system, total orders reached just under 7,000, 30% of the subscriber base (not all Warner subscribers in Columbus have Qube). In addition to the homes that viewed the fight, the telecast was closed-circuited to approximately 300 sports arenas, stadiums and theaters around the country. Mike Malitz, president of New York-based Top Rank Inc., the promoter of the Montreal fight, said the number of persons who actually saw the telecast was "well in excess of a million." Closed-circuit viewers paid an average of $18 each.

Under the terms with Top Rank, the promoter was entitled to 55% of the gross revenues received by the pay services. Administrative costs have been estimated at another 10% by ON and slightly less for Qube. That leaves profits of approximately $440,000 for ON and approximately $31,000 for Qube from one three-hour program. According to Larry Wangberg, Warner vice president and general manager, the cost to the system of the fight was "nothing incremental. It's part of our daily business." At one point in the fight, Qube asked its viewers how many people were watching the show; the responses indicated that approximately 50,000 people were on hand.

Both Qube and ON have so-called "addressable" pay systems that allow the program originator to direct a telecast to specific subscribers. Qube's a sophisticated two-way cable system. ON, an over-the-air system, transmits data to each of its Oak Industries decoders telling which of four program "levels" is to receive a broadcast. A home choosing the pay-per-view option receives the special event on a level different from that on which the station's regular subscription programming is received. During the special event, however, regular programming is suspended. The ON service cannot deliver more than one broadcast signal at a time.

At ON, there is currently no plan to expand the pay-per-view service to a regular part of the subscription television operation. According to Jerry Perenchio, president of the company, it would be unlikely that such events will be offered more than three times a year. (The last time ON offered such a special was in January 1978 with a $3 advance release of "The Deep.") No plans are firm for a follow-up special. "Unless it's something we're really excited about, we'll pass on it," Perenchio said.

Year-'round ABC promo

ABC-TV is mounting its most extensive co-op advertising campaign ever, with the network and stations sharing in a $3-million budget for a year-round effort on behalf of the 1980-81 prime-time schedule.

Sy Cowles, ABC-TV vice president, creative services, said that for the first time, the network/affiliates project will be staged throughout the year starting Sept. 1 and ending Aug. 31, 1981. In the past the accent was on the first three or four weeks of the fall premiere and an occasional burst during January.

Cowles said the undertaking stemmed from the expressed desire of affiliates, who asked for advance notice so that they could budget for the advertising. This spring, according to Cowles, stations were canvassed and about 98% of affiliates (approximately 200) agreed to participate. In contrast, he added, only 60% of affiliates joined in the premiere co-op advertising spree last September and only about 40% in the January drive.

The network and the affiliates share in the expenditures of the campaign, with ABC-TV supplying the production material. The network/affiliate advertising is placed in newspapers, magazines, and on radio and in outdoor media.

Cowles contended that the stepped-up advertising is not a reaction by ABC-TV to the growing ratings strength of CBS-TV in prime time, but represents a move to strengthen the visibility of ABC-TV in medium- and smaller-sized markets. He said ABC-TV traditionally has been strong in major markets and believes the added advertising push in other markets will help the ratings there.

ABC Radio signs DIR

With a deal being characterized as "revolutionary" but perhaps better described as a throwback to radio's earlier days, ABC Radio has contracted with DIR Broadcasting Corp. for a wide range of music and nonmusic series programming.

Although commonplace in television, with production houses tied to networks for series development, the ABC-DIR move represents a departure for modern-day radio.

The agreement, effective Jan. 1, 1981, moves DIR's prime property, the King Biscuit Flower Hour concert series, into ABC Radio's hands.

In addition, DIR also will be spearheading a major expansion into country music for ABC, with 26 biweekly programs. The contract also calls for production of several of ABC's Supergroups in Concert programs, a Rock Music Awards program and three 90-minute rock concert programs.

DIR, led by Bob Meyrowitz, president, and Peter Kauff, executive vice president, will continue the syndication of several other properties it produces—A Conversation ..., The Robert Klein Hour, Afternoon Live, The Way It Went Down...

Summer streak. For the sixth consecutive week, this one ended June 22, CBS-TV was the prime-time ratings winner, scoring a 14.6/25.0 to ABC-TV's 14.0/27.2 and NBC-TV's 13.2/25.6. Of the week's top-11 programs (10th place was tied), CBS had the first eight, led by The Jeffersons (22.3/39), and ABC took the remaining three. The lowest rated was Republican paid political time, It's a Great Night America, in 65th place with a 6.3/13. ABC won Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday, and CBS had Monday, Friday and Sunday. It was the eighth week in row that ABC News outdistanced NBC News in the early-evenings ratings race, pulling a 10.9/25 to NBC's 9.3/22. CBS News, as usual, was in the top spot, with 11.7/27. Through June 22, according to ABC, as the second quarter winds down, the evening news averages were: CBS, 13.4/28 (up 5% in rating/down 3% in share compared to same period last year); ABC, 11.5/24 (up 15%/up 9%), and NBC, 11.4/24 (up 9%/up 4%).
and, beginning in August, Hour Time, a newsmagazine with Steve Post (ex-WBLS(FM) New York) as host and regulars including Kurt Vonnegut and Jim Bouton.

While King Biscuit now will be an ABC Radio property, it may not necessarily be transferred from its current New York station, Metromedia's WNEW-FM, to ABC-owned WFIL(FM) there. According to an ABC Radio spokesman, "quite frankly, we don't know what's going to happen."

WNEW-FM, which is in its eighth season with King Biscuit, wants to retain it, and, according to Mel Karmazin, vice president and general manager, is willing to go to court if necessary, should a switch be attempted.

Herb Jacobs sees fall going to CBS

In his annual predictions for the fourth quarter, he forecasts another close race with ABC

Herb Jacobs's annual handicapping of the networks' prime-time television sweepstakes for the fourth quarter of 1980 pencils in CBS-TV as the winner with a 19.4 rating and a 31.8 share, edging out ABC-TV with an 18.9 and 30.3, and outdistancing NBC-TV with a 17.7 and 28.9.

Jacobs, president of Telcom Associates Inc., Los Angeles program consultancy firm, said the race will be nip-and-tuck between CBS and ABC, with each winning three nights and NBC, one. Jacobs projects that CBS will finish first on Friday, Sunday and Monday; ABC on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday and NBC, on Wednesday.

Jacobs says some critics insist he was off the mark in tabbing ABC as the winner in last year's prediction, but he points out that his forecasts encompass only the fourth quarter. As of last Dec. 23, he notes, ABC led CBS 19.5 to 19.0 and "our predictions were only off by fractions."

Jacobs is not high on newcomers to the prime-time rosters. He tabs as "cancellations" CBS-TV's Ladies Man, Enos, Freebie & the Bean and Secrets of Midland Heights; ABC-TV's Breaking Away and Amazing Animals and NBC-TV's Speak Up America and Harper Valley PTA. Jacobs says these new series have "a shot at the brass ring" CBS-TV's Magnum PI; ABC-TV's It's A Living and NBC-TV's Flamingo Road.

According to Jacobs, trouble is brewing for some of the older shows, including CBS-TV's The Waltons and White Shadow; ABC-TV's Hart to Hart and Charlie's Angels and NBC-TV's Lobo, Facts of Life, Prime Time and Buck Rogers.

He lists CBS-TV as "strong" in 12 programs; ABC in eight and NBC in two. Jacobs judges as "weak" two series on ABC; five on CBS and five on NBC.

Jacobs reports that in comparison with the actual ratings figures for the season ended April 20, his projections for the
fourth quarter of 1980 show that the ABC rating will decline from 19.5 to 18.9; CBS will dip from 19.6 to 19.4 and NBC move up from 17.4 to 17.7.

'P.M.' switch means fight

Group W Productions, with about 95 stations now in its P.M. Magazine consortium, has switched clients in a market for the first time-signing WGR-TV Buffalo for the half-hour strip, which combines nationally syndicated segments with local-station participation. WIVB-TV, which had an option to renew on the show, is readying for a court battle to keep it.

Each side is charging the other with failure to negotiate in good faith. According to a Group W spokesman, WIVB-TV's final renewal offer was financially unacceptable. He also added that the P.M. national management wasn't satisfied with WIVB-TV's participation, claiming that the station was ignoring recommendations of the home office and "missing deadline after deadline" regarding its contributions to the consortium.

---

Technology

FCC extracts RCA from tangle of Satcom claims

Commission refuses to enter transponder allocation business; carrier freed to assign space on Satcom III-R by lottery

RCA Americom, besieged by disgruntled satellite customers for over a year, scored a sweeping victory at the FCC last week. In two separate actions, the commission voted unanimously to reject, dismiss or defer complaints objecting to the way RCA has been assigning transponders in its Satcom satellite system.

By turning aside pleadings by Home Box Office, Spanish International Network, Cable News Network, Eastern Microwave and National Christian Network, the FCC, freed RCA from an increasingly complex web of petitions and counterpetitions and made clear that the commission had no intention of involving itself in the transponder assignment process.

The complaints dealt with transponder assignments on Satcom I, the satellite used almost exclusively by distributors of cable programming; Satcom III, the satellite which was to have replaced Satcom I as the primary cable satellite (Cable Net One) but which disappeared into space shortly after launching, and Satcom III-R, the satellite RCA hopes to launch in June 1981 to replace Satcom III.

All the complainants felt that they had claims—unlawfully denied by RCA—to transponders on Cable Net One. The FCC actions, however, legitimized RCA's denial of Cable Net One service to them and its use of a lottery as a means of assigning transponders on Cable Net One in the future.

It is important that a cable programer be assigned to Cable Net One, whether it be Satcom I as is currently the case or Satcom III-R as will be the case when it becomes operational next year. Cable Net One is the satellite that has earth stations at some 2,500 cable systems aimed at it. It is the earth stations that make Cable Net One and the programers on it successful by providing the critical final link in the distribution network.

Without the earth stations, there is no network. The programers on Comstar II (Cable Net One)—the satellite that RCA leased from AT&T to accommodate programers it couldn't find room for on Cable Net One after the loss of Satcom II—cannot widely distribute programing. There are simply too few earth stations oriented to Comstar II in place to receive the programing.

Prior to the launch of the ill-fated Satcom III, RCA had planned to move the 20 transponders of cable programing on Satcom I to Satcom III adding four additional cable programers on the four transponders that had been out of order or used for message traffic on Satcom I. RCA awarded the four additional transponders to Viacom, Home Box Office, National Christian Network and Southern Satellite Systems, which had set aside the transponder for use by the Cable News Network.

It was the contention of SIN and EMII that RCA unlawfully discriminated against them by excluding them from Satcom III. SIN claimed that RCA failed to fill orders on the announced first-comes, first-served basis and instead awarded the transponders to the first in line with the requests for the highest level of service.

EMII contended that the deadline RCA set for Sept. 30, 1978, for requesting service on Satcom I was unfair since EMII would have had to begin paying for a transponder before it had any means of generating revenue from it. EMII said that RCAs deadline constituted an auction of facilities which created an artificial shortage.

After the disappearance of Satcom III, SIN and EMII filed supplements to their complaints maintaining that their complaints were still valid and that their arguments applied to RCA's assignment on Satcom I.

According to an order written and presented to the FCC by staff lawyer Ted Kramer, SIN's and EMII's claims to Satcom III are moot since the satellite was lost, and all assignments on the bird were subject to a successful launch. At the FCC meeting, Kramer said the arguments were no longer valid because RCA has since abandoned its practice of assigning transponders in favor of a new method outlined in a new tariff. (The legality of the new tariff, involving a lottery, was reviewed in a separate item by the FCC staff and also approved by the FCC.)

The FCC also found that RCA applied the first-come, first-served method in assigning transponders on Satcom I in a fair and reasonable manner, in compliance with the Communications Act and in accord with the commission's general policy of open entry into the marketplace.

The Cable News Network currently has a transponder on Satcom I by virtue of a preliminary consent injunction. CNN had sued RCA in an Atlanta federal court after it became apparent that Southern Satellite Systems, its carrier, was not going to win a spot on Cable Net One. In the suit, CNN claimed that a 1976 contract between it and RCA gave it the right of first refusal for all satellite transponders assigned on Satcom I. In exchange for a promise to drop some 334 million in damage claims, RCA agreed to clear a transponder on Satcom I for use by SSS and CNN for six months, ending November. The RCA-CNN deal was effectuated by the injunction.

When the RCA-CNN contract surfaced, SIN and EMII charged that it was evidence that RCA discriminated against them and in favor of CNN in awarding the four additional transponders on Satcom III. The FCC deferred action on that charge. It said that it would wait until the lawsuit is decided. It said that if CNN wins the suit, the matter will come back to the commission when RCA asks to provide service to CNN in the form of a 214 application. It is at that time, he said, that the FCC will have to face the question of whether the right-of-first-refusal contract is a violation of the commission's rules.

At the meeting, FCC Chairman Charles Leslie G. Arries, president and general manager of wivb-tv, tells a different story, claiming that Group W chose to treat his station's second offer in the negotiating process as final. He also said that wivb-tv was waiting to hear from Group W about what protection the border station would receive should the show be run in Toronto and also to see the latest ratings. As for consortium participation, he said he has not heard from Group W on wivb-tv's local P.M. efforts as outstanding.

Wivb-tv's contract for P.M. expires on Aug. 31.
Ferris expressed concern that the Atlanta court might usurp the FCC jurisdiction if it failed to act immediately, but he was assured by the staff—Kramer and Common Carrier Chief Phil Verveer—that the court has no power to order specific performance and that the decision ultimately would come back to the FCC.

In addition to the suit, CNN also filed a complaint at the FCC, claiming RCA was violating FCC rules by refusing its "reasonable" request for service on Satcom II.

CNN argued that RCA should have moved traffic off Satcom I to one of the two transponders it leased from AT&T. But the commission rejected the argument and denied the complaint of CNN saying that it "does not think it is reasonable to require a domestic satellite carrier which had received authorization for only limited facilities to provide service beyond the capacity of its own system."

In a separate but closely related action, the FCC denied the petitions of EMI, Home Box Office, RCA Satcom and National Catholic Network objecting to the lottery system for assigning transponders on Satcom III-R. In announcing plans for its Cable Net Two, RCA said only 22 of the transponders on Satcom III-R will be used for full-time cable programming. That meant that only two of the 10 customers now bidding their time on Cable Net Two would be able to squeeze on Satcom III-R. Satcom therefore proposed a lottery to choose the lucky two.

The complainants said the lottery is unreasonable, unjustly discriminatory and thus in violation of the Communications Act. The FCC disagreed.

Rick Ruben, who wrote the order that was adopted by the FCC, said that commission rules do not describe the method of transponder assignment, requiring only that the method be "reasonable." Verveer said the FCC found the lottery to be "just, reasonable and not unduly discriminatory."

He said the lesson to be learned from the action is that any method of transponder assignment is acceptable to the FCC if it meets those statutory tests.

The talk of lotteries touched off a friendly exchange between Ferris and Commissioner Joseph Fogarty on the FCC's decision to experiment with a lottery to decide a comparative hearing on an FM channel assignment (Broadcasting, June 9). Fogarty, who is against the idea, said that he hoped the acceptance of RCA's lottery "doesn't stand as any precedent for lotteries in the broadcasting area."

Ferris, a supporter of the concept, replied that he was glad the carrier had adopted "an equitable and fair way of making judgments."

Ruben had included in his report the instruction to RCA that the lottery take place within 45 days of the issuance of the order. But on the advice of a couple of commissioners, the instruction was changed to a suggestion, unchanged.

Jay Ricks, an attorney representing RCA in the matter, said that he was "obviously pleased" by the FCC's actions. Although it was good news for RCA, Ricks felt it should be taken as good news by all the carriers. By its actions, Ricks said, the FCC has acknowledged that the allocation of transponders should be left up to the carriers.

Norman Leventhal, SIN's Washington attorney, was as unhappy with the decision as Ricks was delighted. Leventhal thought that there were enough facts in the case to warrant a hearing. And since he didn't get it at the FCC, he suggested he might look for one elsewhere. "We'll have to read the order," he said, "and decide whether to appeal. Our choice is now in,"

Ray Kassis, president of National Catholic Network, upset by the decision, felt the FCC had misread his complaint. He said that he didn't object to the lottery as much as to the fact that the NCN was being thrown into the lottery pool with nine other programmers even though he had at one time—along with three other programmers—been assigned a transponder on Cable Net One. "We bid for a transponder, were assigned one, built a business on it and then they took it away."

Kassis suggested that the fair thing to do was to throw all the programmers currently on Cable Net One as well as those of Cable Net Two into the lottery pool and then pick the 22 to ride on the new Cable Net One.

The company that stands to lose the most from the FCC's actions is CNN. Its complaint against RCA was one of two attempts to insure permanent position on Cable Net One. It now has only the court case in Atlanta going for it. If it should lose that suit, it will be forced to move from Cable Net One to either Cable Net Two or Westar III, where it also has a transponder. But, neither satellite will have enough earth stations aimed at it to make a service as costly as CNN viable.

Spanish translator in the capital

SIN's latest is 1 kw satellater in Washington: it's part of an experiment to study use of low-power outlets

Assuming all bugs were found and eliminated, Spanish International Network's 51st affiliate and second "satellater"—a translator fed by satellite—went on the air in Washington yesterday (June 29), offering the city's estimated 150,000 Spanish-speaking residents a 24-hour-a-day, seven-day-a-week schedule of SIN's Spanish-language programming.

KA2XEH (channel 56), licensed to Los Cerezos Television Co., represents another chapter in SIN's continuing effort to reach every Spanish-speaking community in the country. In the process, it is pioneering the use of communications satellites, and is collecting data for the FCC's ongoing inquiry into the feasibility of low-power (1 kw) television stations and translators providing diversified service for rural and urban areas.

SIN, which claims its affiliation with nine television stations and 39 cable television systems allowing it to cover 60% of the country's Spanish-speaking population of 20 million, sees translators as the means to reach the remaining 40%.

William Stiles, SIN's executive vice president, said, "Many places aren't cabled, and where possible, viewers prefer a free signal. So we hit on the translator idea."

Actually, the Washington outlet is the fourth translator in the SIN network, and the second to go on the air over the last weekend. But the signals of W6IAH (channel 61), which began operating in Hartford, Conn., on Saturday (June 28), and W6AV (channel 35), which went on the air in Philadelphia on May 3, are conventional, in that the signals originate from SIN affiliate WXTV (TV) New York.

The Denver affiliate, KA2XEG (channel 31), which began broadcasting in February, and Washington's KA2XEH are operating on experimental authorizations that permit them to receive signals originating at SIN headquarters in San Antonio, Tex., directly from the Westar III satellite that feeds SIN affiliates. But they are scheduled to convert to a "conventional" status next month when another SIN translator goes on the air, in Albuquerque, N.M. They will be conventional, however, only in terms of FCC rules; the signal they will receive will be the SIN's own KWEX-TV San Antonio, Tex.

The FCC staff indicated it would not grant the application of Graciela Olibarvez, a former director of the U.S. Community Services Administra-
transmitter operation value. mhz

transmitter ALJ-

compensation through 10 affiliates, posed to urban commission for Washington outlets in Albuquerque affiliate in Fla.; Dallas, and Las Vegas. However, they will not be accepted for filing until the commission concludes its proceeding involving the use of translators in rural and urban areas. The commission is expected to conclude its two-year-old inquiry next month with the issuance of a notice of proposed rulemaking on the subject.

SIN views the translators, as it does its affiliates, not only as a means of giving circulation to its programing but also as a means of involving Hispanic Americans in broadcast ownership. Of the 11 owners of Los Cerezos, in Washington, for instance, 10 are Spanish-surnamed.

And SIN makes it easy for those interested in becoming SIN affiliates.

It guarantees them sufficient network compensation and advances to cover the cost of equipment leasing and operations. Stiles said a translator affiliate should be out from under any debt to SIN and become “a normal affiliate” in “four to five years.” Construction costs are about $120,000 and operations, $50,000.

The contract under which SIN subsidizes its affiliates requires them to take SIN programming 24 hours a day, seven days a week. SIN receives live entertainment and news coverage by satellite from Mexico, Spain, Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Puerto Rico, and Venezuela. But Stiles said that if the SIN experiment works, the FCC should permit local origination by translators. “This,” he said, “will be local television.” SIN has urged the commission to change its rules to permit translators to engage in some local news and public affairs programing.

Capturing the Record

As compiled by BROADCASTING June 16 through June 20 and based on filings, authorizations and other FCC actions.


New Stations

FM applications


- Blue Earth, Minn.—Minn.-Iowa Christian Broadcasting Co. seeks 100.9 mhz, 3 kw, HAAT: 300 ft; Address: Box 72, Blue Earth 56013. Estimated construction cost: $17,500; first year operating cost: $17,200; revenue: $195,000. Format: Religious. Principals: Maurice E. Schwen, Eugene L. Stallkamp, Elwood L. Klingell and Jack R. Parriott (25% each). Schwen is partner in Blue Earth car dealership. Stallkamp and Klingell are Bricelyn, Minn., farm owners. Parriott is Blue Earth pastor (Methodist). They have no other broadcast interest. Ann. June 2.

- Warrensburg, Mo.—M & M Communications Inc. seeks 103.5 mhz, 3 kw, HAAT: 300 ft; Address: Box 127, Boonville, Mo. 65233. Estimated construction cost: $55,800; first year operating cost: $97,300; revenue: $100,000. Format: Contemporary. Principals: Richard L. Billings (60%); wife, Patricia (30%) and Al Germond (10%). Billings owns KWR-T(AM)-KDBX(FM) Booneville, Mo. Germond is chief engineer for station.

- West Union, Ohio—Bell Broadcasting Inc. seeks 103.1 mhz, 1.4 kw, HAAT: 417 ft; Address: Box 425 West Union 45693. Estimated construction cost: $86,500; first quarter operating cost: $24,000; revenue: not given. Format: CW. Principals: Joel M. Bell (51%), wife, Deann (44%) and Joel’s father, Jerome (5%). Joel is sales manager for WSHN(AM) Richmond, Ind. Deann is housewife. Jerome is sales representa-tive, for Phillips Petroleum Co., Dayton, Ohio. They have no other broadcast interest. Ann. June 2.


- Sugeston Bay, Wis.—Livenson Communications Corp. seeks 100.1 mhz, 3 kw, HAAT: 300 ft; Address: 4309 Harmony Dr., Lodi, Wis. 53555. Estimated construction cost: $79,300; first year operating cost: $128,000; revenue: $180,000. Format: Contemporary/CW. Principals: Martin Erickson (27.78%), Patrick Z. Chapman (22.22%), Verle L. Livenson (18.52%) and four others with less than 10% each. Erickson is Cashton, Wis., newspaper publisher. Chapman is field representa-tive for Madison, Wis., milk marketing firm. Livenson is program specialist with Peoria, Ill., agricultural
Applications

**WNAB(AM) Bridgeport, Conn. (AM: 1450 kHz, 1 kw-D 250 w-N) – Seeks transfer of control from Harold Thomas to Louis Broadcasting for $75,000. Seller: Estate of Harold Thomas is principal owner. It also owns WAT(R) Waterbury, Conn. Buyer: Harold Thomas Jr., New business salesman who has no other broadcast interests. Ann. June 6.**

**KMV(AM) Wailuku, Hawaii (AM: 550 kHz, 5 kw-D 200 w-N) – Seeks assignment of license from Hoaloha Broadcasting Co. to Obie Broadcasting of Maui Inc. for $1 million. Seller: Principally owned by J. Walter Comstock 12 others to which Obie has no interest. Buyer: Obie Communications Corp. (90%) and James D. Torney (10%). Obie Communications is owned principally by Brian B. Obie. He is president of the company, president of the licensee of KUGN-AM FM Eugene, and KAYO(AM) Seattle, both Oregon. Ann. June 17.**

**KRVA(AM)-KRVF(AM) Vermillion, S.D. (AM: 1570 kHz, 500 w-D; FM: 103.3, 3 kw) – Seeks assignment of license from court-appointed receivers to Wallace Christensens for $226,250. Sellers have no other broadcast interests. Buyer: Wallace Christensens owns KLQH-AM FM Pipesines, Minn.**

**WLJH-FM New London, Wis. (FM: 93.5, 3 kw) – Seeks assignment of license from Howard Sanstadi to Bill Hail for $270,000. Sanstadi has no other broadcast interests. Hail is station manager of WTM(AM) Milwaukee. He has no other broadcast interests.**

**KCOT-TV Santa Maria, Calif. – Granted assignment of license from Helen Pedotti, Mike Acquapace, Burns Rick, Robert Burris, and others to Stauffer Communications Inc. for $7 million cash. Sellers have no other broadcast interests. Buyer: Stauffer is a public company (publicly traded) of seven AM's, three FM's and one TV. Stanley Stauffer is president. Buyer also owns Kansas City Royals Radio Network. All broadcasting network, both Top 40 and Top 10 Radio of Amatillo (CATV) Amatillo, Tex. KCOT-TV is CBS affiliate on ch. 12 with 115 kw vis. and 22.9 kw aural and antenna 1940 ft. above average terrain. Action June 17.**

**WRNZ(FM) Wrens, Ga. (FM: 96.7, 1.05 kw) – Granted assignment of license from Jefferson County Broadcasting Co. for $192,347.96. Seller: John Rabun and Henry Jones (20% each) and eight others. None of sellers has any other broadcast interests. Buyer: Hutchison is in the cotton business, Ga., businessman with no other broadcast interests. Action June 4.**

**KSFT(AM) St. Joseph, Mo. (FM: 105.1, 275 kw) – Granted assignment of license from Hunter Broadcasting to St. Joseph Broadcasting for $400,000. Seller: B.D. Hunter 100% owner and president. He also owns WILLAM Jacksonville, Ill. and is selling KUSN(AM) St. Joseph. (See below). Buyer: G. Dale Cowle 46%; Jim Ramsland 46% and Greg Everett 8%. Cowle is owner of Cowle Enterprises, a broadcast enterprise, President is executive and general manager of KJQO(AM) St. Joseph. Ramsland is president of Hyet/Ramsland, radio and television representatives. Cowle owns 100% of KASCAL(AM) Ames: KOCR(FM) Cedar Rapids, 27.77% KOXM-KIMI(AM) Keokuk, all Iowa; 46.3% KJKO(AM) St. Joseph, Mo. Ramsland also owns 46.3% KJKO(AM) while Everett owns 7.3% of same. Action June 4.**

**KUSN(AM) St. Joseph, Mo. (AM: 1270 kHz, 1 kw) – Granted assignment of license from Hunter Broadcasting Co. to Orana Inc. for $400,000. Seller: B.D. Hunter 100% owner and president. He owns WILLAM Jacksonville, Ill. and is also selling KSFT(AM) St. Joseph (see above). Buyer is owned by John Stauffer, and general manager of KJQO(AM) St. Joseph. Stauffer is president, vice president of and general manager of Aite Industries, manufacturing company; Frank Stand, pastor, and Richard Sprague, manager of underground utility contractor. They have no other broadcast interests. Action June 4.**

**Ownership Changes**

**AM actions**

**AM actions**

**FM actions**

**FM actions**

**Applications**

**Applications**
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**Research Center, U.S. Department of Agriculture. They have no other broadcast interests. Ann. June 2.**

**TV applications**

**TV applications**

**TV applications**
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Facilities Changes

FM applications

WHYIAM (Moulton, Ala.) - Seeks CP to increase power to 2.5 kw (800320AD). Ann. June 20.

KFRB(AM) Fairfax, Alaska - Seeks mod. of CP to increase D and N; powers to 50 kw (800330AD). Ann. June 20.

KPHX(AM) Phoenix - Seeks CP to change hours of operation to U by adding N service with 500 w; install DA; specify N site as area rounded by Broadway Rd., W. Ave., and Paradise Rd. (BP-791127AD). Action Dec. 9.

KWAM(AM) Seawravla, Miss. - Seeks CP to change frequency to 1140 kHz petition for reconsideration (800441AA) Ann. June 20.

WBZA(AM) Glenn Falls, N.Y. - Seeks CP to change frequency to 1230 kHz; change hours of operation to U by adding N service with 250 w. (800443AB) Ann. June 20.

WQIO(AM) Canton, Ohio - Seeks CP to change SL to Canton, Ohio; change frequency 1070 kHz; change hours of operation to U by adding N service with 250 w. (800444AD) Ann. June 20.

WKC(AM) Lincoln City, Ore. - Seeks CP to change frequency from 1380 kHz to 1400 kHz; change hours of operation to U by adding N service with 250 w. (800444AD) Ann. June 20.

WKBJ(AM) Mayaguez, P.R. - Seeks CP to increase D power to 10 kw (800515AE) Ann. June 20.

WKTX(AM) Aiken, S.C. - Seeks CP to increase power to 1 kw (800418AB) Ann. June 20.

WAMB(AM) Donelson, Tenn. - Seeks mod. of CP to increase power to 50 kw; change from non-DA to DA and make changes in ant. Major environmental action (800516AC) Ann. June 20.

KBCU(AM) Caldwell, Tex. - Seeks CP to increase D and N; powers to 1 kw and make changes in N ant. (800515AC) Ann. June 20.

WKEX(AM) Blacksburg, Va. - Seeks CP to change hours of operation to U by adding N service with 5 kw; DA-2; increase D power to 5 kw and make changes in ant. Major environmental action (800401AE) Ann. June 20.

KQJNI(AM) Burien, Wash. - Seeks petition for reconsideration filed to increase D power to 5 kw and make changes in ant. Major environmental action (800404AG) Ann. June 20.

WVVU(AM) Lebanon, N.H. - Seeks CP to change frequency to 650 kHz and make changes in ant. (800428AG) Ann. June 20.


FCC tabulations as of March 31, 1980

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commercial AM</th>
<th>CPs on air</th>
<th>Total CPs on air</th>
<th>CPs not on air</th>
<th>Total CPs not on air</th>
<th>Total CPs authorized**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4548</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4558</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>4662</td>
<td>4662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3185</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3185</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3203</td>
<td>3203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1030</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1035</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>1131</td>
<td>1131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8741</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8781</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>9142</td>
<td>9142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>514</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>526</td>
<td>526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>224</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>993</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>997</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1014</td>
<td>1014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>293</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>445</td>
<td>445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1262</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1262</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>1674</td>
<td>1674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2510</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2510</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>2697</td>
<td>2697</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summary of broadcasting

In contest

Designated for hearing

Onoko, Ark. - Broadcast Bureau has designated for hearing competing applications of Neapolitan Broadcasting Co., County Radio, and Raywood Dunn for new FM station on 106.3 MHz at Onoko, to determine whether Neapolitan Broadcasting is financially qualified; ascertain the efforts of all three applicants; which of proposals, on comparative basis, would best serve public interest, and which of applications, if any, should be granted (BC Docs. 80-263-58; BPH-11102, 11175, 79015AD). Action May 9.

Consolid, Calif. - Broadcast Bureau has designated for hearing competing applications of Bohannon Broadcasting Co., Ltd., and GulfCoast Broadcasting Co. for new FM station at Consolid, to determine if Bohannon Broadcasting is financially qualified; with respect to First Century whether certain misrepresentations were made during solicitation of donations and advertising commitments and during an investigation of Bohannon Broadcasting by First Century, whether First Century complied with public inspection file requirements; which of applications, on comparative basis, would best serve public interest, and which of applications, if any, should be granted (BC Docs. 80-257-38; BPTC-4995, 5048). Action May 28.

Destin, Fla. - Broadcast Bureau has designated for hearing competing applications of White Sands Broadcasting Inc. and GulfCoast Broadcasting Inc. for new FM station on 92.9 MHz at Destin, to determine if White Sands is financially qualified; which of proposals, on comparative basis, would best serve public interest, and which of applications, if any, should be granted (BC Docs. 80-273-74; BPH-780096AK, 7901525). Action May 30.

Marco, Fla. - Broadcast Bureau has designated for hearing competing applications of Irwin County Broadcasting Co. and Neapolitan Broadcasting Co., for new FM station on 101.1 MHz at Marco, to determine whether Neapolitan's change in its transmitter site is major change and, if so, whether circumstances exist which warrant waiver of Section 73.3573; whether there is reasonable possibility that tower height and location proposed by Neapolitan would constitute hazard to air navigation; Deltona's ascertainment efforts; which of proposals would, on comparative basis, better serve public interest, and which of applications, if any, should be granted (BC Docs. 80-281-62; BPH-10079, 10365). Action May 28.

Ocella, Ga. - Broadcast Bureau has designated for hearing competing applications of Ocella County Broadcasting Corp and Glateman Broadcasting Co. for new FM station on 97.7 MHz at Ocella, to determine whether applicants are financially qualified; ascertain the efforts of both applicants; which of proposals would, on comparative basis, better serve public interest, and which, if either, should be granted (BC Docs. 80-263-54; BPH-780715RA, 7810040A). Action May 12.

Salisbury, Md. - Broadcast Bureau has designated for hearing competing applications of Radio Salisbury
Inc., Connor Broadcasting, Inc. for new FM station on 105.5 mhz at Salisbury, and Crawford Communications of Maryland for same ch. at Fruitland. Md., to determine whether applicants' ascertainment efforts; whether Connor and Crawford are financially qualified; whether main SL proposed by Salisbury station complies with Section 73.125(a) of Rules, and if not, whether waiver is warranted; whether Connor's proposal would provide principal-city coverage of Salisbury as required by Section 73.125(c) of Rules, and if not, whether waiver is warranted; areas and populations which would receive primary service from each proposal, and availability of other primary rural service to such areas and populations, whether Fruitland proposal or one of Salisbury proposals would better provide public interest, convenience, or necessity and would not create any objectionable interference or prohibited overlap with other stations. June. 20 June.

Petition
Washington—National Radio Broadcasters Association requests amendment of rules to permit daytime-only AM licensees to obtain N operating authority as long as such operation would not create any objectionable interference or prohibited overlap with other stations. Ann. June. 20.

Allocations

- Anchorage, Alaska—in response to petition by KNOC, Inc., proposed assigning 106.5 mhz to Anchorage as its sixth commercial FM assignment, comments due Aug. 7, replies Aug. 27 (BC Doc. 80-381; RM-3496). Action June 11.
- Lake Havasu, Ariz.—In response to petition by Maurice W. Coburn and counterproposal by Shoblom Broadcasting Co. proposed substituting 101.1 mhz for 95.9 mhz and adding 101.1 mhz to Lake Havasu, Mexican citizens of any race may be obtained, comments due Aug. 11, replies Sept. 2 (BC Doc. 80-293; RM-3440). Action June 11.
- Petersburg, Ind.—In response to petition by Alan Gladstone, et al., proposed assigning 102.3 mhz to Petersburg as its first FM assignment, comments due Aug. 7, replies Aug. 27 (BC Doc. 80-280; RM-3510). Action June 5.
- Vincennes, Ind.—In response to petition by Original Co. proposed assigning 92.1 mhz to Vincennes as its second FM assignment, comments due Aug. 7, replies Aug. 26 (BC Doc. 80-278; RM-3369). Action June 5.
- Warsaw, Ky.—Dismissed petition by Charles N. Cutler for assignment of 105.5 mhz to Warsaw, at request of party (BC Doc. 79-327; RM-3487). Action June 5.
- Belfast, Me.—In response to petition by Sico Communications Inc. proposed assigning 104.7 mhz to Belfast as its first FM assignment, comments due Aug. 7, replies Aug. 27 (BC Doc. 80-279; RM-3486). Action June 5.
- Woodward and Alva, both Oklahoma—In response to petitions by Omni Communications Inc. and Lynn L. Martin proposed deterring 104.7 mhz from Alva and reassigning to Woodward and substituting 101.1 mhz for 95.9 mhz at Woodward and directed Woodward Broadcasting Co. licensee of KSW-FM Woodward, to show cause why its license for channel on 95.9 mhz must not be modified to specified operation on 104.7 mhz. Comments due Aug. 7, replies Aug. 27 (BC Doc. No. 80-282; RM-3411, 3425). Action June 5.

Translators

Applications
- Grand Junction, Colo.—Mesa County, Colo. seeks CP for new UHF translator on ch. 39 (TPO: 100W; HAAT: 61 ft) to retransmit indirectly KGWNTV-Denver, Colo. Action May 33.
- Ruidoso, N.M.—Broadcast Bureau has designated for hearing the competing applications of Sierra Blanca Broadcasting Co., Triple R Broadcasting Inc. and Ruidoso Broadcasting Co. for new FM station at 92.1 mhz at Ruidoso, N.M., to determine applicants' ascertainment efforts and whether they are financially qualified; which of proposals, on comparative basis, would best serve public interest, and which application, if any, should be granted (BC Docs. 80-254-56; BPR-11071(1A, 780311A)). Action May 23.

Petition
- Bakersfield, Calif.—International Panorama TV Inc. seeks CP for new UHF translator on ch. 55 (TPO: 100W; HAAT: 30 ft) to retransmit indirectly KTBN-TV, Pomona, Calif. Action June 19.

Actions
- K20KA Kaltag, Alaska—Kaltag Village Council granted CP for new VHF translator on ch. 2 to rebroadcast signals of KENI-TV, KAKM-TV, KTV-S-TV and KIMO-TV, all Anchorage; KTOO-TV Juneau; KJUN-TV Bethel; KUAC-TV Fairbanks; all Alaska; condition (BPTPT-7907301G). Action April 28.
- K12MC Railroad City, Alaska—Bethel Broadcasting Inc. granted CP for new VHF translator on ch. 12 to rebroadcast KYUK-TV, Bethel, Alaska; condition (BPTPT-59534). Action April 28.
- K03FN Shagulag, Alaska—Bethel Broadcasting Inc. granted CP for new VHF translator on ch. 3 to rebroadcast KYUK-TV, Bethel, Alaska; condition (BPTPT-59531). Action April 28.

UHF Actions
- K69CU Boonville and Philo, both California—Anderson Valley Television Inc. granted CP for new UHF translator on ch. 69 to rebroadcast signal of KQED-TV San Francisco (BPTPT-7906250C). Action April 28.
- K67CC Boonville and Philo, both California—Anderson Valley Television Inc. granted CP for new VHF translator on ch. 67 to rebroadcast KBHK-TV San Francisco (BPTPT-7909694A). Action April 28.

Cable

- The following cable service registrations have been filed:
  - Womenco Cable TV Georgia Inc. for Berkeley Lake, Ga. (CA0262) new system.
  - G & L Communications Inc. for Boyd, Ky. (KY0431) new system.
  - Auburn Cablevision Inc. for Sennett, N.Y. (NY0844) new system.
  - Colorado Intercom Inc. for Jefferson, Colo. (CO0150) new system.
  - Jones Intercom Inc. for Brighton, Colo. (CO0151) new system.
  - Vision Cable Television Co. for Leonia, N.J. (NJ0401) new system.
  - Gill Industries Inc. for Cupertino, Calif. (CA0492) new system.
  - Chattanooga Cable TV Co. for Hamilton, Tenn. (TN0173) new system.
  - Cablecom-General Inc. for Norfolk, Neb. (NE0069) new system.
  - Coaxial Communications of the Suncoast Inc. for Temple Terrace, Fla. (FL0490) new system.
  - Lake Cable TV Inc. for Round Lake, Round Lake Park and Round Lake Heights, all Illinois (IL0390-92) new system.
  - Astro Cablevision Corp. for North Fayette, Pa. (PA1873) new system.
  - Micro-Cable Communications Corp. for Park Ridge, N.J. (NJ0432) new system.

For Address Changes Place Most Recent Label Here.

Please send
Broadcasting
The newsworthy of broadcasting and allied arts
Name
Company
Business Address
Home Address
City
State
Zip
Type of Business
Title/Position
Are you in cable TV operations? Yes No
Signature (required)

O 3 years $120 O 2 years $85 I 1 year $45
(Canadian and international subscribers add $12/year).
O 1980 Yearbook $55.00
(If payment with order $50.00)
O Payment enclosed
O Bill me

1735 DeSales Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036
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Call Letters

Applications

Call | Sought by
--- | ---
WPNA | South Rowan Broadcasting Co., Canton Grove, N.C.
KTL-FM | Beaver Broadcasting System Inc., Titusville, Ohio
KUJU | Unlicensed Unhul Ute Indians Inc., Neda, Colo.
KWT | Fayetteville Television Inc., Fayetteville, N.C.
KLST | Monitor TV Inc., Tex.
KNAU | KJAZ Flagstaff, Ariz.
WWY | WJWY Tampa, Fla.
KMAI | KPIG Honolulu, Hawaii
KSRR | KAUM Houston, Tex.
KTZO | KEMO-TV San Francisco

Grants

Call | Assigned to
--- | ---
KDI-FM | Delta Radio Co., Delta, Colo.
WQHG | Boswell & Dingler, Greensboro, Ga.
WDME-FM | Frank A. Deake, Jr., Dover-Foxcroft, Me.
KPRZ | KJIO Los Angeles
WFTH | WMBL Morehead City, N.C.
WGCW | WLWT Cincinnati, Ohio
WJGG-FM | WFMU Belford, N.J.
KBLO-FM | KBLO FM Logan, Utah

Other

- Marshall, Mo.—American Television and Communications Corp. (E2077).
- Boonville, Mo.—American Television and Communications Corp. (E2077).
- Sandwich, Ill.—Consolidated Cable (E2078).
- Mankato, Minn.—American Television and Communications Corp. (KG28).
- Chester, Ill.—Omni Midwest Communications Corp. (E2079).
- Centralia, Ill.—World Cablevision Inc. (E2080).
- Barker Point, N.C.—Robert Allen (E2081).
- Whiteville, N.C.—American Cablevision of Carolina (E2083).
- Asheboro, N.C.—American Cablevision of Carolina (E2084).
- Las Vegas, Nev.—Hi-Net Communications Inc. (E2085).
- Hagerstown, Md.—Hi-Net Communications Inc. (E2086).
- Lincoln City, Ore.—West Coast Cable TV (E2087).
- Portland, Ore.—American Satellite Corp. (KJ71).
- Wilches, Kan.—American Satellite Corp. (KJ33).

FCC has terminated, without action, its proceeding begun Jan. 13, 1971, looking toward revision of TV translator rules to bring them into harmony with FM translator rules. (See September 23, 1970, FCC amended Part 74 of rules authorizing FM translator stations and FM booster stations based on TV translator rules with modifications necessary to accommodate them to FM operations and to eliminate various ambiguities in TV translator rules.) After reviewing rules proposed in this proceeding, FCC said it had concluded that because of its limited scope proceeding was no longer viable, and broad, comprehensive changes were needed in TV translator rules. Action June 11.

Total of 3,472 complaints from public was received by Broadcast Bureau in April, docketing of 446 from March. Other comments and inquiries for April totaled 2,099, decrease of 274 from previous month. Bureau sent 1,449 letters in response to these comments, inquiries and complaints.

Call Letters

Applications

Call | Sought by
--- | ---
WPNA | South Rowan Broadcasting Co., Canton Grove, N.C.
KTL-FM | Beaver Broadcasting System Inc., Titusville, Ohio
KUJU | Unlicensed Ute Ute Indians Inc., Neda, Colo.
KWT | Fayetteville Television Inc., Fayetteville, N.C.
KLST | Monitor TV Inc., Tex.
KNAU | KJAZ Flagstaff, Ariz.
WWY | WJWY Tampa, Fla.
KMAI | KPIG Honolulu, Hawaii
KSRR | KAUM Houston, Tex.
KTZO | KEMO-TV San Francisco

Grants

Call | Assigned to
--- | ---
KDI-FM | Delta Radio Co., Delta, Colo.
WQHG | Boswell & Dingler, Greensboro, Ga.
WDME-FM | Frank A. Deake, Jr., Dover-Foxcroft, Me.
KPRZ | KJIO Los Angeles
WFTH | WMBL Morehead City, N.C.
WGCW | WLWT Cincinnati, Ohio
WJGG-FM | WFMU Belford, N.J.
KBLO-FM | KBLO FM Logan, Utah

Other

- Washington, D.C.—FCC’s has amended rules to allow it to dismiss or deny petitions for rulemaking received from public which are moot, repetitive, premature, frivolous or do not warrant consideration. Action dismissing such petitions would be taken without requesting public comment on petitions, thereby saving time and effort for both public and FCC’s staff. It also delegated to Broadcast Bureau chief authority to act on these petitions. Similar authority is already delegated to all other bureau chiefs as well as General Counsel and Chief Scientists. New rules require that when public notice of petition is given, and comment dates are set, FCC may not act on it, either with notice of inquiry or proposed rulemaking, or denial, until comment period has expired. Under present rules, FCC may act before comment period has expired. Action June 11.

FCC has terminated, without action, its proceeding begun Jan. 13, 1971, looking toward revision of TV translator rules to bring them into harmony with FM translator rules. (See September 23, 1970, FCC amended Part 74 of rules authorizing FM translator stations and FM booster stations based on TV translator rules with modifications necessary to accommodate them to FM operations and to eliminate various ambiguities in TV translator rules.) After reviewing rules proposed in this proceeding, FCC said it had concluded that because of its limited scope proceeding was no longer viable, and broad, comprehensive changes were needed in TV translator rules. Action June 11.

Total of 3,472 complaints from public was received by Broadcast Bureau in April, docketing of 446 from March. Other comments and inquiries for April totaled 2,099, decrease of 274 from previous month. Bureau sent 1,449 letters in response to these comments, inquiries and complaints.
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HELP WANTED MANAGEMENT

Major broadcast group seeks experienced Gen. Mgr. for dominant S.E. AM/FM operation. All applications should include extensive resume, salary history and compensation requirements. A rare opportunity with an outstanding organization. Equal opportunity employer. Please reply to Box F-95.

Stout-hearted street warrior—Answer this call to lead our sales staff in battle. Join ranks of a first class operation cleverly plotting from palatial studios at the summit of an encompassed western kingdom. Here, the finest AOR spun in the land bears the standard of excellence, and thus, a golden opportunity to win a king's ransom. Only true and seasoned veterans need apply. Box F-106.

Successful California AM plus FM with untapped potential for Mgr. after training. Beautiful area and working conditions. Profit participation. Possible equity EOE. Box F-118.

Station Manager position open to sharp experienced sales manager, 1000+ daytimer competitive market. Call Thomas Gibson, WDOW, Greenville, MS 601-332-0526.

Group owner is in need of a Sales Manager capable of applying research in local sales. 'Reps' background helpful, but not essential. You must be able to mold a capable sales force and maintain strict personal billing. This southeast station offers excellent base, incentives and fringe benefits. EOE Box F-129.

Expanding Broadcast Group needs aggressive sales oriented GM. Compensation tied to station profits. The more profitable the station, the more you can make. EEO Box F-158.

Growing broadcast group located in the Sunbelt seeking experienced销售 sections. Response to Manager. Excellent benefits. EOE Contact: Marilyn S. Gainer PO Box 529, Launenburg, NC 28352. 919-278-2911.

Experienced Sales Manager, for successful Minnesota station. Must like to sell & manage. Responsibility for Sales Department. We are growing. Would you like to grow? Send resume, Box F-195.

General Managers: Group owner seeks experienced General Manager for AM/FM combo in top 50 market. Applications should include resume, salary history and compensation requirements. This is a growing group of stations offering rare opportunities for seasoned sales professionals. Equal opportunity employer. Please reply to Box F-238.

Radio Management opportunity—Good opportunity for General Manager to operate AM-FM combination in significant midwestern market. Good pay and potential for advancement in broadcast groups. An Equal Opportunity Employer. MF: Send a full resume to Box F-242.

Aggressive, experienced sales manager to manage small market AM, FM station in western Pennsylvania. Send sales record, references to PO Box 92, Erie, PA 16512, EOE.

Manager for new station now being built in small Southwestern town. Good opportunity for aggressive sales-oriented person with experience in small markets. All replies confidential. Write Box F-241.

HELP WANTED SALES

Madison, WI. Excellent career opportunity for bright young problem-solver strong on creativity with ability to write and sell imaginative campaigns. Thirteen station Midwest group now looking to larger sales person, recent college grad or with 1-2 years experience. Our people earn far more and Madison living is superior. All managers and stockholders drawn from within our group. WSM, Madison, WI 53701 Midwest Family Station (EOE).

Buffalo, New York's number one rated radio station has a position for an aggressive, creative, career-oriented person who's looking for an opportunity to learn major market radio with a growth oriented broadcast company. Established Sales Manager. Send resume to Donald Zinke, WJYE, Rand Building, Buffalo, NY 14203 EOE.

WWNH, Salem, NH will be back on the air soon. Immediate openings in sales, announcing and news. Excellent opportunity in growing area. Adult contemporary format with emphasis on local news. Mail resume (and tape) to Dick Lange, WWHN, PO Box 1110, Salem, NH 03079 EOE.

Experienced Sales Manager for beautiful Central Virginia location. Must have ability to motivate present sales staff and build an outstanding training program. EOE. Resume and references Box F-213.

Northwest Class C FM, Contemporary Country Station seeking sales person. An Equal Opportunity Employer. Please send resume to Box F-193.

Account Executive-pos Sales Manager-Excellent benefits. Established account list. No 1 Mid-West Station. Must be self starter. EOE. Send resume, sales history, earnings records to Manager Box F-194.

KRMS AM/FM seeks a salesperson to work a very profitable territory at the mid-west's most popular vacation area, The Lake of the Ozarks. One year experience is necessary, but not essential. PHONE number 314-348-2772 write to Box 225, Osage Beach, MO 65065 EOE.

Hard working, committed sales person will love selling our adult contemporary AM in this beautiful southwestern market, Maturity matters! Immediate opening. Send resume to Box F-229.

Seeking experienced radio time salesperson looking for money, future and the good life. Work in the fastest growing county in the U.S. And, alongside the Gulf of Mexico. Call Bob Dwyer, 813-461-0001 or send resumes and a tape to Jeff Coughlin, Sales Manager, WCMF Rochester NY at 1-716-288-3200. We are on the move and need a star to join and move to the top of our sales team. A career move into a rapidly growing market.

Sales and sports do mix. New England station has excellent opportunity for the right person. Call to: Marilyn S. Gainer, PO Box 529, Launenburg, NC 28352. 919-278-2911.

When you're third you may want to make a move. If you are second or third in a person a sales position and have gone as far as you can with your station, call me, Pete Coughlin, Sales Manager, WCMF Rochester NY at 1-716-288-3200. We are on the move and need a star to join and move to the top of our sales team. A career move into a rapidly growing market.

Sales and sports do mix. New England station has excellent opportunity for the right person. Call to: Marilyn S. Gainer, PO Box 529, Launenburg, NC 28352. 919-278-2911.

Experienced Sales Manager for established news radio station. Fine opportunity for ambitious, well organized salesperson and leader. Need application and resume to Sally Hawkins, Box 1990, Wilmington, DE 19899.

Local Sales Manager—experienced especially guiding and motivating four person local sales staff, while same time selling and servicing your own account list. Chance to be manager within six months for right person. EOE. Springfield, Massachusetts. Box F-236.

Sports-Sales-H & S & Big 10 PA--Self starter, must have proven track record. Send resume, tape and sales history to: Wity Radio, Manager, PO Box 142, Danville, IL 61832—EOE.

HELP WANTED ANNOUNCERS

WTRC is still looking for a good one on one communicator who can talk to a listener. We are MOR/AC/DJ/CBS with an emphasis on talk. Self starter, must have proven track records on sales, sales, sales, sales, sales, sales, sales on your tape. Send your warm, friendly, one on one conversation to Allen Strike, PO Box 899, Elkhart, IN 46515. EOE.

Radio countryside, for daytimer, ready to go fulltime, in Kalnam Falls, Oregon. Also, account executive, EOE. Nell Smith, 503-882-8833.

Immediate opening for night time announcer, producer, and disk jockey. Must have experience. Send tape and resume to: Rick Roberts WVEC Radio, RD. 4005 Rocky Mt., NC 27801. 919-442-9208, EOE.

WWNH, Salem, NH will be back on the air soon. Immediate openings in sales, announcing and news. Excellent opportunity in growing area. Adult contemporary format with emphasis on local news. Mail resume (and tape) to Dick Lange, WWHN, PO Box 1110, Salem, NH 03079 EOE.

Announcer/Production and Announcement—KTLC—Tender Lovin’ Country, Greenville, TX 75446, Box 31, FM 106, EOE.

New England small market AM/FM station seeks experienced announcer to handle all aspects of production. Must be able to produce copy and production work. Serious applicants only need apply. Send resume and tape to: Dawn P. Gallaff, Operations Manager, WSNM, Box 1229, Sanford, ME 04073, 207-324-7271, Equal Opportunity Employer.

New class A FM Rockbridge County, Virginia seeks announcers and news people. Send tapes, resume and salary requirements to Jeff Reinhardt, WEXY, 2900 Genesee St. Buffalo, NY 14225, EOE.

Adult contemporary AM in exciting southwestern market needs an all production person. Experience not as important as maturity and commitment to radio. Send resume to Box F-227.

Adult Contemporary needs announcer stronger on music and production. Minimum 1 year experience. Send tape, resume and salary requirements to Jeff Reinhardt, WEXY, 2900 Genesee St. Buffalo, NY 14225, EOE.

New class A FM Rockbridge County, VA. Please apply to: GM, WEXY, 2900 Genesee St. Buffalo, NY 14225, EOE.

Announcer/On-Radio, and Announcer—Radio- and Announcer—Radio- Rockbridge County, VA. Please apply to: GM, WEXY, 2900 Genesee St. Buffalo, NY 14225, EOE.

Market-Leading contemporary New England FM seeks a polished, professional, mid-day jock with strong production skills. If you're talented and mature, this is an opportunity for you to join a great company with outstanding facilities and tremendous growth potential. Send resume with salary requirements to Box F-243.

Top-rated Midwest AM/FM Contemporary station is looking for up-grade air staff. Mature announcers wanted. Must be able to do more than time & temperature, or read liner cards. Excellent production a must. Send resume to GM, WAXX, 419 W. Michigan St. Duluth, MN 55812, EOE.

HELP WANTED TECHNICAL

Are you a Chief Engineer? Here is an immediate opportunity to live and work in the beautiful Pacific Northwest. Excellent salary and benefits. One of America's finest broadcast groups. Salary commensurate with experience and ability. EOE. Resume and salary requirements to: Entroncom, PO Box 11335, Tacoma, WA 98411.
HELP WANTED TECHNICAL CONTINUED

Midwest AM-FM-FM combination seeks chief engineer. Excellent working conditions, plus good salary and fringe. EOE. Send resume to Box F-128.

2 Positions: Chief Engineer and Maintenance Engineer. 50kW stereo public radio station, midway through remodeling project, almost entirely new equipment. Must have all responsibility for operation and upkeep of plant; maintenance person assists Chief and performs routine repairs. Both positions require first phone experience in troubleshooting and maintenance. Experience with Aggressive equipment. Opportunity in a growing station group. Good salary and benefits. Complete resume and salary requirements to Box F-196.

Ready to be Chief Engineer? Fulltimet AM, lower New York State. Good benefits and opportunity. Equal Opportunity Employer Box E-206.

Chief Engineer for AM-FM-SCA station in Central Pennsylvania. Non-revetangle studio, modern. Must have Class D license. Call Dick Painter con- vector 507-345-4733. EOE.

Maintenance Engineer—medium, state of the art station needing more technical manpower. Must have First Class License. Send resume to: Larry Ward, Chief Engineer, WSOY AM-FM Box 2250. Decatur, IL 62522. EOE.


HELP WANTED NEWS

Medium Market, Strong news emphasis. Long hours. Hard work. Must have experience and a good voice. E.O.E. Box F-98.

WVNH, Salem, NH will be back on the air soon. Immediate openings in sales, announcing and news. Excellent opportunity in growing area. Adult contemporary format with emphasis on local news. Mail (and tape) for interview. WVNH, PO. Box 1109, Salem, NH 03079. EOE.

Anchor/reporter with strong background and high interest in agriculture. Must be excellent broadcast writer. College grad preferred. 3-5 years experience in professional broadcast journalism required. Send resume, tape, resume and references to: Dave White, News Director, WJIR, Fisher Building, Detroit, MI 48202. No phone calls please. EOE.

Now accepting applications for small market news director in Southeast. Send resume to Box F-157.

Small market needs a self starter who can organize department. Write, gather, deliver, cover meetings. Growing organization. Call 807-324-1480.

News Director for Toledo, Ohio’s largest radio news staff. WSPD Radio is an adult contemporary station with a serious commitment to news and information. The applicant should be an aggressive broadcast journalist with experience as a News Director or Assistant. Qualified candidates send tape, resume and references to James P. White, WSPD Radio, 125 S. Superior, Toledo, OH 43602. Equal Opportunity Employer.

WEBR has an opening for a reporter. We require experience plus strong delivery and writing skills. We offer high visibility, growth potential, a competitive salary and good benefits. Send resume and references to Tom Wright, News Director, WEBR, 23 North Street, Buffalo 14202. WEBR is an equal opportunity affirmative action employer.

Denver calls, KIMN, one of America’s legendary radio stations is seeking a news person. Must be top flight studio and street reporter with experience. Send tape and resume to Box 146011, Program Director, 5350 West 20th Ave, Denver, CO 80214. We are an equal opportunity employer.

HELP WANTED PROGRAMMING, PRODUCTION, OTHERS

Regional engineering and consulting firm needs top-notch radio engineers for full-time jobs in mid-west. Must be fully knowledgeable in studio and transmitter maintains. Experience with technical direction helpful. Excellent pay and benefits. Complete resume and salary requirements to Box F-194.

Searching for Program Director whose sights aren’t glued to metropolitan climes. No longer small market, we need experienced program director to polish our country sound, and grow in Southern California soil. Box F-195.

Program Director/Personalities for leading AM-FM in desirable Midwest medium market. AM is full service adult contemporary; FM is automated rock. Emphasis is on community service and involvement; we need a one voice board individual must be able to supervise announcers, plan and execute promotions, production music, etc. as well as pull AM air shift. For a growing station group looking for a career-minded individual with at least five years of solid commercial experience. Opening due to internal promotion. Send resume and references, letter of application with salary expectations, and brief statement of your programming philosophy. Box F-183.

Production and Operations Coordinator. Gorg 50,000 watts July 22. Tape traffic, popular music lib- rarv, facilities and equipment, board operator training, supervision of production and remote recordings, production of announcements; production and hosting of jazz and specialized pro- grams. Jazz and production expertise essential. Full time, flexible schedule, good compensation. Box F-184.


FM Announcer/Producer: Program and host all night classical show. Requires complete familiarity with classical repertoire. 3-5 years experience in radio announcing-production. Resume, audition tape to Personnel Dept, WWX-FM, PO Box 21, Rochester NY 14601. EOE.

Program Manager—Public radio station WBST has an immediate opening for a Program Manager. This position is responsible for the general program philosophy and specific program offerings. WBST will soon be affiliated with National public radio. Salary competitive with benefits. Send resume, tape and references to Jane Green, Director of Operations, WBST, 8020 S. State St., Columbus, OH 43220. Equal Opportunity Affirmative Action Employer.

Needed: Program Director for AM adult contem- porary radio station in San Diego. Send resume to Mike Stanford, KCBQ Radio at PO Box 1829, San Diego, CA 92112. Equal Opportunity Employer.

One of Missouri’s top AM-FM operations continues to grow. We need experienced people to meet the challenge of serving our expanding coverage area. Programming, news, talk, and sports keep us involved. Box F-223.

Program Director: A great opportunity for ex- perience in broadcast management. Located in western New York. Opening available now, after retire- ment of PD. of 39 years. Located in high recreational area featuring boating, golfing, skiing, and sum- mer activities, excellent fine school systems. Please send resume and financial requirements to: Merrill Rosen, Vice President/General Manager, Goldman Group, PO Box 1133, Armonk, NY 10501, EOE.

Eastern PA AM/FM has an opening for a Program Director. Great opportunity in an AM/FM station serving communities. Excellent fringe benefits. EOE. Send resume to Box F-228.

SITUATIONS WANTED MANAGEMENT

General Manager: Highly experienced, responsible, and aggressive; current on AM/FM/Group format and trends. Excellent opportunities in Mid-Atlantic Class FM. Experience and references will be required. Over twenty years radio station man- age-ment experience, desires change to another general manager position. Box E-45.
SITUATIONS WANTED MANAGEMENT CONTINUED

Operations Manager—5 years same place desire new challenge. Professionally capable minority with production, supervisory and team spirit skills. Use to hard work, remunerate commerical/commercial. Prefer Mid-Atlantic, Reply Box F-179.

General Manager. Has a lot of offer. 18 yrs as a professional in management, all formats. Has contact sales markets both AM/FM, Superior in sales results, strong motivator and leadership. If you are a station owner or group of station check it out. No secret to success just hard work and dedication. Have credentials to prove it. Box F-161.

GM, GSM, Corp. Officer: Experienced, ambitious, hard-working self-starter, leads, Knowllegible in sales and production mg, mgs, labor acquisition, Currently, GSM, increased sales 42% first year in second 21%. Earning 45k. Single, 29, anywhere U.S. 601-442-0336 after 7 RM. Peter.

Seeking growth minded operation. 20 years experience, last six in management and sales. Available immediately, call 313-892-6040.

Employed but dead-ended. Experienced VPGM with terrific track. Built one of nation's top stations. Need right opportunity medium or major market to advance. Box F-162.

General/Station Manager: Seeking career opportunites in one progressive company. Experienced in all phases station operation. Responsible, hard worker, Currently employed, but station sold. New owner has own manager. Box F-239.


SITUATIONS WANTED SALES


SITUATIONS WANTED ANNOUNCERS

Top notch announcer with production, traffic skills. Versatile, dependable, energetic. Peter Bernaud 213-385-0101.

Hungarian Combo Man, 12 years experience, single Minimum salary. Available at once. Address: Erwin Szugyi, Dura Dakuvea 102, 24430 Ada, Yugoslavia.

Cookin Top 40 personality. Creative, dependable, hard working, afternoon or nights. Prefer Midwest or Sunbelt, but will relocate anywhere immediately. Call now 312-381-2916. Jon Conlon, 264 Sharon Dr, Barrison, IL 60010.

Nice guy with vibrant personality is ready AM creative, hard working; reliable; 3rd seeking any format, also good sports; news; willing to relocate. Tape available. Call Pete 312-746-1350; 2204 Joppa Ave, Zion, IL 60099.

Professional personality—over ten years experience; AOR, Top 40, country talk, news, production, programming. If you enjoy having fun, I have the sound, Always number one. Prefer New York metropolitan area but will consider all good offers. Richard Benetler, 392 Central Park West Apt, 5t, New York, NY 10025.


Oldies is my specialty I program a very unique and proven very successful Rock Oldies show. Also do production and assist engineering. Desire medium market station. Will relocate. Charles Weisel, R.D.2, Hadley, PA 16130, 412-253-3610 after 6 PM.

Major market air personality. 8 years. seeks adult contemporary, Top 40, MOR in Philadelphia or NYC. Box F-133.

Currently contemporary country in Milwaukee, seeking Top 40 or Pop/Adult in New England area. Keith, 414-769-6666.

Air Personality, creative, dependable, hard-working. All formats 3rd. Will relocate immediately. Prefer midwest, all inquiries welcomed. Tape and resume call 9AM-5PM John Berg, 312-620-8958, N Tower Rd, Oakbrook, IL 60521.

Good deep voice, an experienced top 40/oldies. Jock is looking for a stable station to grow with. Tightly, good pacing, music, production, Clubs, remote, copy—Bill Lehrer 303-784-3428. 407-695.


Want working, competent, reliable broadcaster. Will work 6 days a week in an easy listening beautiful music, oldies or contemporary airstream. I have good voice, good board, automation and production background and read news well. Box F-206.

Ted Lux, major market adult contemporary air personality with NBC and Storer owned stations 216-238-0625.


Stable one to one communicator seeks adult format. Experienced leader in all facets of radio. Call 313-289-5131.

Top pros have said, good voice, delivery and production, great personality. 1st or 2nd, but needs that experience. Relaxed Adult Contemporary one to one communicator, solid knowledge of music. Dan Sanders, 104A Magnolia St, New Braunfels, 810-523-4012.

Disc-Jockey looking for brief, all of ideas and desire to make it in an AOR/Progressive rock format. College and broadcasting school background. Willing to re-locate anywhere. Box F-212.

I don’t know nothing about birthin’ no babies but I do know radio. Morning or afternoon personality with 5 yrs exp available now. Replies Box F-218.

SITUATIONS WANTED TECHNICAL

First phone, Bachelor’s degree, 21 years old. Dependable, hard working, learn quickly to relocate. Experience in studio design, construction, maintenance. Good production ability Some transmitter experience. Ask for details. 3516-D Sherburne, Indianapolis, IN 46222. 317-515-1462.

Five years experience as chief, plus good, on-air, talent. Conscientious, enthusiastic, excellent references, Southeast preferred. Box F-174.

Chief Engineer. Seventeen years present location. Experienced AM/FM construction & maintenance—Prefer Southeast. Box F-216.

SITUATIONS WANTED NEWS

Experienced Newsman seeking change, Public Affairs and management abilities. Now near NYC. Box F-180.

Goodyes Japan, Hallow America. Returning American after 19 years in Japan. Presently news editor, editor for NHK, Journalism BA. Proven creative commercial writer Available for interview anytime in July. Minimum $20,000, Prefer West Coast. For tape and resume, please phone or write: John Lienfedler, 746 Pinta Lane, Foster City CA 94404. Tel. 415-574-2861.

Employed Black Male Announcer, seeks change, Desires Major or Medium Market Limited experience. Box F-208.

Determined news/sports reporter, Ohio University graduate 1980, experienced in general reporting, commentary, play-by-play, sportscast; also TV. Can start immediately. Contact Jim Brinesman, 1801 Carriage Road, Powell, OH 43065, 614-436-6133.

Top Quality medium market sportscaster seeks stable position. Superior PBP and sportscasts. 516-781-0037, Gary.


SITUATIONS WANTED PROGRAMMING, PRODUCTION, OTHERS

Program Director. Station sale makes available RD, O.M. Solid experience includes motivation, budgeting, promotions, community service, sales, Arbitron No. 1, engineering, A.A., dedication. Box F-146.

Seeking growth minded operation. 20 years experience, all good offers. Richard McCown, Storer Broadcasting.

Major Market Talent looking for stable medium station that’s looking for experienced, stable, innovative, success-oriented RD. Box F-191.

California Talent seeking PD position with live competition, rock or country format. Let’s make your station a leader, not a follower. Box F-233.


TELEVISION

HELP WANTED MANAGEMENT

National Sales Manager job opportunity for a 4-station regional TV network in 143rd ADJ. Must have experience in working with national rep and agencies. Sales development experience desirable. Send resume to Dave Stewart, General Sales Manager, KFYR TV, Box 1738, Bismarck, ND, 58501, Equal Opportunity Employer.

General Manager WIX-LTV, NBC Channel 10, Lansing, MI. Is seeking an experienced, experienced, energetic person with television management experience. Send resume to President, A-T-O Communications, Inc, PO Box 30580, Lansing, MI 48909, Equal Opportunity Employer.

Promotion Manager, WVV-TV the ABC affiliate in New Orleans. Experience with heavy on-air emphasis. Send resume, tapes, etc. to: Don Willburn WVV-TV 2401 S. Jefferson Ave, New Orleans, LA 70125, An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Marketing Manager: Prominent middle market community public television station in western Massachusetts is accepting applications for Marketing Manager. WGBY seeks an aggressive, innovative and competitive manager with a comprehensive fund raising or sales background. Duties include establishing and maintaining positive and lucrative relations with viewers, corporations, foundations, and fund-raising sources; and implementing marketing strategies and developing new sources of income such as capital campaigns, special giving programs, leasing and program distribution. Selection will be made on the basis of proven managerial and fund raising performance and experience. Salary competitive, DOE. Send resumes to: Steve Smith, WGBY, 44 Hampden Street, Springfield, MA 01103, Application deadline is July 11, 1980. WGBY is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

HELP WANTED TECHNICAL

Unusual opportunity—Washington, D.C. consulting firm seeks versatile broadcast engineer for station appraisal and invention. Requires 5 years experience, and ability to do detailed work required. Some travel, pleasant professional environment. Call Jim Bond at 202—966-3160.
HELP WANTED TECHNICAL CONTINUED

Television Engineers needed: Chief Engineer, Assistant Chief Engineer, Technicians, including Technicians NY, New Bern, NC, Jacksonville, FL, W. Palm Beach, FL. Compensation negotiable according to ability. Excellent fringe benefits, including Bonafide 401K plan. Apply to Jim Smithson, C.E., Malrite Broadcasting Co., Cleveland, Plaza, Cleveland, OH 44115. EOE/AA.

Looking for good Assistant Chief Engineer, familiar with RCA transmitter—TR 600, TK 630, Sony, Phillips Broadcast. Contact: Jim Robinson/WECA-TV 904-333-3127.

Maintenance Engineer needed for modern well equipped VHF ABC affiliate located in southern New England. Experience and first class license required. Contact: T. Arthur Bone, WPRF TV, East Providence, RI 02914. Phone 401-438-7100, EOE.

Operating Engineers: 1 phone required. Experience in video tape editing, master control operations, production and studio support. Contact chief engineer KAMR-TV. Box 751, Ammon, TX 79318 883-383-3211. EOE.


Transmitter Maintenance Technician: Major market TV station has an opening for transmitter maintenance technician. Minimum 5 years experience, preferably with RCA transmitters. Must have at least 5 lines Knowledge of ENG, STL and TSL microwave. Strong in preventive maintenance. Digital knowledge. Send resume to WIVD Personel, 622 Lafayette, Detroit, MI 48231, Equal Opportunity Employer.

ENG Maintenance Technician: Prefer applicant with 3+ years experience in maintenance deals with ENG equipment. Strong mechanical and technical ability. Equal Opportunity Employer. Send resume to Box F 131.

Director of Engineering: For stereo FM and color/quad production facility, maintain system, consult with faculty, staff. FCC 1st phone required, bachelor's degree preferred. Salary competitive. Send resume to Robert Snyder, WJOU Oakland, Oaksho, WI 54901 by July 12, UWO is EAA/AA Employer.

ENG Editor: Minimum 2 years experience ENG editing. Experience in cinematography and electronic news gathering. Able to make minor repairs and perform maintenance. Experience on ENG equipment. Equal Opportunity Employer. Send resume to Box F 144.

Chief Engineer: For new ABC-TV Affiliate, we have excellent facilities and need a "hands-on" person who can keep them that way. Our Director of Engineering takes care of the paperwork so our C/E will be free to set-up maintenance and operations. This location is ideal, near to Washington, D.C., Baltimore, Philadelphia, Atlantic Ocean Beach Resorts, Chesapeake Bay. Climate is moderate (no bitter cold winters or ex- cruciating summers) and perfect for the outdoors per- son. We offer excellent benefits, $25-$28,000 annually depending on experience and education, and will pay for moving expenses. WMVT-TV, PO, Box 321, Salisbury, MD 21801. EEO/A Employee.

TV Operations Technician: 2 years operation or maintenance experience with 3/4" video cassette recorders and studio equipment or equal. Associate degree or equal. Must work with students and faculty in daily operations. Application deadline: July 18, 1980. Salary commensurate with experience, $10, 250-$15,000. Send resume and letter of application, Excellent fringe benefits, including 21-days earned vacation. EEO/AA. Send resume to: Mr. Edward Wright, Learning Resources Center, State University College, Oswego, NY 13126.

Director of Engineering—Responsibe for technical operations of TV/FM-TM Affiliate. Capable of activating new UHF station, hiring staff and managing department. BA degree and/ or comparable work experience required. Salary minimum $9,000 with fringe benefits. Send resume to: General Manager, Public Broadcasting Foundation, 505 South Congress Avenue, Boynton Beach, FL 33435.

Media Technical Supervisor, minimum $13,300. Requires two years electronics training and two years experience diagnosing/repair of non-broadcast video/audio equipment. Responsibility for 6 channel CCTV and portable video systems. Call Don Smith (614-594-5374).

KPBS-TV seeks a Maintenance Supervisor. Responsible for all studio equipment. Must be familiar with broadcast videotape formats, TBC's, color generators, video switches, ITC's, and CCTV equipment. Supervisory experience and First Phone required. Salary: 19,320-23,268. Apply before 7/18/80 to Employment Division, San Diego Souya University, San Diego, CA 92182, An Equal Opportunity Affirmative Action/Title IX Employer.

Video Operator/Engineer with maintenance background, RCA cameras and related terminal equipment. Minimum 2 years experience in broadcast or produc- tion. Prefer candidate with new transmission/production plan. Must be willing to relocate. We are an equal opportunity employer. Send resume and references to: Box F 203.

TV Engineer: Houston independent station needs engineer with 1st class license and broadcast experience. Call 713-628-2650 or send resume to KRVI Metromedia, Box AO, Houston, TX 77027. EOE.

Videotape Duplication, Post-Production, Remote Fax company looking for Operating Engineers. Requires knowledge of video tape recording, school graduate or equivalent technical training and first or college FCC license. Career opportunity, excellent salary and company benefits. Send resumes to Personnel, NET Television, Incorporated, 2715 Packard Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48104, An Equal Opportunity Affirmative Action Employer.

HELP WANTED NEWS

Photographer/ENG Editor: All ENG group owned stations. Heavy commitment to news with large staff and live/ taped production. Send resume to Robert Snyder, WJOU Oakland, Oaksho, WI 54901. Salary competitive. Send resume to Box F 131.


Top major market sports mdly wants weekend sports anchor weekday reporter with unique approach, good live shots and packaging. The sport's right hand person in the market. Send resume to Director of Television, TLCI, 384-6250. Salary negotiable. Send resume and references to Box F 153.

General Assignment Reporter with minimum one year's experience. Send tape and resume to Personnel, WTVD-T, 7 Director, Broadcasting, Box 100, Nashville, TN 37202, Equal Opportunity Employer.

Sports Director: Auditions are being taken from aggres- sive sports talent interested in local sports and capable of producing, shooting, and presenting sports shows. If you are interested in becoming a part of a team that's making its mark in the community, please contact: Harry L. Strader Station Manager KNOP-TV, 2700 North 9th St., Kansas City, KS 66101. Phone: 731-582-4000. We'll audition until we find the best KTBS is an equal opportunity employer.

Weather person for sunbelt network affiliate. Top pay for top person plus outstanding benefit package. Send complete resume including salary history to Box F 147, EOE.

Wanted: News Field Producer. Good organizer with news judgement, editing ability and an eye for video. Send tape and resume to: George Mills, WCKT TV. PO Box 1118, Miami, FL 33138.

ENG camera operator for Washington, D.C. bureau. Must have Washington experience. Good starting sal- ary, reasonable working hours with some travel. Resume to Box F 245.

TV News Producer: Must have minimum of 2 years television news experience and possess the skills necessary to produce a fast-paced, lively newscast. Must be creative and have working knowledge of ENG tape recorder systems and techniques. Send resume to: News Director, WALA-TV, PO Box 1548, Mobile, AL 36601. No phone calls, please. EOE, M/F.

Meteorologist for 6 & 11 PM news. Must have cme- dments and good presentation. An Equal Opportunity Employer Apply Box F 211.

Aggressive, experienced, ENG Photographer. Familiar with RCA TK-76 and 760 cameras. Must have photo- graphic and morning experience. Send resume and salary requirements to Box F 212.

Producer/Reporters: No. 1 Midwest CBS Affiliate needs creative combo who can turn out top-notch field reports in the late afternoon and produce the 11:00. Solid journalism only. ENG experience must, live ex- perience preferred. Send a tape of a show you have produced along with sample field reports to: Kink Winkle, News Director, WIOEL-TV, Post Office Box 715, Toledo, OH 43695. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Weathercaster/Reporter: Top rated, progressive news operation needs personable broadcast profes- sional. Meteorology helpful but not required. Send tape and resume, Salary competitive, Send tape and resume to Personnel, KEVN Television, Box 677, Rapid City, SD 57779.

News Photographer for general-assignment and magazine stories. Both film and tape. Send audition tape and salary requirements to News Director, WEZV 1907 S. 2nd Street, Mesquite, TX 75144. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Sports Reporter/Weekend Anchor: Position open for energetic staff person. Medium market in Midwest with growing sports community. Good benefits, salary commensurate with experience. Equal opportunity employer. Send resume and photo to Box F 214.

Strong, Experienced Reporter: for nation's 23rd market and capital city of California. Should have several years reporting experience. Send resume and tape to Jim Morgan, KATV, PO Box 10, Sacramento, CA 95801. Equal Opportunity Employer—male/female.

TV Reporter: small market, Excellent opportunity for recent grad. Send tape and resume, Barry Jensen, KAMD-TV, Box 740, Williston, ND 58801.

Director: To handle some commercial production and to direct the 6:00 PM and 10:00 news blocks. Good salary and benefits. Small market with great equipment. EEO KNOP-TV North Platte, NE 306-532-2222.

Anchor & 11 PM News. Top fifty market with station in growing company. An Equal Opportunity Employer. Resume and salary requirements only to Box F 220.

Sound technician, ENG crew. Must have knowledge of lighting and be capable of moving into shooting. Experience required. Send your resume to Capital Broad- cast News, 400 First, N.W., Washington, DC 20001.
HELP WANTED PROGRAMMING, PRODUCTION & OTHERS

Program Manager: for medium market CBS Affiliate. Must be experienced in television programming and able to manage writing department and syndicated department. Send resume to James N. Amshtedt, Vice President & General Manager, WIVD-TV, Drawer 1212, Augusta, GA 30903. A Ziff-Davis Station, EOE.

Production/Operations Manager for well-equipped television station. Must be a good people-handler. EEO employer: Call or write George W. Jeffrey, VP, Gen. Mgr., KTVT, Box 2110, Colorado Springs, CO 80901.

Showcase, multi-talented individual wanted to help develop various projects for the nation's 21st largest city. We are one of the most aggressive broadcasters in the business with a number of local and regional network productions to our credit. We seek a highly motivated, quality-minded individual on and off camera, intelligent, likeable, sincere, and a good interviewee. One year on-air and/or (if applicable) production experience is required. Please send resume and salary requirements to: Eng. Dept., WIVD-TV, Drawer 1212, Augusta, GA 30903. EOE.


Program Manager - If you are a creative production, promotion, or operations manager looking for a step up to Program Manager or to head a small market production operations director looking to move up, this is your opportunity. Aggressive medium market: VHf Network Affiliate. This is your talents. We are a part of a respected growing group. An equal opportunity employer. Send complete resume to Box F-127.

Writer/Producer - with minimum two years advertising agency/promotion department/comparable experience looking for a creative self-starter, willing to excel in television promotion. Must be able to conceptualize, write, produce and edit television promotions to help sell our products. Send resume to: Bruce Singleton, Executive Producer, WJBJ-TV, Box 2000, Southfield (Detroit), MI 48037. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Productor/Reporter for KETC-TV, St. Louis, MO, to be responsible for the development, production, presentation of public affairs programs. B.A. in journalism or related field. 3 years experience as a journalist, including 1 year in TV journalism required. Knowledge of VTR small camera preferred. Salary range $13,000-$18,000 per year, depending on qualifications and experience. Resume and sample tape required with application. Send resume and salary requirements to: Director of Personnel, WZZM-TV, PO Box 24130, St. Louis, MO 63130. By: July 15, 1980. An Equal Opportunity Employer MF.

No. 1 station is seeking co-host/field producer to work with female co-host on PM Magazine. Producing and directing weekly variety programming production. Send resume to: Donna Hamilton, WBRC-TV, PO Box 6, Birmingham, AL 35201.

South Florida TV station needs an experienced traffic manager. Must be familiar with basic computer systems and related communications production. An EOE. Send resume and salary requirements to: Box F-215.

No. 1 station seeking creative photographer/e editor for PM Magazine staff. Experience necessary with 3/4 inch VTR. Send resume tape to Donna Hamilton, WBRC-TV, PO Box 6, Birmingham, AL 35201.

Individuals to coordinate consortia projects. Requires a strong background in sports and public affairs programming. Deadline: July 5. Send resume to Joe Ziesbaa, Pacific Mountain Network, 2480 West 26th, Suite 1708, Denver, CO 80211.


Director/Producer to direct live news program. Experience required. Send resume to Charles Moody, Program Director, WIVD-TV, Drawer 1212, Augusta, GA 30903. EOE.

Assistant Director. Two years production experience required. One year switching experience required. Experienced only need apply. Equal Opportunity Employer. Send resume and salary requirements to: Box F-234.

Producer/Designer needed for all local originated television productions. Minimum 2 years experience in directing television news and commercial productions. An Equal Opportunity Employer. Send resume and salary range, to: Personnel Office, WTVB-TV, 2077 Elwood Avenue, Buffalo, NY 14207.

ENg Photographer/Editor for top rated prime magazine in a top ten market. EOE. If you're creative, energetic, and have experience qualifying in all phases of studio production, send your resume to Box F-237.


We need a director of Advertising and Promotion. If you are interested, send resume to: John O. Gilbert/Pres., Gen. Mgr., KOAA-TV, 2200 7th Avenue, Pueblo, CO 81003. No phone calls please.

Direct: Create, produce, and direct on-air promotion activities for a top 10 market PBS affiliate. Requires 2 years experience in studio and ENG production as well as post production techniques. Must have strong conceptual skills. EOE. Send Resume to Personnel Dept., WXXI, PO Box 21, Rochester, NY 14601 EOE.

Field Producer - for top ten market prime time magazine show. Our ratings have been going up for the last three years. If you're telling great visual stories and can keep up with us, we'd like to see your resume. Please don't apply unless you can show us a great sample tape later. EOE. Box F-202.

SITUATION WANTED MANAGEMENT

Hire this experienced broadcast manager now! General Manager (Suburban Major Metro Radio). Program Administration, Sales, Marketing, Management (Radio and TV, Affil. and Ind.). Community Affairs Manager (TV, including ascertainment), Marketing Research, Sales, Customer Service, Ag/Finance, Ag/Exec. Write: Manager, 3077 Picford Court, Cincinnati, OH 45211. Phone: 513-451-4144.

National Sales Manager: 10 years multi-station experience. Knowledgeable in all areas of TV operation: Box F-182.

West Coast college professor, 44, teaching TV production and related courses, seeks challenging in- dustry position in a local, Some previous professional experience. Resume available. Box F-225.

SITUATION WANTED TECHNICAL

TV-FM-AM-Fleet Engineering Service. Established 1975. Installation-maintenance-system design survey and critique-intern management or chief engineer Available by the day or week or duration of project. Phone Bruce Singleton 813-886-2989.

Director of Engineering who has corporate level and hands on experience in construction, maintenance of TV/FM/FM group owned stations, seeks position with a company that can expand, operate, update, modernize an efficient operation. Prefer sun belt headquarters location. Box F-137.

SITUATIONS WANTED NEWS

Willing to leave New York: Young woman now anchoring evening news on ABC affiliate in CA. Journalism, good writing, ENG reporting. Strong on-air delivery. Box F-114.

Experienced Reporter/Producer. Currently employed, medium market, net affiliate. Duties include producing news and feature programs. Must have good, strong, ENG background. IPS, and be able to supervise complete affiliate. Send resume, salary range and qualifications. Box F-155.

Willing to relocate. Previous employment includes Anchorage, Alaska. Experience includes producing news stories, coverage of major events, writing and recording. Seeking expanded role in major market. Box F-155.

Black reporter wants move up from small market. Solid reporting skills. Several awards. 6 years of experience including management. I know what it takes to put a good story together. Box F-150.

Black Male Anchor-Reporter. I have earned a 31 ratings, highest ever, for Anchorage, Alaska. I also have numerous awards for spot-news reporting. Now, I'm looking to move to another market. Box F-155.

Experienced, energetic reporter/photographer strong on photography can prove he's an asset to your station, Be a creative and aggressive broadcaster journalism gra- duate. IMO that'll bring home the bacon. Bright, young, face; witty, articulate. Can do it all. Ideally would like to combine anchoring with PBP but will consider reporting in a good sports market. Box F-232.

Educated, experienced sport journalist looking for work. 4 years in the business. Will listen to all offers 318-433-2971. Box F-158.


Top rated sportscaster will help your station bring home the bacon. Bright, young face; witty, articulate. Can do it all ideally would like to combine anchoring with PBP but will consider reporting in a good sports market. Box F-232.

Sportscaster - Top 20 front line - strong studio & field. Box F-201.

Weather Reporter, A.M.S. Seal. Five years medium market. Box F-222.

Wanted, anchor reporter job in top forty market or re- porter position in major market, have top ten and net- work experience, ten years in broadcasting. Box F-217.

Is your weather dull and boring? The nation's num- bers show the weather family can add personality, credibility and a rating-getting gimmick. We do telethons, commercials, promotion and talk shows. Box F-226.

Desenated Sportscaster - ready to come to bat for your slumping sports dept. Big hitch with 2 yrs. experience that'll bring home the bacon in your com- mitted medium market. 607-797-3355 or 609-645-6472.

Hard-driving, aggressive broadcast journalism gradu- ate with three years R/TV news broadcasting ex- perience including news, public affairs director, and ENG producing, reporting, editing, and writing, seeks TV news writing/producer/technical position. Journalism college grad. Will relocate anywhere. Richard Reave, 23 West Ridge Road, Bawstn, MA 02159, 419-279-2403.

Broadcasting Jan 30 1980
SITUATIONS WANTED NEWS CONTINUED

Mild-mannered videographer experienced in news and production desires news reporter-photographer position. Box F-240.


SITUATIONS WANTED PROGRAMMING, PRODUCTION, OTHERS

Recent Syracuse Newhouse graduate with commercial/industrial television experience. Ready to go. Resume: Box F-128.

TV Intern available immediately. ENG, switching, audio, lighting, etc. Gong Hilder 347-4306.

A phone call is all it takes. Versatile Writer/Producer with 3 years experience, hunger for a creative, challenging, responsible production position. Please reply in confidence to Box F-204.

HELP WANTED NEWS

A major national trade association located in Washington, D.C. has immediate need for a news/sales spokesperson to represent it on major issues. Responsibilities include: writing and editing public relations copy, writing and editing radio and television news releases. Requires 3-5 years experience in public relations, ability to creatively develop and produce news copy, written communications skills. Excellent verbal and written communication skills. Must be self-motivated and able to work independently. Please send resume to: Box F-720.

HELP WANTED PRODUCTION

Documentary Producer/Editor with ideas and energy sought by new multi-media company. We're seeking talented individual to add to our team that will produce broadcast and non-broadcast films and related audio/video materials (especially for the educational market). He or she must have impressive credits in producing and directing documentaries and series for non-commercial television, home and abroad. Interpersonal abilities and experience in dealing with foreign language a big plus. We have support staffs in London and New York. We will consider uninitiated, if entrepreneurial ventures challenge you, send complete resume and salary requirements to National Video Communications, PO Box 254, Charlevoix, MI 49720.

HELP WANTED TECHNICAL

System Manager: Wanted for independently owned, 300 mile, 16,000 subscriber cable system in one of the fastest growing areas in the northeast. System has pay TV, data delivery, including 4000 channel satellite service. Individual must have solid managerial experience, plus technical and engineering knowledge. Excellent working conditions, good company benefits and a great place to plant roots. Salary commensurate with ability and experience. We are an equal opportunity employer. Send resume and salary requirements to Box F-198.

SITUATIONS WANTED PROGRAMMING, PRODUCTION, OTHERS

Seeking creative position producing local origination public access programming. Experienced. Call Jeff 912-446-3590.

ALLIED FIELDS

HELP WANTED TECHNICAL

Unusual Opportunity—Washington, D.C. consulting firm seeks versatile broadcast engineer for station appraisal and inventory work. FCC first phone, 3-5 years experience, and ability to do detailed work required. Some travel, pleasant professional environment. Call Jim Bond at 202-966-3196.

Chief Engineer: Major broadcast consulting firm in Southwest seeking engineer with background in television, microwave, and computers. Applicant must have E.E. and/or equivalent experience of no less than ten years. Full benefits. Send resume and reply to Box F-173.

Photographic Services Resource Specialist—Advise, plan and produce materials for a University media unit. Must be experienced and highly skilled in all phases of still, motion picture and electronic media production and presentations. Some instruction and administrative duties. Five years minimum professional experience. Bachelor's degree or equivalent. Approximately starting salary $14,500-$15,500. Send letter and resume to arrive by August 1, 1980. Search Committee, Educational Communications Division, University of Wisconsin, Madison-Milwaukee, Box 413, Milwaukee, WI 53201. Equal Opportunity Employer. (IMF) Active Affiliation Employer.


HELP WANTED TO BUY EQUIPMENT

Wanting 250, 500, and 5,000 watt AM FM transmitters. Guaranteed Radio Supply Corp., 1314 Ithuriel Street, Laredo, TX 78040. Manuel Flores 517-7511.

Instant Cash For TV Equipment: Urgently need transmitters, antennas, towers, cameras, VTRs, color studio equipment. Call toll free 800-241-7878. Bill Kitchen, Quality Media Corporation (in Georgia call 404-324-1271)

Automation System, Schafer 800 preferred, complete with sources and racks. Send equipment list, space requirements and lowest acceptable cash price to Mt Smith, PO Box 969, Klamath Falls, OR 97601, or call 503-882-8853.

Collins 10K 830-F-1 FM power amplifier or enti- tle transmitter. Call Jim Tru-Low 303-245-9000.

Wanted 750 to 100 F1 tower capable of 12 FM bays. Clarence Jones 803-492-7613.

FOR SALE EQUIPMENT


1 KV AM Continental Channel 3, all new tubes, s.s. rectifiers, excellent condition. M. Cooper 215-379-6585.

For Sale: Harris system 90 automation equipment with HAL "gooseneck" logging and encoders less than one year old. Call George Langan 217-769-0880.


RCA TT-10AL VHF Transmitter—Working good, Channel 8, many spares, $5,000.

RCA TT-35CH VHF Transmitter—All spares, good condition, Channel 10, $2,000.

RCA TT-80AH VHF Transmitter—Excellent, many spares, Channel 11, $12,000.

Complete film island—PE-240, Eastman 285's, TP7, Eastman multiplex, $30,000.

IVC 500A Color Cameras—Complete, beautiful picture, ea. $7,500.

GE PE-350 Color Cameras—All accessories, good condition, Frame 3, $4,000.

GE PE-240 Film Camera—Automatic gain & blanking, $0,000.

ATV B-6 Switcher—$400 if new, $200 if used.

CDL VSE-744 Switcher—12 input, chroma key, $3,000.

RCA TK-27A Film Camera—Good condition, TP 15 available, $12,000.

Eastman CT-500 Projector—Optical and mag sound, ea. $7,000.

RCA TP-6 Projectors—Reverse, good condition, ea. $1,000.

Audio 1200 A VTRs—Amtec, Colotec, one with remote. Ea. $4,000.

IVC 960C VTR's—Portable model, working good, ea. $3,000.

Motorola PC-70 Color Camera—1x10 200M Lens, inchance, scope, monitor 2 available, new low price, ea. $14,000.

Electro-Connect 24-Time Base Corrector—Broadcast specs, $5,800.

VHF Antenna—RCA Bowling. Available now, $0,000.

UMF Antennas—Various Models and Prices.

30 Brands of New Equipment—Special Prices. We will buy used; your TV equipment to buy or sell, call toll free 241-7878. Bill Kitchen, Quality Media Corporation in GA call 404-324-1271.

Anamp ATR 100 audio recorders: Mono Recorders: 6 fully loaded mono recorders at $34,000 each. Contact Robin Staw at 213-577-5575.
Ampek AVR-2 Videotape Recorder: Neatly new VTR, equipped with editor, dropout comp., Auto-tracking, full color monitoring, interfaced to CMX-300 system, spare head available. Only one left. Call Rod Hall 213-577-5430.

Stereo Automation System: Top condition. DP-1 Program Tape Carousel, Time Announcement Loggers, single carts, tape remote. KYKRA, RO, Box 2307, Port Arthur, TX 77640. 713-727-0771.


Generic Electric professional light valve TV projection system. P5200. $2,000. Mike Lincoln 415-956-5101.

Dodge Tradesman 200—3 year old (15,000 miles) Air conditioned, insulated, carpeted, permanent racks, completely wired (audio and video) for news gathering or 3 camera remote production, 4" solid-state monitors, VDA's, PDA's extras. Best offer over $15,000. Call: Jim Nelson 312-236-5533.

TRI-EA-3 edit control system with DDT digital reader. $1890. Tektronix 465M Oscilloscope, $2250. Singer-Graflex 93-OR 10mm, film processor, new, with tip shutter, mirrors and remote control; $1500. ITE Camera Pedestal P/37, $300. Contact National Video Industries, 15 W. 17 St.. NYC. 10011. 212-891-1390.


450 Net of 1-5/8" rigid transmission line plus 12 bay hip RCA antenna on 105.1 mhz. $1850 or make offer Bruce Campbell 915-673-2545.

Ikegami HL-35 complete. Best offer or $15,000. Call: Jim Nelson 312-236-5533.

RCA 20-E 20 kw FM transmitter with BTF-15-A solid-state exciter and stereo generator and SCA. This unit is like new. All transmitters delivered from inventory Besco International, S946 Club Oak Drive, Dallas, TX 75248. 214-630-3600. Other line AM and FM transmitters in stock, all prices. Thank you for doing business with Besco.

20 KW FM CCA 20,000DBS. 3 yrs. old, going to higher power like new. M. Cooper 215-379-6858.

Used Broadcast Television Equipment: Hundreds of wanted items for sale. Please call System Associates to receive our free flyer of equipment listings. 213-641-2042.

RCA TK-75 Mini/ Cam package w/121: Fujinon lens, 3/4" VTR, $300,000. 415-676-7260.

Harris MW-1 AM transmitter, Solid state, one kw AM, early serial number, from Mexico, Missouri. Contact Sales Department, Harris Broadcasting Industries, 4500 S. 76th St., Omaha, NE 68127 402-331-2000.

100K ER P Circular Polarized FM Antennas 2 available: 1 RCA BFC 8/2 radomes tuned to 88.7 and 1, Shively 8 bay with de-icers tuned to 94.7, $4000 each. Contact W. Clark, KTOC, Jonesboro, LA.

For sale 18mm cameras: One CP 16A, with crysta- sound, Angelouds 12 x 120 F2.8 lens, 4-200ft. magazines, and case charger & batteries. One Beaulieu R16 auto, with Angelouds 12x120 F2.2 lens, battery, magazine, and case. Call Don Hunt 215-821-7750.

SCA Module 67 kHz for Harris MS 15 Excite hardly used, same as new. $75.00. 716-477-7979.

COMEDY
Free sample of radio's most popular humor service OLINERS, 1448-C West San Bruno, Fresco, CA 93711.

Guaranteed Funnier! Hundreds renewed! Freebie! Contemporary Comedy 506-4 Twinning, Dallas, TX 75227.

Comedy/Personality Jacks: Write for our amazing audio sample kit. See "Miscellaneous" ad for L.A. Air Force.

"Comic Relief!" Just for laughs. Bi-weekly Free sample! White Creative Services, 20018 Elkhart, Detroit, MI 48225.

MISCELLANEOUS
Custom, client jingles in one week. PMW, Inc., Box 947, Brym Mews, PA 19010 215-525-9873.

Artiot Bio Information, daily calendar, more! Total personality-bi-weekly service. Write on letterhead for sample: Galaxy Box 20093-B, Long Beach, CA 90801. 213-436-0506.

For volume production library jammed with hundreds of dynamic cuts! Exciting music beds, syn- thesizers, drums, jingles, SPX, gag library—the industry's finest package priced right! Audio sample kit $1.00 (refundable): L.A. Air Force, Box 944-B, Long Beach, CA 90801.

Prize! Prize! Prize! National brands for promo- tions, contests, programming. No barrier or trade ... better! For fantastic deal, write or phone: Television & Radio Features, Inc. 168 E. Superior St., Chicago, IL 60611, collect call 312-844-3700.

Concepts that sell! Super Spots an all new radio production service. Astrovex Tandy Associates, 4255 Lbj, Dallas, TX 75234-214-661-8201.

RADIO PROGRAMMING
Radio and TV Bingo. Serving over 1,000 stations, oldest promotion in the industry World Wide Bingo—RO. Box 2311, Littleton, CO 80160. 303-795-3288.

Guests like Jimmy Carter, Dan Rather, Mary Tyler Moore, David Rockefeller, Edward Kennedy Gloria Steinem, and Henry Fonda appear each week on "FOCUS ON YOUTH", the nation's leading radio public affairs program. Currently broadcast by over 300 sta- tions, the half-hour program is cleared on many CBS, NBC, Group W, RKO, GE, and Metromedia outlets. If you're interested in top-name guests, market ex- clusivity, and free listener services, call 609-452-1150 or write PO Box 3035, Princeton, NJ, 08540.

Children's radio program available soon! Zany wacky, wild! unique! For free test show, Box F-190.

Astro-Projections—Find out what tomorrow holds for your audience! Astro-Projections, a 5-day-a-week, 4 times a day, daily program for each zodiac sign. Demo available, Astro-Projections, Inc., 26651 Sud- bury Drive, Cleveland, OH 44070.

INSTRUCTION
Free booklet on job assistance. 1st Class FCC. I ii's. No experience wanted and for花生. Please call System Associates to receive our free flyer of equipment listings. 213-641-2042.


REI telephone exam for the FCC first class license. Over 90% of our students pass their exams. Classes begin September 2 and October 13. Student rooms at the school, 61 N. Pineapple Ave, Sarasota, FL 35077, 915-955-8922.


Broadcast opportunities are always available, if you are prepared. Please contact us to learn to work an executive program—all taught by top L.A. radio-TV teaching broadcasters. Evenings or day sessions. KIIS Radio-Television, Sales, or Clerical Skills. Write: Broadcasting, Wabash Valley College, Mt. Carmel, IL 62863. Financial assistance available.

Radio Help Wanted Sales

Situations Wanted Managed

GENERAL MANAGER

(The man you want when money matters) Hard- working experienced General Manager. Above average knowledge in Business Administra- tion, Sales, sales management programming, promotions/track record shows an ability to turn, turkeys in to geese that lay the golden egg. Box F-186.

Situations Wanted News

Four years of broadcast news experience and looking for a stable news organization. Strong in organizational skills and writing. Jeff Ruffner 217-428-2502.

Hard Working

I'm a GM, who will work 25 hours a day, 8 a week to get more than you expect out of your station. Medium to large markets. Box F-200.
Help Wanted Programming, Production, Others

PRODUCER/DIRECTOR

WCVB-TV seeks a producer/director to develop and produce two medical half hour shows, three 90 second news inserts per week, and one hour special during 1981, working closely with WCVB-TV, BBiC, and Johnson Foundation. This person will also produce and direct either a semi-weekly medical show or a monthly magazine show. Experience in research, writing, determination of content/format and overall creative integrity of these productions. Must be able to operate within established budgets and meet delivery dates.

Three years experience as a producer and director, preferably with a background in both film and video desired.

If interested and qualified, please send resume to (no telephone calls please), Boston Broadcasters Inc., Personnel Dept., C822, 5 TV Place, Needham, MA 02192.

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

RESEARCH ANALYST

Network affiliate TV station in top ten market needs analyst to produce and develop sales presentations from rating services; develop market research projects; write proposals; handle and promote research and plan research projects. Prior experience necessary. Send resume to Box F-244.

An Equal Opportunity Employer.

PRODUCER VARIETY TALK SHOW

WCVB-TV seeks an experienced variety talk show producer with the ability to manage staff and supervise talent. This individual should be able to generate enthusiasm and motivate the staff and talent. This producer will be responsible for staying within the financial and logistical limits set for the show by management.

Candidate must have a minimum of 3 years talk/variety show producer experience in a major market. A background in new feature reporting is highly desirable. Applicants must be willing to work late-nights and all-night hours when necessary.

If interested and qualified please send resume to (no telephone calls please), Boston Broadcasters Inc., Personnel Dept., C822, 5 TV Place, Needham, MA 02192.

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

PRODUCER VARIETY TALK SHOW

Continued

WTVJ-TV

PHOTOGRAPHER

Applications should have a basic knowledge of lab procedures including making of half tones, veloxes, black & white & color processing & printing. 3 years professional photography experience required. Position in Newsroom. Salary negotiable. Good company employee benefits. Send resume to Manager of Employment

P.O. Box 010787, Miami FL 33101

Equal opportunity employer M/F

Help Wanted News

PRODUCER VARIETY TALK SHOW

Continued

TROUBLESHOOTER/CONSUMER REPORTER

Top 25 market searching for an experienced Troubleshooter or News Reporter who think they’re good enough to be Troubleshooters. Our commitment to news includes several microwave mobile units and live helicopter. What can you do for us? Please send resume to Box F-185. An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F

METEOROLOGIST/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORTER

Top 25 market station searching for Meteorologist/Environmental Reporter who can communicate. We are committed to News/Weather. Our commitment includes Color Radar, NAFAX, UNIFAX II, ACCU-WATER. Please send resume to Box F-185. An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F

17TH MARKET

2 positions open in Sunny Tampa, FL. Both require minimum of 3 years experience in top 75 market.

ENG NEWS PHOTOGRAPHER

Experience with TK-BVU-HKE. Must be able to shoot and handle live shots.

ENG NEWS EDITOR

Experience editing 6 & 11 p.m. Newscasts on Sony 500 E Editors, 200 Deck and Shenron Time Code.

Send tape and resume to:

WFLA-TV

Producer-Director

Position requires knowledge of local TV news, sports, weather & in-house production. Must be able to produce, write scripts & format TV programs. Minimum 3 years experience as a TV Producer-Director. Salary negotiable. Good company employee benefits. Send resume to Employment Manager PO, Box 010787, Miami FL 33101.

Equal opportunity employer M/F
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**Help Wanted Technical**

**DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING**

WDRB-TV, Louisville, has just completed its move into a new facility. We are seeking an experienced engineer with hands-on skills and administrative abilities. WDRB-TV is a well-established independent UHF station owned by the Minneapolis Star and Tribune Company and this position offers an outstanding opportunity for growth, security and benefits.

Respond to Elmer Jasper, President and General Manager. WDRB-TV, Independence Square, Louisville, Kentucky 40203.

WDRB-TV is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

**MANAGER ENGINEERING**

KABC-TV, ABC's O & O in Los Angeles, is searching for an individual to manage its new technical operations center. Position requires a thorough knowledge of operations and maintenance of all broadcasting equipment, plus a strong management background. Prefer a technical degree or equivalent experience. All interested parties should send resume in confidence to:

Mike Sweet
4151 Prospect Avenue
Hollywood, CA 90027

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

**Situations Wanted Management**

**TELEVISION PROMOTION MANAGER**

Midwestern advertising agency partner, former television station production/promotion manager desires position as Director of Marketing or Promotion Manager in medium to large market television station. I have an impressive television station track record and have produced award winning advertising campaigns for my agency's clients. I could develop an effective marketing strategy and advertising campaign for your station. Box F-198.

**Help Wanted Technical**

**TELEVISION ENGINEER**

**SATELLITE EARTH STATION CABLE NEWS NETWORK OPERATING CENTER**

Satellink of America, a common carrier specializing in satellite transmission for television and radio broadcasters and operating the Cable News Network's Los Angeles studio facility is accepting applications from qualified engineers to fill an assistant manager's position. FCC 1st class license and television or radio station experience desired. Salary commensurate with qualifications. Send resume and salary requirements to Jim Hollinger, Manager:

SATELLINK OF AMERICA, INC.
6290 Sunset Boulevard
Hollywood, CA 90028

Equal Opportunity Employer.

**ALLIED FIELDS**

**Help Wanted Instruction**

**BROADCAST INSTRUCTOR**

Do you have solid radio experience? Are you a motivator in the classroom? Recent growth and expansion of our nationally accredited programs have created an exciting, full-time opportunity for a creative, full-time broadcast professional. Classroom teaching experience essential. Successful background in all phases of broadcast operations including sales, production and news required. Salary competitive. Contact Mr. Ira Rubins, Ohio School of Broadcast Technique, 3940 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44115, EOEMF.

**Help Wanted Programing, Production, Others**

**COMEDY RECORD**

Producer wanted for comedy album—Excellent script.

Box F-247

**BROADCAST PRODUCER**

We're looking for a producer who's worked long enough to take control of a shoot, can think on his/her feet rapidly, has demonstrated creative potential, and wants a chance to put all those skills together. Our heavy production load necessitates the ability to organize and perform under pressure. If you thrive under challenges, send resumes and reel to:

Eric Light
Byer & Bowman Advertising Agency
66 South Sixth Street
Columbus, Ohio 43215

**Employment Service**

**BROADCASTER'S ACTION LINE**

The Broadcasting Job you want anywhere in the U.S.A.
1 Year Placement Service $40.00
Call 812-889-2907
R3, Box 24, Lexington, Indiana 47138

**Broadcast Engineers**

**Bored With Your Job Or Career?**

If you feel confined in your present job, sitting behind a desk or trapped in a day-to-day routine with no future in sight, then a career with RCA Service Company may be your ticket out.

RCA Service Company's Broadcast Engineers travel all over the world to install, maintain and service transmitting systems, television cameras, and/or television tape recording equipment. Experience in the maintenance of television broadcast and related equipment necessary. Digital background helpful.

We are looking for a few of the best Broadcast Specialists, who are able to work without close supervision and who would enjoy working from home to travel throughout the U.S. and occasionally to many foreign countries. A first class radio-telephone license is required.

Naturally we provide excellent salaries and company paid benefits including medical and life insurance, vacations, holidays, and an income savings and retirement plans.

For immediate consideration, call collect or send a letter or resume to: Mr. Rob Robinson, (001) 338-6617, RCA Service Company, Building 201-2, Rt. 38, Cherry Hill, NJ 08008, An Equal Opportunity Employer.
Help Wanted Technical Continued

We represent several well known companies in the Broadcast manufacturing industry with current requirements for outstanding talent in several key areas. Products include camera, VTR and transmitter/antenna systems. Some of these immediate opportunities include:

**DESIGN ENGINEERS:**
Design state-of-the-art camera and antenna systems. Need either a BSEE or BSME, preferably with experience in broadcast equipment.

**TRAINING SPECIALISTS:**
Interpret new engineering developments for manufacturing and marketing as well as the customer; develop training manuals & audiovisual training tools. You should have a BSEE & the ability to communicate effectively verbally and in writing.

**FIELD PROJECT ENGINEERS**
**WORLD WIDE ASSIGNMENTS**
Direct technical projects in a field that extends around the world! You should be willing to travel WORLD WIDE 50% of the time. To qualify you must have understanding of the latest generation of T.V. Broadcast equipment.

**PRODUCT MANAGEMENT/TRANSMITTERS**
Assist in planning new equipment, marketing strategy and work closely with advertising and sales organizations. Prefer BSEE with knowledge of UHF/VHF television transmitters.

Excellent compensation packages and relocation programs if needed. If you are interested in any of these positions or are qualified in other Broadcast equipment areas, we are waiting to hear from you. Call COLLECT, 215-968-0707 or send resume to:

**Public Notice**

The Village of Cedarhurst, located in Nassau County, New York, invites application for a cable television franchise. Applications shall be prepared and submitted in accordance with a "Request for Proposals" available from the undersigned. A non-refundable application fee of $100 must be submitted with bid. Sealed bids will be accepted until 4:00 P.M. on September 8, 1980, at the Village Hall, 200 Cedarhurst Avenue, Cedarhurst, N.Y.

Daryl Ann Burke
Village Clerk-Treasurer

Dated: June 16, 1980
Cedarhurst, N.Y.

By order of the Mayor and Board of Trustees

**Radio Programming**

**LUM and ABNER**
5 - 15 MINUTE PROGRAM 2 WEEKLY
Program Distributors
410 South Main
Jonesboro, Arkansas 72401
Phone: 501 - 972-5684
CORRECTION
The advertisement that appeared on page 57 of the June 16, 1980 issue of Broadcasting should have listed a price of $625 for the International Tapiotics Eraser-Splice Locator.
For Sale Stations Continued

OWN A RADIO STATION IN PARADISE
Top Honolulu, Hawaii Radio Facility available. 10,000 Watt Non-Directional fulltime, low frequency AM Powerhouse. Excellent ratings and billings. Station available for approximately 2X gross — portion of price can be consultancy if buyer financially qualified. For Details call: Dave Wagenvoord/Media Broker (808) 949-6648.

SELECT MEDIA BROKERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATION</th>
<th>CONTACT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E Small AM</td>
<td>$180K $29K Art Simmers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE Small AM</td>
<td>$185K $54K J.T. Malone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW Small AM</td>
<td>$300K Terms Paul Crowder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW Small AM</td>
<td>$375K 29% Dan Rounce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB Small AM</td>
<td>$500K $100K Peter Stromquist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW Metro Fulltime</td>
<td>$1300K Terms Jim Mackin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Major Fulltime</td>
<td>$3150K 29% E.L. Cartwright</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To receive offering of stations within the areas of your interest, write Chapman Co., 1835 Savoy Dr., N.E., Atlanta, GA 30341

FOR SALE:
Two AM-FM combinations. Daytime AM plus Class A FM in city of 20,000. Also, daytime AM and Class C FM in city of 18,000. No other stations in these markets. Total price $1,250,000. Terms possible. Principals only. Write Box F-224.

FOR SALE, CLASS C
Powerhouse FM near a SE top 30 market. Providing city grade service to large metro area. Substantial down payment, and assume low interest note. Box F-207

BROADCASTING'S CLASSIFIED RATES
Payable in advance. Check or money order only. (Billing charge for stations and fees: $2.00)
Deadline is Monday for the following Monday’s issue. Orders and/or cancellations must be submitted in writing. (No telephone orders and/or cancellations will be accepted).
Replies to ads with Blind Box numbers should be addressed to Box number plus BROADCASTING, 1735 DeSiles St., N.W., Washington, DC 20036.
Rates: Classified listings, free display. Hesp Wanted: 70c per word. $10.00 weekly minimum. Situations Wanted: (personal ad) 40c per word. $5.00 weekly minimum. All other classifications: 80c per word. $10.00 weekly minimum. Blind Box numbers: $2.00 per issue.
Rates: Classified display: Situations Wanted: (personal ad) $30.00 per inch. All other classifications: $60.00 per inch. For Sale Stations. Wanted To Buy Stations. Employment Services, Business Opportunities, and Public Notice advertising require display space. Agency Commission only on display space.
The 1980 Yearbook is off the press and on the market. Thick (1,212 pages). Heavy (5 pounds 7.5 ounces). Fulfilling (everything you need to know about radio, television, cable and their allied arts). $55.
Media

Nicholas J. Verbitsky, VP-general manager of Mutual Broadcasting System's WNBC(AM) New York, named senior VP for operations and stations for Mutual. He will be responsible for Mutual's win and WFIL(AM) Chicago, and for network's sales, programing, station relations, advertising and promotion and sports divisions.

Jerry Wallace, VP-finance and administration, Mutual, named senior VP for corporate services.

Robert Longwell, general sales manager, WRIF(AM) Detroit, named general manager of WRIF-FM there. Appointment completes separation of management responsibilities for Capital Cities Communications' WIR-AM-FM. Ronald Pancratz was named general manager of WIR(AM) earlier this month (Broadcasting, June 9). Both posts were formerly held by William R. James, now in charge of Capitles' cable operations (Broadcasting, June 2).

George E. Mills, general sales manager at Gannett's WCGY(AM) Detroit, named president and general manager of Gannett's newly acquired WJYW(AM) Tampa, Fla. Mills was formerly general sales manager at KTAR(AM) Phoenix.

N. Arthur Astor, VP and general manager of K-Orange Broadcasting Corp. and its Korj(AM) Garden Grove, Calif., elected president of K-Orange and continues as general manager of Korj.

Hal Harrill, sales manager, WGIV(AM) Charlotte, N.C., named VP-general manager, succeeding Kenneth Goldblatt who died May 29 (see page 94).

Ed Shannon, general manager of non-commercial KTSU(AM) Houston, joins KETI(AM) Beaumont, Tex., as station manager.

Bruce Erdland, corporate engineer for Sorenson Broadcasting, radio station group owner based in Pierre, S.D., named station manager of its KXQK(AM) Watertown, S.D.

Don Williams, account executive, WESZ(AM) Fort Lauderdale, Fla., named operations director.

Lester Strong, community affairs director, WATV(AM) Charlotte, N.C., and formerly with WSB-TV Atlanta and with ABC-TV in New York, rejoins WSB-TV as special projects manager.

Martin Lafferty, advertising and sales promotion operations producer, General Electric, joins Cox Cable Communications, Atlanta, in newly created position of coordinator of local origination.

Advertising

Andre Smith and Janet Wylie, account executives, Foote, Cone & Belding, New York, named account supervisors on TV Guide account.

Edward Volchok, assistant account executive, named account executive.

Frank Yurasek, with Grant/Jacoby, Chicago, where he is responsible for Nippon Electric Co.'s consumer and broadcast divisions, and other accounts, named VP.

Christopher Robbie, senior media planner, Benson & Bowles, Los Angeles, joins D'Arcy-MacManus & Masius there as media director.

Patricia Vergo, account executive, Cline E. Frank, Chicago, joins DM&M there in same capacity.

Susan Thurstun, assistant producer, Wells, Rich, Greene, Los Angeles, Joins McCann-Erickson, Chicago, as associate producer.

Pamela Burrows, broadcast production coordinator, McCann, Chicago, named copywriter.

Robert Wallen, director of daytime and sports sales service, ABC Television Network Sales, named director of prime-time sales proposals, succeeding Jo Maggio, who was named director of regional sales for ABC-TV (Broadcasting, June 23).

Robert Sediachek, manager of daytime sales proposals, named director of sales proposals and development, central division, based in Chicago. Michael Kay, manager of daytime and sports sales service, succeeds Wallen as director of daytime and sports sales service.

Executive Search and Recruitment in Broadcasting, Cable Television, and Publishing  
1270 Ave. of the Americas, N.Y., N.Y. 10020  
(212)766-3330
retail development coordinator.

Tony Oestreich, associate creative director, Stern Walters Earle Ludgin, Chicago, joins Sawdun & Bess, New York, as senior writer and special creative project coordinator.


Rob Fields, account executive, WLW-TV Cincinnati and Cincinnati Reds Television Network, joins KXAS-TV Fort Worth as account executive based in Dallas.

Sue Podschwitz, formerly with KKEZ(FM) and KFIF-AM-FM, all in Kansas City, Mo., joins KMBC-TV there as account executive.

Sherry Jackson, account executive, KXTR(FM) Kansas City, Mo., joins KKEZ(FM) there in same capacity.

Rick Brown, graduate, Rockhurst College, Kansas City, Mo., joins sales department of KCMO(AM) Kansas City.

Ken Miller, senior account executive, WBFF(TV) Baltimore, retires. Brock Abernathy, former station manager, WLPL(FM) Baltimore, joins WBFF as account executive.

Megan Shaughnessy, formerly with KYRO(FM) Stillwater, Okla., joins KFIZ-AM-FM Dallas-Fort Worth as account executive. Holly Cerny, sales and circulation administrator for Fashion Showcase publication at Dallas Trade Mart, joins KFIZ's local sales department.


Deborah Novess, senior media buyer, W.B. Doner & Co., Detroit, joins WXYT(AM) there as account executive.

**Programing**

Charles Engel, senior VP covering NBC series, movies for television, miniseries and novels for television, Universal Television, Los Angeles, named executive VP for NBC.

Barry Lowen, independent television producer and former VP of program development for Columbia Pictures Television, named VP, executive producer, special projects, 20th Century-Fox Television, Los Angeles. Harriet Brown, executive assistant to Ronald Lyon, independent producer headquartered at MGM Television, joins 20th Century Fox-Television as associate director of movies for television and miniseries.

Thomas L. Wilhite, director of creative affairs. Walt Disney Productions, named VP of creative development for motion pictures and television. At 27, he is youngest VP in Disney's history.

Peter Calabrese, who formerly worked for 20th Century-Fox and Viacom developing programming for syndication, joins NBC Entertainment as director of specials and late-night programs, based in Los Angeles.

Carla Singer, director of program development, Group W Productions, Los Angeles, joins CBS Entertainment there as director of dramatic program development.


Patricia Straub, program coordinator, Time-Life Television, joins Telepictures Corp., New York, as director of sales administration.

Janet White, independent producer, named manager of creative services, EMJ Television Programs Inc.

Richard Schreiber, production manager and executive producer, KCST-TV San Diego, joins WFLD-TV Chicago as executive producer of PM Magazine, scheduled to premiere in August.

Christopher Walden, executive producer of programming and production manager, WTVN-TV Columbus, Ohio, joins WJAR Providence, R.I., as executive producer of PM Magazine.

LJay Goodyear, executive news director, WMT-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa, joins WNTN-TV Dayton, Ohio, as producer of PM Magazine.

James Keeler, from Curtis Institute of Music in Philadelphia, and formerly VP-program development, WFLN-FM Philadelphia, joins WQRE-FM Detroit as program director.

Johnny Long, from WEAM(AM) Atlanta, Ga., joins WPRV(AM) Manassas, Va., as program director.

Allan Browning, with KTKR-FM Tucson, Ariz., named program and music director.

Juanita Gonzales, public service director and air personality, KDKF(AM) Espanola, N.M., named program manager.

Mike Radel, former director and cameraman for Purdue University veterinarian school, joins WLFI-TV Lafayette, Ind., as daytime director. Harold Davis, formerly with WAZY(AM) Lafayette, joins WLFI-TV as continuity writer.

Dan Magnotta, sports director-announcer, WJLS(AM)-FM Pratt, Kan., joins KSTE-AM-FM Sterling, Colo., as sports director and account executive.

Sue Watts, weekend news editor, KTHO-TV Phoenix, named assistant to producer of Midday program.

Mike Millard, program director, KQED(AM) Denver, joins KXAS-FM Dallas as morning air personality and producer of public affairs program.

Mary Jane Phillips, director of educational services, New Jersey Public Television, Trenton, retires.

Joe Zone, sports director, WSN-TV Scranton, Pa., joins WJAR Providence, R.I., as weekend sports anchor and sports reporter.

Drake Akroyd, production manager, WPTA(TV) Roanoke (Fort Wayne), Ind., joins WVTN-TV Indianapolis as producer-director.

Rita Boyles, creative assistant for print-publicity, WBB-FM Detroit, named on-air production assistant.

Sandra Hoffman, assistant traffic coordinator, KQOM-TV Seattle, named traffic supervisor.

**News and Public Affairs**

Peter Leone, news manager and executive producer, WABC-TV Boston, named news director. He succeeds Dick Graf, who resigns position because of health problems. Graf will act as director of special projects for station.

Kent Baker, former Sunday editor of Des Moines (lowa) Sunday Register, named executive news director of co-owned KNXV-TV Honolulu.


Marcil Christensen, co-anchor, KENV-TV Rapid City, S.D., named news director of KEVN-TV and co-owned KVUV Lead City, S.D.

Kris Kridel, anchor and reporter, WPFR(AM) Chicago, named news director.

John Frazee, executive news producer, KMOX-TV St. Louis, named assistant news director.

Ian Pearson, news director, KTVH(AM) Tulsa, Okla., joins KHUD-TV Houston as executive producer of daily newscasts.

Bill Rossi, former sports director and newscaster with WROK(AM) Boston, joins WXXS-FM Medford, Mass., as news director.


Mark Nykanen, investigative reporter and producer for Arizona Weekly on noncommercial KAET(TV) Phoenix, joins NBC News as correspondent based in Chicago.

Rita Travino Flynn, anchor and chief political reporter, WPA-TA Dallas, joins CBS News as reporter based in Washington.


Chris Gordon, reporter and substitute anchor, WDMV-TW Washington, joins WLS-TV there as noon anchor, 7 and 5:30 p.m. co-anchor, general assignment reporter and will also do regular legal column on 6 p.m. broadcast.

Kim Peterson, 6 and 10 p.m. anchor, WSDU-TV New Orleans, joins WLS-TV Chicago as reporter. Amy Green, from W9XFM(AM) Chicago, and Michael Nelson, Washington bureau chief for Pacifica National News Service, join WLS-TV as newswriters.

Kevyn Berger, producer of early evening news, WAKT-TV Detroit, joins KXAS-TV Fort Worth as weekend producer and reporter.

John Pronk, formerly with WQAD(AM) Moline, Ill., joins WSM-TV Nashville as feature reporter.

Gina Gregory, executive news producer and 11 p.m. anchor, WQAR(AM) Gainesville, Fla., joins...
Joined New officers,
John Price, reporter. 


Tondelejo Smith, talk show host, KACE-FM Inglewood, Calif., joins KNX(AM) Los Angeles as reporter.

Kent Cornish, from WBBT-TV Topeka, Kan., joins WAAT-TV Kansas City, Mo., as weekend news producer.

John Price, anchor and director of news operations, KBAI(AM) Kansas City, Mo., joins KCNO(AM) Kansas City as morning anchor.


Bob Zappe, weathercaster, host and associate producer, WKYT-TV Cleveland, joins WTVT-Today Sacramento, Calif., as weathercaster.

David Busse, news photographer, WAVE-TV Louisville, Ky., joins KABC-TV Los Angeles in same capacity.


Nancy Novelline, director of advertising and promotion, WQBR(FM) Boston, joins WNBC-FM there as director of community services.

Kathryn Pratt, reporter, KMST(AM) Monterey, Calif., named public affairs director, and will also host daily talk show.

Dennis Gimmel, news photographer, KDOC-TV Oklahoma City, named assistant chief news photographer.

Craig Alsopp, reporter based in Tallahassee for UPI, named manager of UPI's Orlando, Fla., bureau.

Promotion and PR

Joe Policy, director of creative services, WPEC(AM) West Palm Beach, Fla., elected chairman of ABC-TV Network's promotion advisory board. Other new officers: Lois Hinkle, WKRC-TV Cincinnati, vice chairman; Lisa East, WBRZ(AM) Baton Rouge, La., secretary, and Edie Reno, WSOV-TV Charlotte, N.C., treasurer.

Pamela Haslam, publicity manager for Fawcett Books of Consumer Publishing Divi-


Scott Brickell, former cinematographer-producer, WHF-TV Harrisburg, Pa., named promotion manager for WHP-FM-AM Harrisburg.

David Sanks, program services director, WSBF-TV Madison, Wis., named promotion manager.

Glen Meek, continuity writer, WTWL-FM Lafayette, Ind., named promotion manager.

Ralph Oakley, graduate, Quincy (Ill.) college, and formerly with WQEM-AM-FM-TV Quincy, named promotion manager for co-owned WSVT-TV Elkhart, Ind.

Arnette Davis, assistant director, department of information services, Florida International University, Miami, joins WPLO(TV) Miami as information services director.

Martin Pottle, former director of public relations, Gilbert, Whitney & Johns, Morristown, N.J., joins Creamer Dickson Basford/New England, Providence, R.I., as account supervisor.


Rick Painter, operations manager, KOLH(AM) San Bernadino, Calif., joins Rainbow Promotions, Phoenix, as promotion and A&R director.

Jane Hogan, promotion director, WFBZ(AM)-WBZ(AM) Baltimore, joins WTOP(AM) Washington as promotion director.

Jane Norris, from WMIR(AM) Philadelphia, joins WCOZ(AM) Boston as promotion director.

Wendy Clem, promotion manager, WJZ(TV) Baltimore, joins WRIR(AM) Richmond, Va., as promotion manager, WRIR(AM) Richmond, Va., named advertising and publicity assistant.

Technology

Kusuo Hirata, president and chief executive officer of Fuji Photo Film Co. Ltd., Tokyo, elected chairman of board. Minoru Ohnishi and Ichino Kikikoma, senior managing directors, elected president and executive VP, respectively. Fred Nakamura, executive VP of Fuji Photo Film U.S.A., American marketing arm of Fuji Photo Film Co., New York, named general manager of domestic marketing division, based in Tokyo. Nakamura succeeds Ohnishi. Succeeding Nakamura in New York as executive

RADIO STATIONS CAN MAKE MORE MONEY.

Did you know the William B. Tanner Company offers the broadcaster complete music programming and formatting for any station in any market? It is the Tanner Musical Spectrum. Name your need—Middle of the Road, Contemporary Rock for the 18 to 34 demographic, and Contemporary Country with the greatest hits of all time. Tanner computers match our music with your audience. Every service is tailored for your needs, and day-parted for your convenience. Announced or Unannounced ... for automated or live-assist operations. The Tanner Musical Spectrum can be profitable for your station. Write for a free demonstration of the Tanner Musical Spectrum. Or call Dick Denham collect (501) 320-4342.

Tell him you want the very best for your station ... Today!

The William B. Tanner Co., Inc. 2714 Union Extended, Memphis, TN 38112

Name __________________________ Title __________________________

Station __________________________ Format __________________________

Address ____________________________________________________________

City __________________________ State __________ Zip __________
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manufactures industrial and consumer video and audio tapes.


Paul Zacarian, director of television production engineering, responsible for planning, design and installation of television facilities, Radiotelevisione Italiana, joins CBS-TV as director of engineering and development, Europe, based in Rome.

Michael D. Campbell, VP-operations and law, American Satellite Corp., Germantown, Md., elected senior VP-operations.


Irving Kolody, operations VP, research and technical services, communications products operation of General Cable Co., Greenwich, Conn., named VP-research and technical services.

Angus MacArthur, VP of Times Wire & Cable Co., in charge of cable marketing, Wallingford, Conn., named director of optical fiber and cable marketing for Times Fiber Communications.


Judith Hodges, graduate of Institute for New Cinema Artists, New York, joins WCN/PFM New York as assistant engineer.

International

Roy D. Bright, former head of British Post Office's Presiel International Division, named managing director of Inteltelmatique, international marketing arm of France's Telematique program. Inteltelmatique was created in March to provide central direction to worldwide promotion and marketing of French telecommunications products developed under national program, Telematique.

Jim Rosenthal, sports commentator on BBC Radio, joins Britain's London Weekend Television as sports reporter.

Allied Fields

Patricia Grace, director of station relations and programming, Sheridan Broadcasting Network, joins FCC, Washington, as chief of consumer assistance and information division of Office of Public Affairs. Erika Jones, acting chief of division, named assistant to director of public affairs for policy and management.

Clint Formby, of Formby group of Texas radio stations, elected to board of Broadcast Music Inc. He is also member and immediate past chairman of board of regents of Texas Tech University and former chairman of National Association of Broadcasters radio board.

Lee Polk, VP, program development, Gold Key Entertainment Corp., re-elected president of New York chapter of National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences. Others re-elected: Dick Schneider, Caedzara Productions, first VP; George Dessart, CBS-TV, second VP; David Davidson, TV writer, secretary, and Robert G. Simon, McCann-Erickson, treasurer.

John Willett, executive VP of Mel Wheeler Inc., owner of WKLQ(FM) Roanoke, Va., of which Willett was general manager, and KDNT-AM-FM Denton, Texas, joins SESAC as regional manager of Southeastern area.

Ralph Mann and Jeffrey Berg named chairman and president, respectively, International Creative Management, talent and literary agency division of Marvin Josephson Associates. Mann has served as chairman of ICM's executive committee and vice chairman of MJA. Berg has been serving as senior agent in ICM's motion picture department.

Ronald Jamison, president of Jamison Communications, licensee of KBAH(FM) Indianapolis, Iowa, joins Richard A. Shaheen, media broker, based in Chicago.

Peter Jacobi, who has been associated with Jack Hilton/Inc., New York, as consultant in television and corporate communications, joins staff as VP.

Claire L. Kummer, client service manager, Arbitron Television, New York, appointed production manager for company in Laurel, Md.

Clifford Hall, who recently completed work with satellite radio project of National Public Radio, where he coordinated planning, site evaluation, design review and cost analysis for installation of satellite interconnection system for public radio, joins National Association of Educational Broadcasters, Washington, as director of membership activities.

Dick Bruce, business manager of minicomputer division of Data Communications Corp., Memphis, named director of broadcast services in broadcast division.

Frederick Williams, dean of Annenberg School of Communications, University of Southern California, named research fellow of International Communication Association.


Deaths

Kenneth Goldblatt, 59, VP-general manager of WGVU(AM) Charlotte, N.C., died of cancer May 28 at Charlotte Memorial hospital and medical center. He had held that position since 1975. Before that, he worked at WGOX(AM) Atlanta for 15 years. WGOX and WAOX are owned by Broadcast Enterprises Network. Earlier in his career, he worked for Mutual Radio. Survivors include his wife, Irene, son and daughter.

Paul M. Riddick, 91, one of founders of Society of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi, died June 17 in LaGrange, Ind., after short illness. He was last living member of original 10 founders of organization, which was formed in 1909 at DePauw University, Greencastle, Ind. Riddick retired in 1959 as publisher of LaGrange, Ind. Standard and News, but remained active in Sigma Delta Chi. Survivors include his wife and daughter.

Golden anniversary. The National Association of Broadcasters sponsored a reception in New York for the executive director of the Broadcast Rating Council, Hugh Beville Jr. The reception marked his 50th anniversary in the broadcasting industry, coinciding with the 50th anniversary of the field of broadcast ratings. Attending the celebration was Julian Goodman (center), former chairman of NBC, and James Seiler (left), president of Media Statistics Inc. and founder of the American Research Bureau, the forerunner of Arbitron. Beville began his career as a statistician for NBC.
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## Stock Index

### Broadcasting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Closing Wed 2/18</th>
<th>Closing Wed 2/16</th>
<th>Net Change in Week</th>
<th>Percent Change in Week</th>
<th>PE Ratio</th>
<th>Market Capitalization (in Thousands)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N ABC</td>
<td>30 1/8</td>
<td>30 3/4</td>
<td>-2 7/8</td>
<td>-3 7/8</td>
<td>7 2/3</td>
<td>8 2/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N Capital Cities</td>
<td>51 7/8</td>
<td>53 6/8</td>
<td>1 7/8</td>
<td>1 7/8</td>
<td>3 7/8</td>
<td>7 2/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N CBS</td>
<td>50 3/4</td>
<td>50 3/4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5 1/2</td>
<td>1 7/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N Cox</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>78 3/8</td>
<td>-3/8</td>
<td>-1/8</td>
<td>5 7/8</td>
<td>7 2/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Gross Telecasting</td>
<td>28 1/4</td>
<td>26 3/4</td>
<td>-1 7/8</td>
<td>-1 7/8</td>
<td>6 2/3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N LIN</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>48 1/2</td>
<td>+ 1 1/2</td>
<td>+ 1 1/2</td>
<td>4 9/10</td>
<td>13 3/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N Moody</td>
<td>9 3/4</td>
<td>9 3/4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Scripps-Howard</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Storer</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27 3/4</td>
<td>-3/4</td>
<td>-2 1/4</td>
<td>14 29/10</td>
<td>249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N Taft</td>
<td>30 3/4</td>
<td>29 3/4</td>
<td>+ 1 3/8</td>
<td>+ 3 36/10</td>
<td>6 2/3</td>
<td>40 16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Broadcasting with Other Major Interests

**A Adams-Russell** 19 3/4

**A Affiliated Pubs.** 18 3/4

**A Harte-Hanks** 23 1/4

**A Heritage** 12 3/4

**A Infonetics** 13 5/8

**A Jefferson-Pilot** 29 1/2

**A Johnson** 15 1/2

**A Knight-Ridder** 23 1/4

**A Lee Enterprises** 20 3/8

**A Liberty** 14 5/8

**A McGraw-Hill** 30 1/8

**A Media General** 29 1/4

**A Meredith** 35

**A Multimedia** 35

**A New York Times Co.** 24 1/8

**A Outco.** 23 3/8

**A Post Corp.** 16 3/8

**A Rogers** 28 5/8

**A San Juan Racing** 17 6/8

**A Schering-Plough** 39 1/4

**A Steffisburg** 35

**A Tele-Communications** 8 1/4

**A Time Mirror Co.** 33 1/2

**A Turner Broadcasting** 14

**A Washington Post** 17 1/2

**N Wometco** 19 3/8

### Electronics/Manufacturing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Closing Wed 2/18</th>
<th>Closing Wed 2/16</th>
<th>Net Change in Week</th>
<th>Percent Change in Week</th>
<th>PE Ratio</th>
<th>Market Capitalization (in Thousands)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O AEL Industries</td>
<td>7 1/2</td>
<td>7 3/4</td>
<td>-1/4</td>
<td>-3 22/16</td>
<td>6 12</td>
<td>12 1310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Ampex</td>
<td>19 1/2</td>
<td>19 1/2</td>
<td>-1/2</td>
<td>-1/2</td>
<td>7 1/2</td>
<td>13 1812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Arvin Industries</td>
<td>10 7/8</td>
<td>10 7/8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8 1/2</td>
<td>8 131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O CCA Electronics*</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4 1/2</td>
<td>4 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Celtec</td>
<td>5 1/8</td>
<td>5 1/8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4 1/2</td>
<td>4 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Cohu</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6 3/8</td>
<td>+ 3/8</td>
<td>+ 3/8</td>
<td>7 2/3</td>
<td>8 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Conrac</td>
<td>17 1/8</td>
<td>17 1/8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9 2/3</td>
<td>10 1711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Eastman Kodak</td>
<td>57 3/8</td>
<td>57 3/8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8 1/2</td>
<td>8 1311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Emi Industries</td>
<td>35 3/8</td>
<td>35 3/8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6 3/8</td>
<td>6 512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O General Electric</td>
<td>51 1/2</td>
<td>51 1/2</td>
<td>+ 1/2</td>
<td>+ 1/2</td>
<td>8 1/2</td>
<td>8 1311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Harris Corp.</td>
<td>36 3/4</td>
<td>37 3/4</td>
<td>-1/4</td>
<td>-1/4</td>
<td>6 11</td>
<td>6 1111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Harvel Inc.</td>
<td>6 1/2</td>
<td>6 1/2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7 2/3</td>
<td>7 2/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Hilti, Inc.</td>
<td>20 1/2</td>
<td>20 1/2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 1/2</td>
<td>2 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Microdyne</td>
<td>20 1/2</td>
<td>20 1/2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 1/2</td>
<td>2 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O MCA Inc.</td>
<td>29 1/4</td>
<td>29 1/4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 1/2</td>
<td>2 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O 3M</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12 1318</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Motorola</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13 1318</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Nippon Electric</td>
<td>46 1/8</td>
<td>46 1/8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12 1318</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O NCR Industries</td>
<td>23 1/4</td>
<td>23 1/4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13 1318</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O RCA</td>
<td>22 3/4</td>
<td>23 1/4</td>
<td>-1/8</td>
<td>-1/8</td>
<td>13 1318</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Rockwell Int'l</td>
<td>57 7/8</td>
<td>58 1/2</td>
<td>-1/2</td>
<td>-1/2</td>
<td>13 1318</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O RSC Industries</td>
<td>53 3/8</td>
<td>53 3/8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13 1318</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Scientific-Atlantis</td>
<td>27 2/8</td>
<td>27 2/8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13 1318</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Sony Corp.</td>
<td>10 1/8</td>
<td>10 1/8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13 1318</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Tektronix</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13 1318</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Texas Instruments</td>
<td>25 3/8</td>
<td>25 3/8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13 1318</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Varian Associates</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13 1318</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Westinghouse</td>
<td>23 1/8</td>
<td>22 7/8</td>
<td>+ 1/4</td>
<td>+ 1/4</td>
<td>13 1318</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Zenith</td>
<td>10 1/8</td>
<td>10 1/8</td>
<td>-1/8</td>
<td>-1/8</td>
<td>13 1318</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Standard & Poor's 400

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Closing Wed 2/18</th>
<th>Closing Wed 2/16</th>
<th>Net Change in Week</th>
<th>Percent Change in Week</th>
<th>PE Ratio</th>
<th>Market Capitalization (in Thousands)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Broadcasting</td>
<td>131.11</td>
<td>130.73</td>
<td>+0.39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Notes

- Earnings figures are exclusive of extraordinary gain or loss. Footnotes: O Stock price does not lead on given day price shown is last traded price ** No P/E ratio computed, company registered net loss. *** Stock split. $ Stock traded at less than 12.5 cents.
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**Added Attractions**

**BROADCASTING**'s editors and writers are at work on a number of special reporting assignments scheduled (§) to appear during the next few months. Among the more prominent prospects:

- **Jul 14** § The annual **Awards Issue**, pulling together in one place all the major winners of the principal national awards competitions during the preceding 12 months.

- **Jul 28** § A special report on **local TV journalism**—a national canvass of extraordinary news coverage and public affairs efforts on the local firing line.

- **Aug 25** § **Radio 1980.** The latest word on AM versus FM. The new radio networks. Satellite interconnection and the other new audio technologies. How things stand in the oldest of broadcasting's family of Fifth Estate media, at the beginning of its newest and most competitive decade.

- **Oct 13** § The beginning of **BROADCASTING** magazine's celebration of its own **first 50 years**—with a companion, year-by-year celebration of the Fifth Estate with which its fortunes are joined. A major historical retrospective that will illuminate each issue of the succeeding 12 months, and climax in **BROADCASTING**'s **50th Anniversary Issue** on Oct. 12, 1981.

**BROADCASTING** will continue to update this schedule as appropriate, (a) to give readers an idea of what's upcoming, (b) to give sources due notice that we're at work in their territories and (c) to give advertisers a chance to plan their own marketing strategies in tandem with these editorial opportunities.

**You Belong in Broadcasting Every Week**

*Publication dates are subject to change, dependent on the progress of research and the pressures of and pre-emptions by other breaking news developments.*
Cable's co-worker couple: UA-Columbia's Koplovitzes

Seven years ago Bill and Kay Koplovitz went job hunting in the cable field: They thought it offered a "reasonable chance of a fast track." Today, he's vice president in charge of corporate development for the country's 10th largest MSO, UA-Columbia Cablevision; she's president of UA's joint-venture, USA Network, and most people would say "fast track" proved an understatement.

That they're with the same company is no accident—a tribute to both their salesmanship and the perspicacity of UA-Columbia's president, Bob Rosencrans. In the early 1970's, Rosencrans was looking to build a franchising team; he was impressed with their educational backgrounds (Bill was a lawyer with National Association of Broadcasters experience, Kay a Phi Beta Kappa whose master's thesis was on the political ramifications of international satellite communications) and with an attitude that he describes as "eager to be successful." Rosencrans hired them both.

The Koplovitz name has long been familiar to Broadcasting readers. William Koplovitz Sr. appeared on the forerunner of the "Profile" page in 1958 at his accession to the presidency of the Federal Communications Bar Association. A one-time assistant general counsel with the FCC, the senior Koplovitz is a retired partner in the Washington law firm of Dempsey & Koplovitz.

Taking several years out to run her own public relations firm, Kay rejoined the company in 1977 to preside over the precursor of USA Network, and has been building the operation ever since. (It's now available to more than five million subscribers). With the network's emphasis on live sports, Kay's job has her hobnobbing with team owners and league presidents. Along the way, she's picked up the Ideel Kaitz Award of the National Cable Television Association for outstanding leadership in industry, as well as the first Action for Children's Television Award to cable for the development, with Learning Corp. of America, of the Calliope series carried on USA Network.

Does that leave Bill, handling the less glamorous regulatory and franchising end of the business, feeling left in Kay's shadow? "This sounds corny," says Bill Koplovitz, "but I love Kay a great deal and any time she has a success or is in the spotlight I feel proud ... I wish her more success."

As a lifelong sports fan, he does admit to a "tinge of envy," watching his wife wheel and deal with the big names in professional sports. But as Bill describes his work in franchising, his enjoyment of the strategic component of franchising struggles comes through. And he speaks with pride of the fact that in New Jersey, UA-Columbia received all 52 of the franchises it sought in his tenure, 45 of which were competitive situations, while in Westchester county, N.Y., out of 18 competitive situations, UA lost only one.

Rosencrans offers a description of the couple that puts them in a familiar perspective for many members of the cable industry: "They do everything like they play tennis—they're tenacious, aggressive—and successful." (At the 1979 NCTA convention, the Koplovitzes were runners-up in a men's doubles competition.)

Success, of course, is not without its costs. For the Koplovitzes, one price is that the long hours they put in leave them little time together, save for weekends. When both worked on franchising, they'd cover separate territories, representing UA-Columbia at hearings that often dragged on into the night. Although Bill now finds the franchising process allowing for more civilized hours, Kay's presidential duties usually tie her up until 10 o'clock at night. And she often finds those days starting at 5 a.m. Adamantly rejecting the label "workaholic," Kay admits, "I don't think my schedule would be to everybody's liking."

Mutual recognition of each other's success orientation seems to be an important element of the Koplovitzes' marriage. Back in the early '70's, he was manager of a small market television station on the West Coast. But station policy forbade her working either there or at the one other television station in the market. The search for opportunities in the cable industry grew in large measure from their common awareness that the situation simply wasn't providing enough challenge for her.

That's all changed now. For someone for whom "the fun is getting there," working in cable has given Kay the experience of "seeing a new business develop." Since the time she was an undergraduate, she "believed that satellite technology would change communications; it seemed like such an obvious thing," and at UA-Columbia she's been part of what she calls "the marriage of satellites and cable" that "makes software affordable." "It's selection of programs that makes cable a success," says Kay. She draws on the franchising experience she shares with Bill in noting that "in 1973, mayors and councils didn't want to know about you. [Cable] meant you have to pay for TV. Now, mayors, councils—and the public—demand and want cable."

Looking at cable's potential from the franchise level, as opposed to his wife's network perspective, Bill speaks with enthusiasm of the opportunities afforded for local access programing, an element stressed in the company's franchise applications.

At home in the peaceful surroundings of their Franklin Lakes, N.J., home, the couple reveal a relaxed introspection that seems to contrast with their business image. It offers Kay the opportunity to muse on their unusual position: though in their 30's, they've had such a role in building part of the cable industry they can "look at all the former network people getting into cable" and say to themselves: "Why look at those young whippersnappers. Who do they think they are?"

The Koplovitzes hate to see grass growing under their feet, even at home. In fact, when they designed their retreat, (Bill insists Kay did the lion's share of that job) they gave a prominent place to the tennis courts on which they're frequently found. Even at play, they play to win.
Early deadlines

Beset by mounting pressures from many sides, the FCC is preparing to take another look at its selection of the Magnavox system as the standard for the new AM stereo industry. As reported elsewhere in this issue, the commission's staff is working up the papers for a reopened rulemaking that would give antagonists a chance to go on formal record with the arguments that have been informally but vociferously advanced since the stereo decision was made last April.

The FCC could hardly do anything else, especially knowing as it does that the staff that prepared the Magnavox decision worked under forced draft and would like a chance for more temperate consideration of the mass of conflicting information the FCC stored up in the years that AM stereo has been under study. The report exists as the mass is, however, the basic framework of an expedited form of rulemaking to be undertaken now. There is no need for the FCC to start anywhere near square one in its reconsideration.

It is enough for the FCC to invite comment on such questions as these: Is the Magnavox system the deserving winner? If not, which competing applicant is best? Would it be in the public interest for the FCC merely to announce basic standards and let competing systems enter the market? The facts are already in the record. The arguments can be prepared easily. On with it.

More of the same

The FCC's proposal to break up co-located crossownerships of television stations and cable systems is of a piece with actions it has taken against crossownerships of other kinds. The agency is proceeding on merely the assumption that diversification of ownership will lead to diversification of programing. It is proceeding without evidence of any kind that crossownerships have failed to serve the public.

In the later stages of the application of its anticrossownership policy, the commission has also operated in the hope that properties put on the market by its orders will somehow fall into the hands of minorities whose fortunes it wants to promote. That objective, added to the assumed attractions of diversification, gives the crusade against crossownership an enduring life of its own.

There is no sensible way to measure whether programing is more diversified or less in communities where media ownerships have been fragmented by FCC rule. It is possible, however, to say that for the most part the ownership changes have merely meant the rearrangement of group portfolios. The classic example was provided by the Washington Post's and Detroit News's exchange of hometown television stations. If the FCC's proposed divestiture of cable and television station crossownerships sticks, it will be surprising if the sell-offs don't go to companies already well established in the business.

Another questionable feature in the FCC's notice of last week was noted in a dissenting statement of Commissioner Abbott Washburn. One of the criteria that the FCC said it would consider in entertaining requests for waivers of divestiture was whether crossownership had "increased the performances of either the crossowned station or the [cable] system, especially, in the case of the latter, by the number and type of nonbroadcast programing services."

Washburn criticized the majority's "outright preference for 'nonbroadcast programing.'" He questioned "the propriety of a government agency making specific kinds of programing the quid pro quo for the waiver of a divestiture rule."

Well, of course, Washburn was right, but he could have gone further to say that the FCC, in its promise of some waivers, had given applicants the burden of proving special virtues. The question here is whether the FCC can continue to evade the burden of proving that the crossownerships it proposes to demolish are indeed wrong.

Lowered aspirations

For a while journalists had reason to think that Congress was on the way to repair one of the several damages to editorial freedom inflicted by the incumbent Supreme Court. The House Judiciary Committee approved a bill to outlaw the police ransacking of newrooms that had been approved by the court in the Stanford Daily case. The Senate Judiciary Committee followed with a bill of its own, close enough to the House version to raise hopes that a compromise would be possible.

Now, as a story elsewhere in this issue explains, conflicts have developed among key figures on both sides of the Hill. The bill adopted by the House would require investigating agencies to obtain subpoenas before searching for criminal evidence in journalism offices or premises occupied by private citizens who are not themselves suspected of a crime. The Senate bill confines the protection to journalism offices, although it instructs the attorney general to issue guidelines governing searches of other premises. The difference is enough to have ruffled dispositions and authors' prides.

This page has sided with those preferring the broader coverage on the grounds that the Fourth Amendment, which forbids unreasonable searches and seizures, applies equally to everyone. If, however, the blanket protection cannot be attained against the dedicated opposition of such unlikely coalitions as the Carper administration and Senator Strom Thurmond, something less is worth settling for. Journalism organizations that have been active in urging Congress to adopt a measure of relief ought now to work for sensible compromise.
Television 7 and the Greater Dayton Jaycees established "Operation In-Vest" to provide extra protection for law enforcement officers through bullet proof vests. The business community, area service clubs, community groups and general public responded with thousands of dollars in contributions. When the final tally is in, officials hope to outfit some 650 officers in 13 law enforcement agencies in southwest Ohio. The lives we save may one day save ours.

represented by TeleRep
Census Countdown

Realizing the tremendous impact the 1980 census would have on the community for the next decade, WKZO Radio in Kalamazoo went all out to see that listeners fully understood the procedure.

During the weeks preceding the nationwide count, WKZO aired public service announcements by community leaders who explained the dates and importance of the upcoming census.

The station also broadcast several programs the week the forms were mailed describing the information requested on each line of the questionnaire.

And, the day the forms were to be filled out, WKZO Radio aired a special “At Your Service” show, where census workers answered questions phoned in by listeners who ran into problems completing the forms.

Providing the service and information that really count is all part of the Fetzer tradition of total community involvement.